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ABSTRACT
Two studies exam ned intdractive cable Ipchnoiogy as

a' potentially usefu.1 means of pi I ing adult and continuing.

education Outside conventional ins itutions. One set of experiments
on the interactive cable system located in Spartanburg, South
Carolina, was ais.94)at adults who had not completed their high school
education: the other study, which substitut d data terminals for -
telephone interaction, was al.Ted at parents
principles of child develolcent. These exper
determine whether sufficie timbers of stud

nterested in the
gents were designedato
nts would be, attracted

to and enroll in courses that 'rely on home terminals, and if these
StudeWts could use the system to make satisfactory educational
progress. The studies a o explored the continuing debate over the
federal government's rol in supporting and .regulating interactive
cable servic Results we e positive for both cable intdraction
processes an ducationa effectiveness, and telephone interaction
was found to be efer le to data terminal interaction. It is
suggested that the ent and continuing removal ef restraints on the
growth pf the cable industry may be aufficieht to' allow home cable
education to prosper; (Author/CMV)
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PREFACE

In January 1974, tbe National Science Foundation announced a two-stage com-
petitiori for thedesignand.implementation ofexperiments in the public service uses
of interktive cab%systems. Rand, in cooperation with Tele Cable Corporation and
South Carolina public service agencies, submitted one of the seven succesehl
proposals f,or planning grants provided in July 1974 by NSF's Research Applied to
National Needs (RANN) program. After the.results of the seven planning grants
were teviewed, contracts were'made with three groups: (1) New York .University
for work with senior citizens in Reading, Pennsylvania; (2) Michigan State Univer-
sity for a program for training firemen in ROckford, Illinois; and (3) Rand and
TeleCable for the partanburft, South Carolina project, home education experi-
ments in the fields,6f adult and parent education. An experiment not reported here ---
involved the use of tWo-way video communications fox the in-service training of the
staff of daycare centers. Its results are presented in Sue E. ,Berryman, Tora K.
Bikson, and Judith S. Bazemore, Cable, Two-Way Video, and Educational Pro-
grammAgg: The Case of Daycare, R-2270-NSF, October 1978.

This report seeks to inform citizens and public officials whè are interested in,
the use of telecommunidations for the delivery of educational Programming. It also
serves 89 a detailed re rt of the methods and findings used in tbe home education
experiments for those incerned with the value of alternative fonts of the return
link in two-way com nications. .

The reader need ave no technical training in cable engineering or' telecom-
munications. The co ern here is with the use of the.technology, not the technology
itself. 44'
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SUMMARY

Interactive cable technology can potentially provide adult and continuing edu-
cation outside conventional institutions. One set of experiments on the interactive
cable system located in Spartanburg, South Carolina, was aimed at adults *rho have
not completed their high schoOl education; the other was aimed at parents interest-

. ed in the principles of child.development. These experiments attempted to deter-
mine (11 whether sufficient numbers of students willqie attracted to and 'enroll in
courses that rely on home terminals, allowing students to respond interactively to
educational programs; and (2) if these students can use the system to make satisfac-
tory. educational progress. In other words, does interactive cable technology pro-
vide a means of reaching educatbral markets with effective programs beyond the-
classroom? 4

The experiments were flirther designed to illuminate the continuing debit*
over the federal government's role in supporting,and regulating interactive cable
service. The following options were considered: (1) regulationrequiring constrUc-
tion of technical capacityifor interactive cable communications; (2) deregulationI
strengthpning the cable industry by encouraging pay cable and growth of new `,
services; and (3) subsidysupporting the costs of new servicee, especially for the
physically and socially disadvantaged where the economic viability of such services
is in cloubt.

The Spartanburg project used live instructiontl programming as its interactive
mode of educational technology for the"adult and continuing education programs.
The teachers taught much as they would in "their cbnventional classrooms, mixi4
lectures,txercises, an4 liv4 responses to students' questions. Students occasionally
had an opportunity to speak with the teacher, but their primarimode of interac-
tion was through the use of simple data terminals. Although the cable students
could not ask questions spontaneously or make comments, they could send pre-

'Itrranged signals indicating confiision, boredom, or a.desire to ask questions. The
'teacher could respond, at that moment, calling students by name if circumstances
-warranted. In short, it was an "electronic classroom."

In its approach to interactive instruction for the educationally disadvantaged,
, Rand carried out a series of quasi-experiments to demonstrate the 11/3 of iwo-way

interactive cable television as an alternative to traditional adult education in the
classroom and to test the relative effectiveness of the two forms of instruction.
Courses iij mathematics, reading, and language skills were offered through Spar-

nburg Technical College (TEC) tO adult students to prepare them for the S.C.
'General Education Development (GED) examinations. Initruction was provided.to
two groups: cOnventional classes at Spartanburg Technical College and cable

' classes of students with interactive terminals who received the instruction over a
closed cable television channel in their homes. Four adult education exneriments
included three rounds of high school equivalency education and one basic adult
education course to prepare students to enter a high school count

Classroom interaction processes as well ,as educational effectiV'eness were as-
sessed, and tile findings were positive in both doinainis. Although strikingaimilari-
:ties and differences were found between the instructional processeff in cable and
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.conv.entional calasses, the experimental series apparently allowed the teachers to
improve their use of both environments In addition, the effectiveness of interactive
cablertelevision as an nistruction l medium for (at least) GED-leVel education was
documented: Cable students fare no worse for missing the social envfronm'ent of
a conventional classroom, and some of these students home cable classes pro-
vided their only means of finis ng high school. The only disappointment was the
small turnout for cable classes (an average of just over ten students).

A second Series of experiments considered the potential commercial market for
interactive education programs in a context of widespread telephond availability.
Parent education was selected as the content. The design sought to isolate the
niarginal utility of data terwinals above the use 'of the telephone. The two experi-
ments were desiined to tesgthe relative benefits oftwo conditions of instruction:
lowtlevel dttta interaction combined with telephone retufn, and only telephone
'return, when either mode is used to complement program delivery. The programs
contained a framewokk for application of Piagetian principles for parents interest-
ed in child development. These programs were intended to convey three tyiies of
k owledge about developmental sequences in childhood: (1) a "end knowledge
o developmental stages, (2) specific knowledge of the characteristics of the stages,
and (1) knowledge of nceans by which pfinciples ofdevelopment can best be applied.
Although thehtwo experimental groups exhibited no difkerekes in knowledge ac-
quisition, there were significant gains in knowledge in both conditions over time.
We conclude that data return, at least when minimally used,adds little to the
learning process that is directly observalzle in knowledge gains. Iris possible,
however, that polling terminals have marginal value for learning.if they are used
more frequently during class or used by different tyges of students.

.

In light of the nature and size of the markets found in Spartanburg, subsidies ,

and detailed regulations to establish such systems do not seem warranted, The most
promising avenue appears to be the growth of commercial interattive cable sys-
tems. The evolution of advanced cable systems would be served by removal df
federal regulatory barriers. The recent and continuing remoVal of restraints on the
growth of the cable industrY may well be sufficient to allow home cable education.
to prosper. More aggressive steps can be left to.the future, but it seems appropriate
now to watch the market forces at work to see if they are sufficient tO brings
interactive education into the home.

.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive cable technology has the potential to provide adult and continuing
education outside conventional institutions. Two central questions are: (1) Will
sufficient numbers of students be attracted to and enroll in courses that rely on
home teiminals, allowing students to respond interactively to educational- pro-
grams? and (2) Can these students use the system to make satisfactory educational
progiess? In other words, does interactive cable technology profride a means of
reaching educational markets with effective prograins beyond the classroom?

The basic data for the research questions have been generated by a series of
educational experiments offered on the interactive cable system located in Spartan-
burg, South Carolina. A formed by The Rand Corporation, TeleCable
Corporation, and Spartanburg T nical College was timded by the Research Ap-
.plied to National Needs (R4NN) Programtf the National ScienCe Foundation to
develop and -eValuate a series of adult and continuing education programs. This
report documents two sets of these experiments designed to test the value of
providing students with thecapability to send return communications from duly
homes. One set of courses was offered to determine whether adults who have rat
completed their high school education will take and learn from cable courses,
perhaps beCause they escape some of the psychological and economic restraints
aasociated with returning to the conventional classroom. A secOnd set of courses
was prepared for parents interested in the principles of child development and
chosen to eXplore the market for continuing edikation among poOulations with an
ability to pay.

In both lines of investigation, the .o:)ject sought to test whether there Was a
demand for these types of courses and whether interactive tedinologies could
enable the students to make significant educational gains.' In addition, the experi-
ments were designed to illuminate the continuing debate over the federal govern-
ment's role in supporting and regulating interactive cable service.

s.

FEDERAL POLICIES AND INTERACTIVE CABLE

In the 1r60s, there were great expectations that interactive cable television
would permit a vast array of services to be available in the home. Varied entertain-
ment programming would be available through pay cableR.g., a heavyweight
fight, a report On the latest archaeological dig in Crete, or a do-it-yourself plumbing
program. The home terminal would enable you to order a new suit or groceries
from a home buyer's guide. A home or business could have a fire alarm tied into
the cable system, and branch banks would use inexpensive data services to increase
ttieir efficiency. Pmblic utilities would be read automatically, and peak energy
demands could be reduced by _remote computer-control of nonessential electrical
components. Information and referral systems would help clients to filid available

C.

engrains that fest the use of the return capacity for, two-way audio and video communicationchannels are discussed in S. Berryman, T. Bikson, and J. Bazemore, Cable, Two-Way Video and Educa-
. tional Proirramming: The,Case ofDaycare, The Rand Corporation, R-2270-NSP, October 1978.

I I,
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services arrd then to move efficiently throutib the local service agencies to get ose
serv ices.

Education opportunities would also abot/Ad. It was expeeted thathomebound
and handicapped children .could receive elementary and secondarY education at
home. Adults would take s'ontinuing education courses in order to get better jobs.
Illiterate adults would learn to read; and others would finish their high school
education. Professional education would include new medical techniques for physi-
cians and special tax courses for small businessmen.'

Interactive cable tIchnology was to be the key to this concept of a "wired city"
interconnected with coaxi.cable. Everyone agreed tlitt no one service could justi-
fy the expense of the hardware, 03ntral systems, and operation of an interactive
cable capacity, so the economic success .of service delivery turned on two critical
assumptions. First, because hundreds of services would lhare the dentral facility
hardware and the maintenance of an interactive cable system, the cost of any one
service would be low. Second, because hundreds of thoUsands of homes would use
terminals across many %wired cities, unit production coets-for the ferminits mould
be driven down. Then each home- woukci,be able to afford10 'Aril terminal, and
subscribers would gain access to all these services at tfleir bitot pponse. What has -
happened to the price of, the pocket calculator was often heard aSon-analogy
what would happen to home terminal costs. As a result, the coat ,of any' sitiecietc.
service application was discussed as though tlie technology were almost free: 'the
Marginal cost of the hundred 9nd first service on the system would be pennies, and
the use of terminals would involve no additional costs because most people would
alrrdy have them. Thus, for those believing in the wired city concept the question
was not the cost of any particular seryigie but centered on doubts about the,tyctent
of' the market for theee services and about the educational effectiveness of such
systems.

As time wore on, it became evident that no such, wired cities were going to
appear in the near future. Initially, the economics of the cable industry were'
considered at fault. Construction of the,interactive cable systems required to carry
all the envisionediservices cost substantiallg more than conventional cable systems.
The market for these new services was not demonstrated, and 'profit to the cable
system continue0 to come from selling sUbscriptions to homes wishing better one-
way receRtion commercial television signals.

Channel and iwo-Way Cable Requirements Imposed by the FCC

Critics of this investment imttern acknowledged that there was no immediate'
profit in two-1;ay services but pointed out that because there was only one cable .
system in any atea, the construction of conventionaLsystems was mortgaging the
future. WithOut interactive systems, there could be no testing of service ideas,' and
it was felt that each community should have an opportunity to experiment. Fur-

:

' A samplik of orts that discussed these and many other uses of cable is: Ralph Lee Smith',
"The Wiied Natio ," The Nation, Volume 210, No. 19, May 18, 1970, pp. 582-606; National Academy
of Engineering Committee on,Telecommunications,'Comniunications Technology for Urban'Improve-
ment, Washington, D.C.,19'71;Sloan Commission on Cable Communications, On the Cable: The Televi,
sion of Ahundance, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1971, and-Robert IA Steiner, Visions of
Cablevision: The Prospects for Cable Television in.the Gieater Cincinnati Area, The Stephen U. Wilder
Foundation, Cincinnati, 1972.
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thermote, there was concern that the cost of retrofitting one-way tiqtstems for two-
. way vise woulci be a barrier to the apread of two-wayiervices when they did emerge.

This argument; coupled With other pressures; persuaded theFederal CombUni-
Cations Commissibn in 1972 to require a minimum channel capability for at major
cable systeinek in' the large metr4olitan areas.. k cable opeiator had to proyide at.r

. least -20 broadband television chamiels,including 'channels reserved for public ac-
Cess, education, and government use. And it required a non voice return capacity.
Thia requirement is only for a limited return capacity able to carry data signills:but

-
not necessarily able to carry voice orVideo signals. The FCC specifically stated that
it 'wished to create the Potential for "s,urvey's, marketing services, burglar alarm
devices, educationallesclback,.:to name a few The FCC then distinguished be-
tweep existing systems and those to be licensed in the ftiture. Newcable ytems
would have Aloineet these requirements. Systems already licensed:how er, were
told that the Efd ve years to comply, giving them time to spread out he costs
of. retirofitti

-Owners of the old systems had of course protested that retrofit was an unrea-
sonable requirement, and with time the pomplaints grew stronger. By 1976, the
cable4-industry had badly oyerextended itself. The image of huge profits that had
fueled the Imposition of these *requirements changed dramatically, as many sys-
Aetna lost iponey and some of the nuijor multiple operators skirted tl.ie edge of
bankruptcy. And thete was no evidence that the existing new services were about
to prosper. The PCC responded by "postponing indefinitely" the retrofit require-
ment, but it still reinred the two-way capacity for the licensing of nElw systems.'
The debate then moved to the courts, and the issue is a continuing controversy.

Although these regulatory concerns have dominated the public debate alnut
. cable, the .alternatives facing the federal government are broader than siniply
requiring construction of thetechnical capacity for interactive cable communica-
tions.

. 0. .

Program Suppcirt'for Interactive Services.
.1

It was argued in 1971 and 1972 that it",' would take forceful Meral leadership
to combine the numereu services required to achieve economies of scale and-that
neW interactive se 'Aces- ould not appear without a massive "wired cit?' to dem-

,

onstrate the pot 6E4.. A sstematie review of all major U.S., cities and their cable
systems was cofiducted to choose' the best location for a federal demonstration of
the' potential of interactive cable; and lists of probable services were compiled.'
Akron was widely discussed as the probable site; then the decision to commit money
to the project was not glade. Some of the reasons may have been political, biit the
fact wai that HOD Argiard have been committing many 'millions of dollars' to sup-

,. port-untteted serviffe concepts.. 1_ ,

t SubsquentlY, seyeral federal agencies have explored innovative services by
p supporting demonstrations on a case:by-case basis. Only in the health field, how-.

ever, wafl,there any sserious hope that new services- might justify the costs of

6,1

Cable Television Report and Order published in 37 Fed. Reg. 3251, February 12, 1972, par. 128.
4Por a discussion of the postponement and the factors behind it, see Broadcasting, July 14, 1976,

p. 22.

' Malarkey, Taylor and Associates, Pilot ProjeCtS for Broadband Communications DistribUtion
'System, prepare4 for the White House Office ofTelecommunications Policy, November 1971.

,
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advanced cable systems. The high, costs of medical personnel and health care in
generallikade cable, along with other telecommunications technologies, more aP-
pealing. The cl' culty of bringing quality health care to rural areis has encou'raged
the use of sa llites, microwave, and telePhony'aslwell as cable, and fostered the
einergence of the field of "telemedicine." More recently, emphasis in discussions of
demonstrations has shifted from urbansitto rural areas. Butlhe integrated use of
multiple services that would share the costs of an advanced system still has not
materialized. ,\
Commercial Development and the Regulation-of Pay Cable

*Another line of federal iolicy development with implicatious for innovative
cable services has been the FCC's regulation of pay cable television. The sable
industry has always wanted-to offer additional entertainment programs above and
beyond its carfiage of commercial television signals. The backbone of such service
would be movies and sports, but the FCC has been concerned that pay cable would
drain away large audiences from broadcast television.

For years the broadcast industry sought protection, arguing that a decline. in
its audience share would mean that many television s tions would no longer
obtain adequate advertising revenues and have to go o the air. Most of these
marginal stations were found in, low population densit areas. Faced with the
possible loss of' the,only stations in many cable areas, the C placed a variety
reitrictions on pay cable. Perhaps the most serious were the 1: .: Report and 0
restrictions on what movies and sports could be carried.Tor all ractical pu
a cable operatoncould not offer any movie that was between two a ten years d.

niports events could not be put on cable if they had en broadcast on . mmercial
television in the ptevious two years. Reruns or ex sions of commercial television
series similarly could not be used. And the cabl operator could not recover costs
through advertising on a pay chtinnel because that toci was prohibited. Together,
these and other restrictions made pay cable a marginal and unattractive inliest-
ment.

It has been argued that these rules Ire a major barrier to the achievement of
the FCC's goal of fostering interactive serviced. Once pay cable- was widefpread,
producers and syndicators would create and sell education programs to those who
had the ability to pay. If there were a 'market for such educational programs, the
Service would grow, achieve econothies of scale, and become less expensive. Then,
the provision of an interactive capability would come about as the inchistry sought
to bill viewers according to the programs they watched rather than by selling access
to a channel. Several ttechnical oproachesallow a cable operator to charge each
home on a program by program tasis using an interactive billing system; and such
systems could, in turn, he used for many other\innovative services. Thus, some
argue that, to obtain the capacity for interactive home education, one should begin
by Aropping restrictions dn pay Cable.

The FCC has in fact recently softened its restrictions,, for the evidence has
mounted-that broadcast television stations would not in gerierarbe hurt severely..
Pity cable on a per channel basis has begun to flourish, quid now. some 3 million

1

er

For a dieoustion of these and other rules, awe Staven,R. Rivkin, Qible 'Television: A Guide to Federal
Regulatioi, The Rand Corporation, R-1138-NSF, March 1973, p. 53.
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nomes are paying to obtain accese to a Channel carrying movies and ,sports. ThiS
trend will probably be 'accelerated; the courts have questioned the FCC's authority
to place some of the restrictions on cable programMing and have set smile 'rules
aside.' As pay,cable grows, questions arise tibout the federal role in directing or
encouraging the choice of cable technology used to 'carry pay television seryices.
Some of thette questions will be addressed in .the last section with information
gained from the Spartanburg experience.

EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS AND HOME MARKETS

The requirement that cable systems have a two-way capability and an educa-
tional, channel, the &rive for a federal demonstration, and the,encouragement of
interactive pay cable systems all assume tyat interactive cable has important social
benefits, specifically that: (1) the programs will attract significant numbers of citi-
zens, and (2) interactive cable programs are educationally effective. The Spartan-
burg interactive cable project was designed, funded, and Carried out to question
these two central assumptions.

The question about the value of interactive cable for attracting students is
askiiig about the markets for interactive cable courses. On piper, there are vast
markets for new forms of education. There is a solid base of 17 million adults now
participating in education programs; and at a time when .conventional college
enrollmtnts have leveled; off, this group is projected to grow even without new
forms of access. Other potential user groups are the'educkionally disadvantaged,
or ,those tied to the home. Career-oriented education could serve professionals
trying t'o stay current in their fields, women entering the job market lpte in life, or
people interested in a second career.° But would these potential students actually
enroll if the courses were offered on interactive cable?

A major purpose of the Spartanburg experiments was to provide some basis for
judging how many of these potential students (would enroll in interactive cable
courses at home. The emphasis on home studylstems from the unique technical
advantages of cable systems in their capacity for widespread residential'distribu-
tion of signals: Courses taken at schools, hospitals, businesses., and government
agencies could be established economically using technoloAs other than coaxial
cable (e.g.,,instructional television fixed service).

The public interest and the justification made for a federal role in regulating
cable usually turns heavily upon the role of cable to reach into the home as a new
means of eductitional opportunity. A residential dibtribution system can provide
access to-undereducatO adults who wish to complete basic education; it can also
improve access for thelinfirm, the handicapped, thollp tied to the home to care fbr
children and.the elderly, and those without transportation. The economic future of
interactive educational programs on the cable turns on the home market because
of the nature of the technology and the large numbers of home subscribers, it can
reach;.and public interest is based heavily upon the hope of reaching those who do
not have access to current educational prokrams.

' A recent andimportant case is Home Box 00ce v, FCC, Case No. 75-1280 (D.C. Circuit) 2 Med. L.
Reptr. (1977),.

For a summary of trends and markets in adult education, see Michael O'Keefe, The Adult, Educa-
tion and Public Policy, Aspen Institute Program for FAucation for a Changing Society, Cambridge, 1977.
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The second question about effectiveness is simply: Will students learn ing
interactiVe cable technology? But that question leads to many others. What type
of educational prog?amming should be used on the cable system and what types of
students should courses be prepared for? The technology is only part of a system
.that includes homl terminals, somputer software, program contenLand teaching
techniques that musebe combined into a Useftil educational experieRfe. The iss,ue
then is whether educationDl systems,"can be designed that can take advantage qf -
the technieal capacity of interactive systems. And the systems may not be effeetive
for all.types of students. It is, not enough to know that motivated students-vith
well-developed learning skills can be successffil in, ibr example, accred,ited college
courses. Much of the debate over the social value of interactive systems rests on
its effectiveness for disadvantaged students, and infdrmation is needed on these
and other student types.

The Spartanburg home sducation experimentewere crafted to address these
two questions of markets and enctiveness. Section II reviews the reasoning that
led to the chbice of the electronic Clalisroom concept of education using live instruc--
tion and describes the dynamics of that system. Section III reports the, results of
three rounds of adult education progiamming to prepare students for high school
goivalency examinations using that system. Section IV examines two rounds of
parent education courses that considered the telephone as an alternative return
technology. Section y veturns to questions of effectiveness and markets and devel-
ops the implications of these experiments for federal policy.

4
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all. TH ELECTRONIC CLASSROOM

. t

-Several approaches can
al
be taken to use interactive cable technálogy for educa-

tion, just as many difflemt student audiences might be the target of home educe-
. tion programs. The Spartinburg project concentrated on home eduestion for com-
pensatory and continuing adult education and used live instructional program-

. The basic method of presenting information was a live instructor. The teach-
ers ta ht much as they would in their conventional clasarobms, !nixing lectures,. .
questions, exercises, and live responses to questions. Students occasionally had the
opportunity to speak with the teacher, but their primary mode of interaction was
through the use of simple data terminals. Although the cable students could not ask
questions spontaneously or make comments, the students could send prearranged
siOals indicating confkision, boredom, or a desire to ask 'questions. The teacher
could respond at that moment, calling studenti by name if circumstanceswarranted
it. In short, it was an "electronic clasaroom."

Here we review what is known about educatioll tereti-ision and home educan
tion and how that information led to reliance on live ins

tl
tion. Then we describe

the components and dynamics.of the Spartanburg interactive cable instruction.

MOVINd FROM THE CLASSROOM TO THE HOME

The nation now lies .a great. deal Jof experience with educational television.
Although its use contintes to e3counter many institutional barriers, its effective-
ness as an instructional ipetiun'in the 'classroom is unchallenged. The central
assumption in much of the policy tlebate about the ffiture of cable television ser-
vices is that interaction is a useffil tool in. educational programming. In light of the
much greater costs of such interactive systems, one mint aak whether that techni-
cal capability is also a necessity. A brkef review of the evidence serves to establish
both why television can be a means of carrying educational programming into the
home and why conventional cable and broadcast television without interaction are
not by themselves sufficient for many student popubitiona.

First, a large and compelling literature indicates that televised ipstruction isat
least as effective as face-to-face communication of educational materials. in the
claisroom and other group settings. In 1962, Schramni reviewed 393 studies that
compared television learning with conventional classroom instruction (see Table
1).1 In 255 of the studies, no diffiwences were found in the relative effectiveness of
the two modes. In the remaining studieo, television proved to 1..;e somewhat !pore
effective than conventional instruction.

Comparison of different age levels indicates a trend toicvard greater effectiye-
nem of televised instrUction with lower age and grade le4els. Half of the studies of
students at 'ninth grade levels or below found no differenees, and when differences

d exist, it was generally the television condition that was more successfttl, For

Wilbur Schramm, "Learning from Instructional Televisions" Review br&Iucationat Rawarch,191111,Vo 92, pp. 156187.
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Table 1

RESULTS OF 393 COMPARISONS BETWEEN'INSTIONA1
1 TF.LEVISIQN AND CONVENTIONAL TEACHiPfl962Y

. \
Findings

.

d.rade Level

1

Number of
Studies

162
51
90

100

Nts Significant
Differences

Television More
Effective

Conventional
Mtire Effectivei--_I

3rd to 6th grades
7th to 9th grades
10th to 1 2th grs:des
College

Total--

86
28
57

, 84

60
'18
1 2 '

3
,..

16
5

21
,13

393
.
255 83 65

SOURCE: Wilbur Schramm, "Learning from Instructional Television," Review of Educa-
)tkmal Research, Vol. 32, pp. 1 66-167.

high school and college student% the proportion of studies showing no differences
increases, but when there are-differences, the conventionaiclasoom environment
seei'iis 'superior. Television instruction's least success was found at the college level,
where only three studies concluded that television was siknificantly better than
conventiOnal teaching, and 13 studies found that' conventional teachingkwas more
effective than teleVision.

A mare recent review, -drawing upon4n overlapping but somewhat different
body of research, ,pachas almost the.same conclusion. Chu and Sctiramm (197)s
classified 421 studiekaccording to whether the research found television or Conven-
tional educatioh to be significantly more effective. Again, the clearest conclusion is
that there are no makior differences between the two modes (see Table 2). In 308
(70.8 percent) of those studies, no significadt differences were found between televi-
sion and conventional teaching in the classroom. Among studies that found differ-
ences, television appears slightly //lore effective for eltmentary and secondary
school levels. a k

l'he Chu aiitik Schranim review isolates research in which the stUdents were
adults.. The type 'of televised education varies widely, fl7com in-service training of
teachers to instruction of military technicians, but again the central finding id the
same: Televised instruction is at least as effective as conventional classroom teach-
ing. Of 33 studies on adults, 24 found no significant differences between the twod
In the remaining reseirch efforts, -television was more likely than conveotional
education to be the more effective mode.

The research on the educatiOpal use of television supports the premise that
television can be effective for alinoest any type of education0 content. Television can
compete with live instruction in .the classroom; and for adult and precollegiate
students, television has outPerformed conventional instruction in some situations.
As. a more recent review concludes, instructional television "can teach all grade
levels and subject matters about as effectively as [traditional instruction], though
some evidence indicates that,it iierforms relatively betieut lower grades."'

Q. C. Chu and W. Schramth, Learning from Television: What the Research Says, Institute for
Communication Research, Stanford University, 19(17; p. 19.

1). Jamison, P. Supped', and S. Wells, ,'The Effectiveness of Alterdative Instructional Media: A
Survey," Review of Educational Research, Vol. 44, Winter 1974; p. 98.
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Table 2

RESIULTS OF 421 COMPARISONS BETWEEN INSTRUCTIONAL

TELEVISION ANb CONVENTIONAL TEACHING (1Q67)

Findings
. Number of -No Significant Television More Conventional

Grade Level Studies Differipces Effective More Effective,
-.Elementary 66 50 10 4

-.-
Secondary 122 82 24 16
College 202 152 22 28
Adult 33 24 7 2

7otal 421 908 63 60

SOURCE: G. C. Chu and W. Scikramm, Learning from Tekvieion: What the ResearCh Says.
Institute for Communication R,esearch, StanfOrd,University, 1967, p. 13. .

The research has concentrated on thqiuse of television in the classroom. It
indicates what populations and curHcular revels are likely to benefit from instruc-
tional television, but there is only limited research available on television instruc-
tion in the honie. What is known abbut home instruction,,however; leads us to
emphasize the value of an interactive mode in many (but not all) circumstances:

Some home television programs have been remarkably succeitaffil. Sesame
Street and the Children's Television Workshop have demonstrated that pre-school
children watph, enjoy, and learn from their programs. Children from disadvan-
taged neighborhoods, rural areas, middle-class suburbs, and Spanish-speaking
homes have acquimd important learning skills from television.' Some have argued
that we need "adult Sesame Streets' for the disadvantaged, but others note that
the Children's Television Workshop had less succeis -programmihg for young
school-age children with Electric Company. The model ofa quick, highly, entertain-
ing flow of concepts that is used by Sesame Street may not be as effective when used
to present complex concepts tO older populations.

Some college television programs have of course had. considerable success. The
Chicago Junior College system has offered its TV College. Promoted by and offered
over wtrvi, the Chicago ed'ucational television station; this set ofcourses attracts
perhaps a half-million viewers each seniester, although formal enrollment is much
smaller'. From its inception in 1956 to 1970, 187,118 students had fdrmally enrolled,
98,598 of them tor credit. This instruction has proved to be comparable to classroom
education, but for "mature, highly motivated students."

This emphasis on motivation constantly reappears in the tele4ision learnIng
literature, and it may explain why studies comparing home television instruction
with traditional classroom education have reached contradictory conclusions. For
example, a study of nursing students compared those wlio viewed as a group in a
hospital with those who viewed individuilly in their reaidences. It found that the
nurses who watched the programs individually had significantly higher achieve-

.
4 Cierry Ann Bogatz and Samuel Ball, The Seam& Year of Sesame Striet: A Continding EvaAuation,

Educational Testing Service. Princeton, November 1971.
.

* R. Bretz, J. Pincus, M. Rimp, and D. Weiler, "Models-of Educational Television: A Draft RePort,"
-unpublished Rand research, August 1971, p. 98.
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ment.* However, an evaluation of in-service tfaining of Colanbian teachers learn-
ing new' math titrough _television showed that ttie greatest gains were among

OVieweri who Watchea in groups, and thae who watched individually learned sig-
-nificantly less.' ,

The conflicting findings in these and other researeh studies have been 'attrib-.
uted to the relative motivation of the Sttidents. For instance, in a study of eleventh
grade students, a program on exploiation in space was used to test foi the learqing
gains of four groups: classroom and home viewers, each group divided ihto moti-
vated (by promise of monelary payment) and unmotivated conditions. Both grotips -

of motivated students performed higherthan unmotivated students on tests taken
after the program, and the less motivated students in the classroom did slightly
better than the less motivated at home.° A -mtkjor issue in home education is thus
how the setting can provide incentives to learn for thoseof average or less maiva-
tion. The question becomes:

If we must let the students view the prOgram at home, to whatextent wfll
the lack of social support,.the lack of competition, and the lack of interac:
tion and supervision impair the amount of learning, and, if 130 what can we
do to make ttp for these possible shortcomings of home vieviing

These question's 'are familiar to those who have followed the history of home
education. First the mail and now television and mputer terminals have been
used for home education. When used alone, or even vhen augmenied by peisonal
visits and telephone calls, they have had common JifilcuIty M finding ways to
enhance the motivation of spidents taking courses at home. Correspondence course
dropout rates vary, but they are in general quite high. If as many 28 half the
students who'start it course stay until its completion, a course should be counted
a success relative to/other other home study programs. These disappointing rates
have led to experimentation with ways to enhance motivation, and personal in-
teraction seems to be a key. For example, in the University of Wisconsin Extension
bivision, personal visits and letters significantly increased work completion rela-
tive to a control group taking the same correspondence course without personal
contact.'° A review that included literature on correspondence courses, pro-
grammed learning, computer-assisted instruction, and television concluded that
the common and primary problem cutting across tliese approaches is die need "to
findoways to reduce the very large dropout rates encountered in almostAll (mins
of home-based itistruction.""

'6 1

June C. Abbey et al., "Home and Hospital Viewing of Continnuing Education Broadcasts under
Three Presentation Response conditions," in T. S. Grant and I. lt Merrill (oda), Television in Health
Services Education, USOE ProWi No.164,San Francisco Medical Center, University of California, 1963,
pp. 8-21.

G. Comstock and N. MaccobY, "Instnlctional Television fbr the Inservice Training of the Colombian
Teacher," The Peace Corps Educational Television Project in. Colombia, Research Report No. 6, Institute
for Communication Resiearch,'Stanford University, 1966.

D. W. Mullin, "Retention as a Function of Motivation and Environment in Educational Television
on the Secondary School Level," Speech Monographs, Vol. 29, 1956, pp.118-119.

Chu and Schramm, Learning from Instructional Television, pp. 81-82.
'° H. W. Montross, "A0 Experimental Study of the Eflbctivensas of Field Assistance in Attitudes'and

Course Achievement of' Correspondence Study Students," Journal o f Educational Research,
1956, Vol. 59, pp. 161-173.

" E. Macken, R. van den Huevel, P. Suppes, and T. Suppe', Rome Based Ediscation: Needs and
Technological Opportunities, National Institute of Education, Apri11976, p. 69. This report is a rick
summary of the scattered literature on correspondence study.
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For those with strotj incentives to learn becauie a course is a needet1 job ..:
credential or offered in a work setting, or for those who are educated !Ind hve
positivo experience and expectations about education, interaction may not 141
nec(Issa0. But many adults.could benefit from the'support and structure provided\
by interactive instruction. /

. ..
X ..,

..

Many attemptp have been made to use interactive telecommunications to"alieet \
,this motivational' reiPrement. At the risk -egrave oversimplification, we might
group these efforts I;vith home learning into three categorieti. The first is tape and
film programs using high quality production techniques to engage the home viewer; .

the interaction is provided by supplementary activities such as discussion groups.
The second is computer-assisted instruction and related computer programmed
courses, which again niay need supplementary activities. The third is the electronic
classroom, which, like the others, has both st?ebgths and weaknesses.

IP+4Supplemepted Home-Study Television

The first category combines recorded educatiOnal Programs with supplemen-
tary interaction._ The prototype is the British Open University system and its
American counterparts such ai the University of Mid-America. These programs are
in fact combinations of correspondence, mass media, and group discussions. Lee
tures are presented over the air, on both television and radio, but the backbone of
these courses is well-designed materialslhailed to the studeht's home. In addition,
the students gather in discussion groups led by tutors. Here they share ideas/-
receive stimulation and guidance materials, and share a common social experience.
As testimony to the success of this approach, there were well over 40,000 students
enrolled in one or wore of the Open University's,58 undergraduate classes in the
fall of 1974. The average registered student watches two-thirds (65 percent) of the
televised classes," and the program hss continued to grow.

Strictly speaking, pf course, these programs are not confined to the home
because students ar'etrequired to travel periodically to study groups. Travel to a
weekly semivar may be acceptable or even preferable for many types of courses.
However, when the course would be more attractive if it were delivered entirely..
to the home, the supplemental interaction may-also be provided through telecom-
munications. Although the use of interactive telecommunications to the home has
not been extensively tested, there is evidence that this approach may work quite
well. The Open University has .used telephony fortis tutorials, when distance and
poptilation density 'make it difficult to support study centers or send tutors into
remote areas. Speaker telephones have enabled tutors to hold meetings remotely
with study groups, and the approach has met with s fitir amount of satisfaction."
Thii- result is consistent with interactiOn experience in the United States. When
television materials are accompanied by either face-to-face or audio communica-
tions with the instructor, students generally learn more. Live discussion in a class-

.. A. W. Bates, Student Use of Open university Broadcasting, Institute of Educatiotial Technology,
O'en University, I.E.T. Paper on Broadcastini No. 44, 1975, p. 27. The British make excellent use of

o and find it quite adequate for a large proportion of lecture presIntations.
'Susan Holloway and Sandy Hammond, Tutoring by Telephone: A Case Study in the Open Univer-

sity, Communications Studies Group, Joint Unit for Planning Research, P/75025/HL, January 1975.-
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room after viewing a program, consultation ..with the teacher after televised
lectures," and audio talkback -systems" have all been shown to benefit learning.
The Appalachian Educational Satellite Project has sticcessffilly mixed viewing
hours with interactive hours in its transmission of in-service training pro'granis to
teachers at schools. A taped lecture is_shown one day, and a subsequent program
presents the same instr(ictor and other resource personnel. A satellite radio link
allows ifie teachers to interaci live with the panel."

Finally, acompanion project to the Spartanburg experiment has Otto shown the
effectiveness of interactive technology.as a supplemental ltirning tool to educa-
tional- programs. Michigan State University has been workeiwith the Rockford,
Illinios fire department in a project flinded by the National Science Foundation's
two-way cable program. Firemen have viewed training films at various firehouses
under four conditions: simple viewing with no supplemental interaction, viewing'
with impel: and pencil testing mailed into the central facility for grading and reac-
tion, and, two conditions using data terminals for interacti e quizzes after each
program. The supplemental interaction was provided by ap6mputer. that corrected
and displayed anewers lo quizzes so that the firefighters k ew how they had done
as individuals, as a station house, and overall. Firefighters with this capacity,
viewing,either alone or as a group, learned more than those without an interactive
capficity."

_ Although much of this work has not been on home interaction, it would seem
straightforward to use any number of electronic technologies to offer a supplemen-
tary means of responding to the lessons in televird progrdms. A taped program
can be followed by jive discussion, including int4raction with the viewqrs using
voice communications or daea terminals for_ quizzes, or study groups could be
scheduled regularly on another day. Many different systems can be envisioned, but
they are alike in that.the primary vehicle for the course would be high quality films
an'd tapes and associated Written materials, and interactive, technologies would
play a reinforcing role.

The CAI Alternative

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is an important and growing field of educa-

' The results suggest that discussion is more important for older students and more complex
subjects. See the negative results about the value of discussion ip. B. H. Westley and L. C. Barrow, Jr.,
Exploridg the News: A Comparative Study of the Teaching Effectiveness of Radio and Television,
Research Bulletin No. 12, University of Wisconsin Television Laboratory,1959.

M. V. I)eVault, W. H. Houston, and C.C. Boyd, Television and Consultant Services as Methods of
In-Service Education for Elementary School Teachers of Mathematics, USOE Project No. 419, The
University of Texas, Austin;A962.'

14 Southwestern Signal Corps Training Center and Camp San Luis Obispo, California, Instructor-
Student Contact in Teaching by Television, Training Evaluation and Research Programs, Part IV,
Training Research Programs, 1953. Talkback systems have been used in the college classroom, but in
that context the evidence has thus far been mixed about the utility of microphones. See L. P. Greenhill,
...Penn State Experiments with Two-Way Audio Systems for CCIT," NAEB Journal, Vol. 23,1964,pp.

" See Frank V. Colton, "The Appalachian Educational Satellite Project," Audiovisual Instruction,
March 1974, pp. 6-9. Also the technical report series, including W. J. Bramble, D. Maynard, and R.
Ma rrion, Su mrnative Evaluation of Diagnostic and Prescriptive Reading Instructicin K-6 Course, Spring
1975, Appalachian Educational Satellite Project, Technical Report No. 12, Lexington, Kentucky, Sep-
tember 1975. ,

'a "Exhibits" from a briefing by Thomas Baldwin, principal investigator of the Rockford Two-Way
Cable Project, before the National Research Council Committee on Telecommunications, Washington,
.D.C., October 21, 1977.
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tional t chnology, and one system in particuipr was designed especially for use on
two-way cable systems. Understanding the case of TICCIT (Time-shared, Interac-
tive, COmputer-Controlled Information Television) is useflii for appreciating the
alternative futures of interactive cable and homeeducatio- n. TICCIT was developed
by the Mitib Corporation for U8i3 on coakial pystems." With this concept, each
participating home has a terminal capable-of being addressed by a central comput-
er. The computer can generate fVaines of alphanumeric information and roqe them
as addressed television fr(kmeaRf information. The flow of frames is monitored by
thg.student's terminal Uheit one arrives with that student's-unique address. The
terminal "grabs" that specific fiqtnie and continuously "refreshes" or.repeats it so
that the student's television satin be used to display the information frame:- The
student seAs, for example, a question about fractions and four posSible answers. The
student picks the third answer arid 'uses his terminal to send the message "3" to
the computer. The computer then, as in any CAI program, uses the student address
tied to the answer, determines whether it is correct or incorrect, and sends another
frame that is another question, or perhaps recycles the student to the beginning of
the lesson according to the logic of the CAI course. A single cable channel can be
used by many students proceeding atditfl'erent paces, engaged in different CAI
courses. The system could also be used more generally as an inforVaticntutility,
providing shopping catalogs, legal aid, transportation schedules, specializeal news-
papers, and a variety of other possibilities."

As remarkable as these possibilities are, home educational uses have been sloW
in coming. System costs are perhaps likely to remain too high for homes, but at a
cost per terminal of $3,500, many institutions can justify the cost if the terminalti
receive steady use by many students.' TICCIT has been used in junior collges, on
military bases, and in other settings, and is now marketed commercially."

CAI, like educational television, has been studied far more systematically as a
supplemental technology inside schools. There the student has the teacher to sanc-
tion and reward performance, and CAI is part of a broader social environment
involving contact with peers Who are also using the CAI .system.

There is a wealth of other experience with CAI in institutional settings. The
PLATO system, developed at the University of Illinois, has great flexibility and has
been put to a wide variety of educational uses, particularly ,in higher edXcation
settings. It is now being marketed t ornmercially by Control Data Corporation."
Among other systems, a notable success has been the recent report onthe use of
CAI for compensatory education in elementary schools in California. The CAI

See Kenneth J. Stetten and John L. Volk, A Study of the Technical and Economic Considerations
Attendant on the Home Delivery of Instruction and Other Socially' Related Services Via Interactive
Cable TV, Volume I: The Social Aspects of Interactive,Television, Mitre Corporation, McLean,
Va., M72-200, May 19'73.

" Mitre Corporation, interactive Cable TV. for Home Delivery of Instruction and ,Other Social
Services: Volume III: The Social Aspects of Interactive Television, Mitre Corporation, McLean,
Va., M72-200, February 1974, p. 20.

This figure assumes a 100 terminal system and minicomputers. John R. Ball and Timothy S. Eller,
Interactive Cable TV for Home Delivery of Instruction and Other Socia/ Services: Volume II, Technical
and Economic Considerations of Interactive Television, Mitre Corporation, McLean, Va., M72-200,
February 1974, p. 74.

" An Overview of the TICCIT Program, Mitre Corporation, McLean, Va., M76-44, July 1976.
Control Data PLATO System Overview, Control Data Education Company, Minneapolis, 1976,

describes the capabilities of the system and offers a bibliography on PLATO.
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system in the Los Nietos Scho District has reportedly revers94)a 16-year decline
in achievement scores relative to national norms."

But at home, isolated from these social silttings, will a student be motivated to
learn? The safest answer _is that we do not know. A study of specially chosen,
exceptionally bright children who were given CAI terminals near Stqnford Univer-
sity encountered a drop-out rate of 35 percent, even with a proctor calling and
encouraging continued participation." However, TEL-OATCH, a home CAI system
used by. severely handicapped children near Buffalo, N.Y., is apparently a substan-
tial sucCess." The results probably vary according to the training, motivation, and
persoolity of the student.

Live Instruction

A third approach is the use of a live instructor who would interact ith students
at varied locations through.the use of telecommunications. Each stu t,has some
electronic means to communicate with the instructor during the class, so the
instructor's responses are televised live and spontaneously. Such a program we Id
not be as individualized as CAI, where each student can proceed at different &died-
ules when using the computer as the primiry interactive mode, nor would live
instruction have the polish of scripted and rehearsed productions. But the students
can be given a sense that the instructor knows they are there and cares about their
progress.

In some, future environment of electronic home education, perhaps the only
sure prediction is that there will be a mii of many approaches. For some, passive
viewing of well-produced educational television will be sufficient. CAI will be a
supplementary tool for some courses bill may be the primary educational vehicle
for others. Any live interaction will be used both for review of sessions of prepared
films and .for the entire courses. For that reason, it is pointless to argue their
relative merits. Each has its advantages, depending on the course content and the
type of student. But,three reasons stand -out to explain why a live instructional
approach will make an important contribution to this new environment: the cost
and availability of programs and the need for human contact; and most hnportant
the value of local context and identification.

Television programming and CAI packages'are expensive to Prepare and the
costs must be defrayed by extensive use. The National Instructional Television
Center has encouraged ihe establishment of consortia to share c sts and to ensure
widespread use, but these are major undertakings. Theptoducti n of the Ripples
series was planned and executed by early childhood experts and felevision special-
ists from 14 agencies, took two years to produce, and cost $12,000 ah hour in the
early 1970s. A health education series with 31 consortium members was to cost
$90,000 an hour. "

aSee the estimony of Nelson Crapdill in hearingson 'Computers and the Learning Society," .U.S. House qt Representatives Committee on Science and Technology, Subcommittee on Do-
mestic and lilternal Planning, Analysis and Cooperation, Washington, D.C., October 6, 1977.

" Macken et al., Home Based Education, pp. 51-55.
" A brief description is available in the article "U.C.P.A. Is Pilot for TEL-CATCH Program,"

UCPA Newsletter, United Cerebral Palsy Association of Western New York, spring ton, vol. 1,
No. 2, p. 1. For details of the system, see TEL-CATCH, United Cerebral Palsy Association, Buf-
falo, miniso, n.d: .

" P. Carpenterlflainan, R.C. Kletter, and R. K. Yin, Cable Television: Developing Community
Services, Crane, Rusaak & Company, Inc., New York, 1974, p. 151. "--
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CAI programs are even more expensive and takeionger to-dOvelep. In 1972, the
National Science Foundation Committed $15 niion to develop and test CAI pro-
grams,for two technologies. The developers of the PLATO system at the University
of Illinois received $6 million from the federal sovernment anel-amillion from the
State of Illinois and,other sources: The Mitre CorPoration, Brigham Young Univer-
sity, and the University of Texas were even $4 million to develop remedial math-
ematics and English CAI courses and install them on a TICCITsystem at t*o junior

-colleges." Reeults were only becoming available in 1977, and eVen with that com-
mitment of time and money, student achievenient, although positive, did not/Com-
pare favorably with conirentional lecture courses." . ._

With extensive reuse, program costs are shared by more and more users,
although the expense of maintaining, copying, and marketing programs can add
substantially to the cost of educational programs. The kmbridge series for high
school adult education, which eonsists of 30 half-hour progrims, can be purchased
for $2990. Where federal and state agencies supported the production of series,
coots of subsequent reuse can become quite accvtable for a local ageney. However,
even if consortia can produce and distribute programs, there is still the problem of
program diversity.

Over time, there may be sufficient televisibd material for introductory college
courses, . . . ary school subjects, and other mainline curricula, but finding quality
progra is quite difficult in many fields. If---as many believethe initial focus of
cable , .. ucation is to be continuing education at home, then one will need programs
on flow r arranging, plumbing, and crochet as well as accounting, English skills,'
and specific job training programs. There is substantial reason teexpect that the
cost and scarcity of Prepackaged courses leads naturally to having the same staff
that now offers the course in the clasarempresent the information over television.
At the least, this staff will be used until the niarket issufficiently large to support
4uality program 'production in highly specialized areas. .

Whether live instruction will continue to be a major vehicle for electronic
education after an extended transitional period may turn on the need for human
contact and the role of localism in programming. Many of the students who elect
in the fhture to take home education will not remember school with 'fondness.
Critics of CAI have argued that it is dehumanizing and cannot encourage such
studenta, bui CAI suppoiters note that some students find it refreshing not to have
to deal with a teacher. The answer may vary from one Alb:lent to the next. All we
maintain here is that some forms of home education may require interactive hu-
man contact, and that is another reason to develop a live instiuctional approach

longside supplemented educational lileyision and CAI. .

The most iniportant factor in the fixture of interactive programming is the
alue of local context and community identification. Attitudes toward child care

and discipline, the role of the church in education, and many other social valuee
vary substantially from one community to the next. Programming produced in
metropolitan centers that departs from different assumptions or portrays settings
quite dissimilar, from those of the vieweri risks loaing its intended audience.,The

" "NSF Funds Major Deparent, Testing of Computer Assisted Instruction Systems," National
Science Fowtdation News, MF-72422, Washington, D.C., March 10, 1972.

" Donald IA Alderman, Evaluation of the TICCIT Computer-Assisted Instructional System: Progress
Report, Community College Educational Testing Service, Princeton, July 1976.

,
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availability bf resources and simple facts of geography also vary and 'Mak some
, forms of instruction difficult. A teacher's suggestion that the student golo th local

library destrotys rapport when' the library is a bookmobile on a country road.
Finally, there is th4pp`oriant role played by psychologiCal identification with the

_ instructor, or others Ji the prrigrain. The Piedmont accent of.the matheniatics -
teacher in Sartinbuig streneheried her rapport with her students; just as watch-

. ing neighbors and' oth r §partanburg residents on other programs apparently
stengthened the educe ional procese Locally produced, interactive prograMs can
e tailored to-die valueS of each community, can draw realistically on theresources

of the community and t e students, and can permit the studeilt to identify more
oselY with the instrucoITese advantages suggest that the local, interactive

aPach will continu essential .part in the future mix of instruetional
courIs on the cable.

TH
EDUCA

PART URG 0 INTERACTIVE

Live instruction witl the electrqhic. means to provide 'for student-instructor
interaction was seen as oneel sev al, alternatives, but one that could play an
important role in the deelopmenVof heme education. It was chosen as the basic
method of presentation in the Spartanburg home education experiments. ft then
remained to carry out that decision on the TeleCable Corporation's Spartanburg
system.

The interaction in the home could in theory use any of several return capabili-
ties, including return video and voice communications. As a practical matter, we
decided to focus on the use of return data transmission. Although a return video
arid voice capability is perhaps a richer form of human commulikation, it creates
a series of problems for the organization and direction of the interaction._ A teacher
in a lecture hall with 200 students knows that only a handftil can make points or
ask questions in any given class. To set up a vqice network where all the students
at home can speak freely to a teacher in a studio risks conftision and disrupthm.
A teacher could try to switch to students who signal a desire to speak, but then they'
would need a capacity to send a data signal tO indicate that request. Thus the simple
data terminal watiseen as necessary whatever communication mode was required,
and it had important advantages of its own. The data terminal could be used for
quizzes anci questions about comprehension, and a modeit central computer could
provide diagnostics on, student progress. The teacher could manage very large
classes by having aggregate counts and percentages of student performance as well
as being able to identify specific student anewers.

The economics are also heavily in favor of the data terminal. Simple data
terminals produced in very large quantities may have unit costs in the $100-200
range, within reach of home consumers. A return voice capacity would add cOnsid-
erable expense, perhaps even doubling the cost, and a camera and modulator...for
rettirn video would cost $2,000 or more. And, if a voice linkage is.ifAquired, why not
first try the telephone for supplementary yoice communications?

A finther consideration was the possibility that the cable television industry
would be putting simple interactive terminals into homes for commercial uses. If

26
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a home education program cduld succeed within the technitai constraints these
commercikl terminals would probably impose, the prospects for the spread of the
interactive cable approach would be much brighter.

Such terminals might be capable only of being polled by a computer to deter-
mine what button a home subscriber had pressed. The.TOCOM systems, used in
Woodlandg, Texas, have home terminal§ that send signals &oil burglar,and fire
alarms. The terminals also have the capacity to send discrete signals to a polling
computer that can be programmed for educational uses." If cable operators move
to a system of charging viewers by the program on an extra channel ofpay cable
entertainment, those systems can provide interactive polling terminals for home
program selection. The _terminals 'being put in place in the Warner System in
Columbus, Ohio, can also be used for interactive education." It seemed that ;the
most importsnt interactive wacity for Spartanburg to test would be educational

.7' approaches that relied on simple interactive terminals and .3,vere not tied to a
specific ,technology. In that way, the Spartanburg system could be readily adapted
for use in locations- where polling terminals would already be in the home.

There are many other approaches that could be nsed (e.g., giving students full
alphanumeric Capability), but this Amsoning led us to use a system that relied on
the simplest possible pushbutton response for the home. The telephone was to be
used in a supplementary role, but the basic inteiaction between teacher'and Student
was to be based mottle teacher responding live, picture and voice, over a cable
channel to students sending very\ simple signals. If this technical apptoach were
successful, there was reasOn to belibve the system could be replicated on other cable
iystems, and we could be-confident that approaches using more sophisticated and
flexible technology would be effective as well. The danger Was that a. failure of such
a primitive system would leave a great deal of uncertainty about whether pro-
viding more flexible terminals would lead to different results. Polling terminals
seemed to play such a key role in the probable futures of cable, however, that the
risk seemed necessary.

,

The TeleCable of Spartanburg Plant

The interaction was to likarried out in Spartanburg becatiseoit was the site of
one of the most advanced phYsical plants in 1973 for two-way signals. The foundtt:
tion of any interactive system is the cable plant, and tlje Spartanburg project was
based on the system owned by.the Te,leCable Corporation.

TeleCable is a. multiple systems operator, owning and maintaining 15 'cable
systems; and tlieir Overland Park, Kansas, system was the Site of some important
pioneering work on the ape of two-way. Among other tests, two severely.hand-,
icapped teenagers were taught in a class over c§hle by a teacher who normally
would have visited them' individually." While TeleCable learned something about
the positive-educational and social benefits of creating an electronic group for.the
socially isolated, they also encountered some painftil technical experiences. When

4,

" For a current summary of the capabilities of the Wdodlands TOCOM system, see -rocom
Expanding 2-Way CATV Subscriber Base," Electronic Engineering Times, January 9, 1978, p. 14.

" See "Two-Way Cable Poieed for Mtkjor Test in Columbus," Broadcasting, November 21,1977, pp.
42-43.

" Itensbeiger (1971) p. 16; "Dialing lip a Dialogue on-Cable," Broadcasting, May21, 1971, p. 5.
1 .1
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they won the Spartanburg, South Carolina, franchise, Telecable used what they
had learned and built a state-of-the-art, two-way cable system.

like any conventional coaxial cable operation, the Spartanburg plant firet
receives over-the-air broadcast signals at a tower and carries .them to a central
distribution point. From this hub, cable radiates out into residential areas as the
signals travel oVer first the main or "trunk" cable, then feeder lines, and finally over
"drops" into individual, homes. Thee lines are carried on utility poles and conse-
quently follow the same lines as telephone and power service. Every few hundred
yards the signal begins to weaken, and it is boosted by amplifiers. A key difference
between a conVentional (one-way) system and an interactive (or two-way) system
is' that in a one-way plant these amplifiers are capable only of relaying a signal
"downstream" to residences. In a two-way system these am Viers have both a
forward and a return capacity."

TeleCable designed the system with four trunks, and amplifiers Were installed
to carry-27 channels of television forward to cable subscribers. Using tkie standard

\television set tuner, all subscriber homes have access to 12 channels CT television
programming and automated news and weather service. When the experiment was."
begun, there was no programming on the remaining 15 forward channels and no
converters were in use. Thus homes participating in home education programs
could be provided cOnvertersto give them access to-the other forward channels,
where the education classes could be conducted with some privacy.

The remaining frequency space on the cable was devoted to return transmis-
sion. There was a capacity in the sub-low band for four full audio-video televisien
channels to be transmitted from any point on the cable system, back to the system
hub. And the same snalse could be used alternatively for hundreds of return data
or voice transmissions. Because of TeleCtible's earlier experience in Overland Park,
they chose equipment and soughtto supervise construction so that the system was
as tight as possible, holding to a minimum the ingress of electronic noise into the
system. *hen the system was turned on in 1972, its performance tests suggested
it was among the best two-way cable systems then available.

Interactive Terminals and Their Functiontp

The interactive system was based on equipment provided by Interactive Sy4s-
tems, Inc. (ISI), which was the only company that had proposed a system within
the project's cost limitations in response to a competitive solicitation. ISI designs
and markets specialized communiltions.systems using coaxial cable in large in-
dustrial plants. Their terminals c4.; transmit data from remote Jocations along
cable, to a computer 'interface, whore they are processed and displayed. Their
terminals had a complete alphanumeric data.entry capacity, and the only major
modification in the equipment necessary was the elimination of that capability.
Because of the decision t& test the efficacy of courses relying upon simple polling
terminals, we decided to use a pushlbutton handset as the input device separate
from the basic Wrminal. The modified 181 terminal was to bp placed behind the
television set, and the handset Was connected to it by a 15-foot cord, The student
wai; then free to place the handset on the coffee table in front of the television set,

For an introductory description of cable syMems, see Walter S. Baer, Cable Television: A Handbook
for Decisionmaking, The Rand Corporation, R-1133-NSF, February 1973.

9
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select one of eight signals to be sent, and then start its transmission by touching
theisend" button (see Figs. 1 and 2). The computer polls each terminal, determines
the choice indicated, and displays the choice on a television-like,CRT in the studio
for the teacher to read.

11.1.60111111110t

t _

4.1.r

Fig. 1The home terminal handset

6,1

Fig. 2A GED student with remote handset
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Neither the cable system mar the interactive technology couldthe considered as
an advanced prototype. Tele Cable and 181 were justifiably proud of their technical
contributions to the project, but everyone /tgreed that we were using readily avail-
alt technology. The pro,iect's-state-of-the-art technology of the early 19708 hae
today been superseded by "the flow of engineering development. Those interested
in sophisticated technology should look elsewherallat was acComplished in Spar-
tanburg can be done on most modern cable'systems constructed since 1972.

If there was an innovative aspect to the`Spartanburg system, it was in the
application of the technology rather than the technology itself. It is easy to imagine
the,.instrudor giving the class a question with five possible answers, and asking
them to punch in the correct response. Formal questioning was, however, only one
of several interactive modes that the teacher could adopt, and in each mode the
computer provided an ongoing account of student participation and diagnostics
about student participation and about student performance. This systent wae
driven by the tefiche's terminal, which Was beside the CRT display (see Figs. 3 and
4). 1

The first command entered by the instructor was to press the "roll" button (Fig:
5). The display would then list the "names of all students enrolled in the class. The
teacher w tild then look back into the camera and ask the students to "log in."
Studer3& seeing the teacher on their home television' sets, would press the "8"
buttoi on their handset and send it (Fig. 6). Aa students thus reported their pres-
ence, t eir names would disappear from the ssreen. The teacher could acknowledge
their attendance, "Good Morning, Dick; Hello, Lynda," to personalize the interac-
tion, and would then usually call the names remaining to confirm they were ab-

't

44'07-
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3Teacher's terminal and distolay device
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Fig. 4Teacher lectern and shidio
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sent." Thereafter, 'the number of students in attendance would be listed on all
displays. If foi any reason a student entered the class late, the number would
increase. Or/if students were called away, they were encouraged to hit "8" to log
out. Theteticher at any time can call up the absence list to reexamine the current
attendance.

Then.the teacher might enter the quiz mode for formal questioning by pressing
"9" on ,fhe master terminal: The teacher could turn to a prepared poster with a
question and alternative answers, or instruct the class to turn to a page in their
workbooks and enter the correct choice of answers for the first exercise. The stu-
dent iimply punches the second button-if the second answer eeems the correct one.
The teacher4hen enters the correct answer onlier terminal, and the computer lists
all students in attendance, the answer they entered, and the perlent correct, incor-

. rect, and not answering.
/ The students cannot see the display, and so they know only what the teacher
chooses to tell them, Simple reinforcement, "Very good, Henry," was a common

" Privacy is a serious concern in two-way cable communications. First names were used routinely
-in the GED courses to protect student idefitittes.

of'
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Numbers toed
for entering
correct
answers in Q.
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Pressed to begin
computecprogram.

CaM up listing
of class names on
display device.
Absent students
listed after roll
call.

A

Ends class and
begins printer
to list diag-
nostics (Fig. 7).

. .

Puts com uter into
"Q" (quiz ) mode, HI"
(informal ), and 14"

(work) modes.

rig. 5Uses of teacher terminal

32

"YES" Confirms
previous entry.
Computer asks for
confirmation by dis-
playing "class over?"
or "correct answer
= 2?" when End or a
correct answer has
been entered.



Used by
9tudents to
send messages
in "W" Mode
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A

I.

1. Used in Q and I Mode:
. numbers or letters

correspond to available
answers for mvltiple
choice questions._

.

Fig. 6Uses of student handset

c
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"EOM" or end of-message,
used to transmit the
response that the
student has selected.
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teacher response, or "Come on Gordon, you've got to try to answer," another. Or
the teacher could see that a large portion of the 'class selected the same wrong
answer, and the lecture could focus on clarifying the principle involved.

The distinguishing characteristic of Q mode is that thereris a formal question
put to the whole ChiSti, and answers are right_or wrong. These answers are compiled
by the computer and are kept as a .record of student performance. To keep such
answers separate from procedural questions or more informal interactions, a sec-
ond question mode was established. The teacher pushes the "I" button and then
asks the class questions about whether they found the last instructional module
"easy or hard, 1 or 2," setting up a quick cue system. Alternatively, a particular
student could be called upon to answer true (1) or false (2) questions. Student names
and their answers simply appear on the teacher's display.

When the teacher is not explicitly addressing questions to the class, the system
is placed into a third, "working" mode, usually used when the teacher lectures.
After the teacher hits the "W" ...t_itton, the screen is blank except for the current
number logged in, and the student is given theinitiative. The seven buttons ("8"
is reserved-for logging in and out) are asSigned specific codes for. common student
reactions to lecture presentations. These varied somewhat from one course to the
next, .but the basic signals were "understand," "don't understand," "slovv_down,"
"give example," "ask question,'"visuals unclear," and "call me." When a student
felt, for example, that he was lost and wanted elaboration, he could punch his fourth
button. Because the teacher had the clAss in work mode, the computer would
interpret it as a requ t rather than an answer. The student's name would appear
and alongside it "GIVE ." The teacher, as in any other classroom setting, is free
to disregard the request if after a few classes it is apparent that that student is
usually quite slow. But if another student signals "SLO DOWN," the teacher might
immediatPly respond, feeling that if that student is behind, so is the rest of the class.
Similarly, the "CALL ME" request can be ignored as if it were a raised hand in the
classroom, lioknowledged but postponed, or the student may be called up or told to
&di in on the telephone...

the end of the class, the teacher presses the "clear" button, which dumps the
computer memory and readies it for the next class. In Spartanburg the computer
printed`out for each student the answer to.every formal question; the total right,
wrong, and not responded to; and the total for each type of student-initiatéd re-
sponse in the work mode. These printouts were pcitentially a valuable teaching aid.
Foi instance, student's who had 'frequently sent in a signal that they "understand!'
who then failed to respond or logged out later in the class are likely to have been
bored, and students who' left early after asking for the teacher to "slow down" or
"give an exaMple" might need special assistance (Fig. 7).

The modes thus divide into claps time periods where either the teacher or the
student.has the initiative. It was hoped that the working mode would be used
during much of the course because it gave students some control over the pace and
direction of the class and moved them away from being passive responders. A
distinction was made between the two questioning modes so that a system of

"diagnostics could be creatvd, providing summaries of individual studEint progress
quite superior to that available to the teacher in a lecture hall.
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(a) First Page: Student-Initiated and
Informal Interaction*

4110

ere

Adult Education Class Report Class: Math Date: 2/16176

,
6 7 I

o o 4

0 0 6

0 1 5

0 .0 6'
0 0 4

0 0 0
,

0 0 6

1 0 6

0 0 2

0 0 4

0 0 6

Code 1 2 3 4 5

J. D. Birch 0 0 0 0 6
C. D. Chisman 0 3 3 0 0
Barbara Day 0 5 0 0 0
Dalton Ford 0 6 b 2 2
A.'Goodenough 1 0 0 0 0
Brian Hill 0 7 5 0 0
joan Lyle, 0 7 '3 0 0
Barb Marlowe. 0 0, 0 0 0
Chris McManus 2 4 7 0 0
Shirly Osmand 0 2

,

0 1
John Perloff 0 0 1 0

Cumulative count for woik made
by code., Shirley Osmand sig-
naled Code 3 ("slow down") six
times in the 90-minute class.-
The codes are:

1 Understand
2 Don't Understand
3 Slow Down,
4 Give ExamPie
5 Asks. Question

6 Visuals Unclear
7 Call Me

Code 8. was reserved for logging
in and out of 'class.

Fig. 7Example of summary statistics.on class interaction

Cualative count of re-
sponses to infotmal
questions. John Perlqff
responded six times to
teacher questions.

6-

,N.B.: These are fictitious names.

3
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(b) Second Page: Individual Student Answers in "Q" Mode

QuestOn Number

1 2 3 .4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 .16 17 18 19 20
.Cotrect
Answer 234211342 2 -5 4 5 2 1 3 2 1 4 5

J. D. Birch 2 3 1 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 5 4 1 2 3 3 2 1 2 5

C. D. Chisman 1 3 4 2 1 1 1 4 2 1 5 4 5 2 1 3 2 1 2 5

Barbara Raw 3 3 4 2 1 2 ,3 5 2 2 5 4 4 1 1 3 3 1 4 5

Dalton Ford 2 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 5 3 5 0 0 3 2 1 4 5

A, Goodenough 2 3 2 5 5 1 5 3 2 2* 3 4 5 2 1 0 3 4 2

Brian Hill 2 3 5 2 2 1 3 2 1 2 5 1 1 , 1 3 2 2 1. 4 5

Joan Lyle 2 3 4 2 1 1 3 4 2 0 2 5 5 2 1 3 3 2 2 5

Barb Marlowe 1 3 4 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 5 4 4 2 1 3 2 1 4 2

Chris McManus 2 5 4 2 1 1 2 4 3 3 5 2 5 2 3 1 4 1 4 2

Shirly Ospand 2 3 4 2 1 1 3 5 2 2 '5' 1 5 2 1 3 2 1 4 1

John Perloff 2 ,3 4 2 2 1 3 4 1 2 1 4 5 1 3 3 5 5 2 5

4

(c) Third Page: Student Summaries in " " Mode

Clas6 Summary

4T

J. 0% Birch 15 5 0

C. D. Chisman 17 3 0

Barbara Daw 14 6 0

Dalton Ford 10 2 8

A. Goodenough 10 9 1

Brian Hill 11 9 0

Joan Lyle 14 5 1

Barb Marlowe 15 5_ 0

Chris McManus 11 9 0

Shirly Osmand 17 3 0

John Perloff 12 8 ,0

Totals 146 64 10

R Total number correct
Tptal number incorrect

T Total number of times etudent did not
answer ),

Pig. 7\Continued

36
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Communications and the Studio.

The studio for the.presentation of the educational material was kept aseimple
as possible. Polling terminals coat money, and even if they were free, setting up
studios and interconnections between educational institutions and cable hubs will
be expensive..It is doubtfill that the use of interactive cable technology for home
education will be economic if one must add the cost of quality production to the cost
of the interactive hardware. Moreover, the educational concept being tested is that
most instructors could take their normal presentations into the cable studio.

This requirement meant that the studio was very simply equipped. The televi-
' sion cameras were inexpensive black and white models, using available artificial

lighting. The studio crew evolved to being a single perscin, usually a part-time
college student with modest experience in studio work. A class would largely switch
back and forth between two cameras, one focused on the teacher, and the.other on
the graphics display in use (blackboard, posters, or slide screen). Table 3 shows that
the investment in programming and transmission equipment was remarkably
small. Even including the video tape recorder, needed for training but not for the
actual classes, the cost of equipment for producing the classes and getting the
television signal from the studio out on the cable was $8141.

The interactive equipment was of course quite expensive. This project was a
research effort, using equipment that had not been nianufactured in quantity for
home markets. For the purpose of the home education experiments, $65,709 was
spent for interactive equipment, computer prbgramming, the home terminals pro-
vided the students, and ancillary equipment. Each student had $462 of equipment
in his or her home.3b The TeleCable Corporation loaned the project a small comput-
erat no cost, and a great deal of labor was involved in preparing and maintaining
the cable system and the student terminals: At present, the interactive equipment
is probably more expensive than many local educational agencies can afford by
themselves.

As a consequence, Table 3 lists what would be required if pay cable television,
tome alarms, or other commercial services were supporting the installation and
Maintenance of an interactive cable system and the provision of home terminals.
In such an environment, home terminal costs would be much lower, and that cost
would be borne by the home subscriber to obtain a commercial service. Without the
presence of such commercial services, interactive home -education with polling
terminals is prohibiti4ly expensive for years to come. Everi if the system coits-are
largely supported by commercial services, there remains the need for the tether's
equipment, a small computer, did the costs of programming it. The computer
components could be provided by the cable operator using his available computer
memory and programming personnel, and it is difficult to predict what these costs
might be. We have assumed, however, that the most'acceptable solution for an
operation of an interactive system would be to have a minicomputer dedicated to
educational uses. It would process the polling responses collected by a central

-computer owned by the operator. To that cost, one must add a high speed printer
for the difignostics, the teacher's terminal, display deVice, and ancillary equipment.'
Using the Spartanburg costs as a guide, providing the interactive capacity to the

" The equipment was a converter1$52), a handset (1150), as shown in Fig. 1, and a home thrmihal
for receivipg and transmitting data from the home (1352). Thiftcost would of course be much lower for
handsets and terminals manuflictured,in quantity.

Ish
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Table 3

STUDIO EQUIPMENT COSTS POR INTERACTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

Studio Programming and Transmission

Monochrome television cameras (2) .1704
Set of 3, 6" camera monitors 765
Video switches 119
Audio mixer 518
Audio level controller " 72
Studio monochrome monitor/receiver, 11" 262
Slide projector and concave screen 244

Adjustable chart stands 22
Video-tape recorder 1394
Video tapes, 3/4" cassette (24) 604
Microphone and cord 27
Converter 49
Modulator 1084
Tunable output module 750
Pass band filter, channel K 76

8141
Interactive Teachinga

Monitor and controller for alphanumeric display 1266
Lectern 225
Master terminal and handset 650
High speed printer 3468
Computer 14000
Computer programming, software

documentation, and training 14900

" 34409
Total studio equipment cost $42550

anis cost does not include the student terminals and other
essential elements in an interactille cable system. It does reflect

- the marginal costs for studio equipment that educational institu-
Alum would pay' if home education programs were to- add on a
two-way cable system being used for home alarm systems or for
per program pay cable television service. The _coinputer estimate
is based on a Hewlett-Packard HP-2116C at the 1971 commercial
price.

t 3acber in the studio might cost $34,409. The total equipment cost. would then be
a proximately $42,550.

This cost is a barrier for a single course, but if the teaching studio is used by
s veral institutions and for several courses a week, the costs seem well within
r a,ch. Because this equipment can be shared with other cable programs, a full-scale
s stem with several programs would allow severaluses of the studio to share' these
c sts over thelife of the equifrment. At one point the studio was being used comfort-
a ly' to produce 27 hours a week of programming. Assuming that the use rate in
a mature two-way cable system could average 27 hours a week throughout the
y ar, and amortiting the equipment over a five year life, we estimate that the
e uiptAmt comes to $6.30 per hour of protramming. Add $3.50 per hour for the
st gle cameraman required 'for prOducing the program, and the production and
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transmission cost in the Spartanburg adult education project could be $9.80 per
hour, excluding teacher salaries."

The dominant cost is not equipment, but rather the cost of the teacher's time.
The teachers could handle three classes a day, and they could teach three 16-week
courses a year, so we can allocate one-ninth of a teacher's salary to teaching a single
subject to one class. Using this full-time salary, rather than an hourly rate, allows
time for teacher training for the course, out-of-class administrative duties, and
preparation of graphics and other materials. For all three teachers, this cost would
have come to $3587 per course." For 180 hours of instruction, that cost can be
broken down to $19.90 pen hour. Thus the total cost for an hour of interactive cable
instruction was $29.70, or $5351 for a 15-week course. The cost of the teacher's time
is rohghlY the same in both conventional and classroom settings, and the marginal
cost of offering the. interactive cable program is just under $10 per hour.

The resulting programs should not be thought of as "television." The courses
did not live up to even minimal stahdards oflocal commercial television, butifthe
electronic classroom conceptls viablethe student involvement Comes from the
steady use of the interactive terminals rather than from the entertainment value
of the programs. Spartanburg was then to be a test of the power of interactive
communications coupled with inexpensive live instruction.

These interactive terMinals, the computer programs, and the studio resources
composed the foundation of the Spartanburg home education experiments. There
are, however, human, organizational, and curricular factors that are equally essen-
tial to system success The courses must be "sold" -to the potential audiences.
Inptructors must choose and present their materials effectively, adapting them to
the interactive functions. Students must accept the system and feel comfortal;le
using it. Approaches to these problems varied across the experiments according to
the nature of the students and the subject matter. The dynamics of the system can
be illustrated if we examine the use of the interactive system for high school
equivalency education.

" There was no set-up time and no rehearsal. The one person "crew" would turn on the room fights,
turn on the cameras, wait a minute, and then start. Color television, requiring balanced lighting and
camera settings. involves greater labor costs.

3' This figure is bastd on the average teacher salaries in 1975 atiti 1976.
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III. INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTION FOR THE
EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED

The most severe test ofhoine learning is in reaching those without a basic high
school educ 'on. It is those who already haye benefit from formal education'.
who tend t enroll and succeed at home study.' If peopl ith less past education
can be su, essilil at home using this simple interactive ca city provided in Spar-
tanburg, it will prove the system to be a significant educational approah. Thus the
first question is whether the educationally disadvantaged can be motivated to
enroll, to stay in the class, and to learn. The importance of the approach as an
.oUtreach mechanism for compensatory education turns on the flirther question of
how many students enroll. If only a few students come forward to take home cable
dal:tees, there may still be good reason to encourage the growth of interactive cable,
but it would be hard to justifY a mAjor investment of public flinds.

To address these ,questions, Rand carried out a series of quasi-experiments to,
demonstrate the use of two-way interactive cable television as an alternative to
traditional adult edUcationiblhe Classroom and to test the relative effectiveness
of the two forms of instruction. Courses in mathematics, readink and lauguage
skills were offered through Spartanburg Technical Caege (TEC) to adult students
to prepare them for the Solith Carolina General Education Development (GED)
exaniinations. Instruction was provided to a series of two groups: a conventional
class at Spananburg, TEC and -studentk.with interactive terminals who received
the instruction over a closed cable television channel in their homes.

ADULT EDUCATION: NEEDS AND PROGRAMS

sr.

The sartjpgpint was the identification of student seeds. Heduse the experi-
tendecftrinkrm a national audience as well as Spartanburg officials,

w ve first prioiity to educational needs that were prevalenrin the nation as a
whole as well as in northwestern South Carolina. High school education foredults
stood out as a student need.

In a nation that prides itself on its five-and general education; there are still
many adults Without adequate sChooling. Over 52 million Americans who were 25
years or Older in 1973 did uot have four years Of high echookeducation; 17 million
had completed less than eight, years of schooling., fimillion hid completed less than
five years.' Every state in the union has programs seeking to ameliorate this
problem, but the need will continue long into the fliture. Nationwide, 25 percent of
all high school students still drop Out before they receive a diploma.', In addition
to the'Costs inherent in the loos of the broadening and self-Mfilling experience of

' See the review of the literature in Macken et al., Home Bastd richwation, pp. 83-26.
US, Bureau of the 6msus, 1970 Census of Population, General Social Economic Characteristics,

Final Report PC(1)-C1,United Stites Summary, Washington, D.C., 1972.
The dropaut statistic was provided by staff of the National Centir fbr Educational Statistice, tr.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Wears.
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continuing education, these statistics imply closed job opportunities and a substan-
iial loss of income in a society teat has come to regaili completion of a high school
education as a minimum credential for emplpyment.

Adult education is a problem with national dimenoions, bid it takes on massive
proportions in South Carolina. South Carolina ranks 49th in the United States as
measured by median years of education (10.6 years). In 1970 almost one-third (29.4
percent) of its adults did not have ail eighth grade education; well over' half (62.2
percentrof South Carolina's adults have not finished high school.' Within Spartan-
burg County, 39.6 percent of the adults 25 years of age and older have not complet-
ed ninth grade; only 35.1 percent have a high school education. In the city of
Spartanburg, which makes up most of the cable areti, the picture of educational
deficit is much the same: 31.7percent of adults 25 years and older have not completie
ed ninth grade; only 45.6 percent have a high school diploma (Table 4). .

Table 4

EDUCATION LEVELS OF ADULTS OVER 25 YEARS OF AGE IN
THE COUNTY.AND CITY OF SPARTANBURG

Education Level

Adults Attaining that Level

County City

-Number Percent Number Percent
Less than 1 year of school 2,207 . 2.3 462 1,9
1 to 4 years of school 8,415 8.9 1,727 7.2
5 to 7 years of school 17,870 19.0. 3,611 15.0
8- years of school -8,863 9.4 1,834 7.6
9 to 11 years of school 23,730 25.2 5,501 22.8
12 years of school 17,994 19.0 4,104 17.0.
Wore thin 12 years . 15,209 16.1 6,887 28.6

SOUReE: 'U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970 Census of Population, General
Social Economic Characteristics, South Carolina, PCI(1)-C42, Washington, D.C.,
March 1972.\

A variety of programs throughout the sti4 of South Carolina seek to meet
these educational needs. In 1973-74, for érit*le, schools, colleges, hospitals, busi-
nesses, and prisons served 71,983 .adultAnrolled in state programs (see Table 5).
The vast majority of students took night courses,-and 35,117 (half of the total) took
those courses in the public schools. Another 14,974 students enrolled in cpmmunity
.colleges.

In Spartanburg, dm pioviders of adult education are more limited; the public
schools and Spdrtanbtireechnical College account for most of the adult education
enrollment. Each. of Spartanburg. Cgunty's seven public school districts has some
type of adult education, usually in the form of night classes meeting in one of the
schools, 'In 1973-74, a reported 1,395 adults enrolled in the basic or high school
programs throUgh the school districts. I far the largest enrollment (582 students)
was that of School District Seven, which includes most or the city and much of the

,

U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1970Gensus of Population, General Sotial Economic Characteristics,
FinaliteportPC(1)-ClUnited States Summary, Waphington, D.C 1972.
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Table .5

T. SOUTH CAROLINA ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAMS, 1973-1974

Institution
Number of,
Participants

Number of
Day Classes

Number of-
Evening Classes

Elementary/secondary schools 36,11 7 .69 2,4 84
Community colleges (2-year

colleges, technical
institutes) 14,974 93 143

eiearning cenlers 6,733 6 6 73
Correctional institutes 3,830 27 29
Hospitals 364 1 2 9
Work sites . 1,4 21 38 9
Other (includes 4-year colleges) 9,644 93 246

.1Total 71,983 397 2,993

SOURCE: The data are from the Adult Esfucation Performatce Report,
South Carolina, 1973-74, (*ice of the State Director of Adult Education,
mimeo, October 1974.

Spartanburg cable system. Spartanburg TEC had an adult education enrollment of
1,419 that year, roughly the sanv size as that of all the public schools in the county.°

By two s I the adult education services in Spartanburg are inadequate.
First, the al enrollment is a very small proportion of the potential student
populatio . In Spartanburg CountY, forexample, the school districts and Spartan-
burg TE I serve about 2.0 percent of the adult population in need of basic education
and 4.6\ sercent of those needing high schooljeducation. These figures warn that it
may difficult to attract students into aduit. education programs: Second, a sub-
sta ial proportion of the enrolled population do not complete the program they
b n. hi 1973-74 in Spartanburg, 32.2 percent (906 students) of the enrolled adults
dropped Out of their program of instruction.°

By a third standard, however, the value of South Carolina adult education
programs is evident. ThOse who enroll in adult education programs reap benefits
that go beyond the intrinsic value.of education itself. In Spartanburg in 1973-74,174,
of these adults obtained 4obs. Another 266 enrolled in flirther education or training
programs."' Thus the prdblem of adult education is not one of resources but one of
reaching out to enroll students and then keeping them involved in the' courses.

Data gathered on barriers to student enrollment suggested that telecommuni-
cations can play a significant ro4 in strengthening the adult education service's irk
Spartanburg. After setting aside those who dropped out of adult education pro-'.
grams for unknown or for positive reasons (e.g., to take a job), data from 1973-74
showed that 25.5 peicent of, the remaining dropouts discontinued their education
because.of difficulty in arranging transportation. Another 12.2 percent dropped out
because they had problems in' arranging fOr assistance at home with child care,
health care for adults, oi)related family difficulties. Cabletelevision is not likely to

° Enrollmentand performance data were compiled from'district "Participant Progresa and Separa-
tion Data by Instructional Level" reports to the State Office of Adult Education, State Department of
Education, 22-01600, 1913-74. I

Ibid.
Ibid.
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help with the a7. I percent who left simply because they lost interest, but some
barriers could be overcome by educational television in the home.'

These figures do not take into account those adults without any form of trans-
portation and those completely tied to the home with family and child care who
could not even enroll in the first place. Spartanburg thus seemed an ideal site to
test the promise of interactive cable for compensatory education.

,PROGRAM CONCEPT: GED CURRICULUM
44)

The curricular approach Mr the interactive classes' was chosen after a review'
of ongoing programs in South Carolina, There are two approaches to adult high
school education. The first, emphasized by the Spartanburg public schools, leade to
a high school diploma. Students take a Series of courses that togeeier provide
sufficient eredit for graduation. The local Spartanburg schools are proud that the
successful students in this program participatein regular commencement ceremo-
nies where they receive their diplomas along with the graduating class. However,
the scheduling problems, the number of instruction hours, and the cable channel
capacity that would be required for a 12-couree curriculum made this program a
poor candidate for television instruction.

I :

Spartanburg TEC's Contrasting apptoach is to have studentatake a high school
general equivalency degree program. The TEC students are taught skills aimed
specifically at satisflactory performanceon the statewide GEDtest, which, although
not a regular diploma, is accepted by South Carolina employers aaequivalent. For
the purposes of instructional television, the TEC approach was preferred because
it involved a single class that makes fairly consistent progress acmes a common
curriculum. Incidentally, the Spartanburg TEC program relied upon standard texts
tind workbooks used throughout the United States,(see Fig. 8). The program con--
tent was thus comparable to many other' in the nation, enhancing the generalize-.
bility and replicability of this series of experiments.

If there is any difference that 'would make TEC's programs unusual, it is that
the.GED instruction is more homogeneous and test-oriented than in .many other
"such programs. TEC's experience has led them to favor less emphasis on Self-paced
-instrUction at this level because it seems to have been an isolating experience for
the student, adversely affecting motivation. Strict programmed learning materials
have caused problems by allegedly dehumanizing teaching and led TEC to move
toward more group-paced inatruction. This emphasis makes their conventional
classroom instruction more readily adaptable to a television approach than might
be the case in other cities, and states.

Thus, the traditional classroom and televised programs under the present ex-
periments could follow the same formats and use the same curricula, holding that
aspect of the experiments constant. Regardless of which comparison group an

, individual selected, he or she was offered 180 hours of instruction over 15 weeks,
three home a day for four days a week.

The initial six months of the project, from August 1975 to January 1976, were
spent in preparation. The Central idea was to present a two-way class over table
terevision in the same way a teacher would teach students in an actual. cladsroom

Student reasons for eeperatien are compiled from the 1973-74 district reports, ibid.
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Joseph Bellafiore, Ertglish Language Arta, Amsco SchooJeublications,
New York, 1969.

John A. Beyrer, Correctness and Effectiveness of EXpression: Nepara-
tion for the High School Equivalency EXamination, Cambridge Book
Company, New York, 1973 revised edition.

Jules Burstein, General Mathematical Ability: Preparation for the High
School Equibalency Examination, Cambridge GED Program, Cambridge Book
Company, New York, 1973 revised, edition.

Isidore Dressler, Preliminary Mathematics, Amsco School Publications,
New York, 1965.

Eugene Y. Farley, How to Prepare for the High School Equivalency Exami-
nation Reading and Interpretation Test, Barron's Educational Series,
Woodbury, New York, 1970.

Richard Miner, Interpretation of Reading Materials in the Social Sci-
ences, Caltridge GED Program, Cambridge Book Company, New York, 1973
revised e tion.

John T. Walsh, Interpretation of Reading Materials in the Social Sci-'
ences, Cambridge GED Program, Cambridge Book Company, New York, 1973
revised edition.

Fig. 8Instructional materials for Spartanburg TEC's
GED curriculum

and to do so at the lowest possible cost. The concept of a classrooth in the studio
was adopted to allay staff worries and audience expectations of an elaborate televi-
sion network-style production. Three instructors employed by the Adult Education
Division at Spartanburg Technical College were assigned to the cable project
under the coordination and direction of the Dean of Adult and Continuing Educa-
tion. Their attitudes toward the cable program varied. One who was recruited as
a replacement was very anxious about the system; another was eager to try it.
These teachers then began to develop a workbook for supplementary mater;als to
be used as review and test materials throughout the course and to prepare vuz.-. il
aids necessary for the cable class.

The work on materials was then integrated with, teacher training in a-process h

designed to acclimate the instructors who would be teaching before a television
camera. First, each instructor developed a notebook of supplementary materials

be han ed out to students and used as review and teat materials throughout the
course. e impbrtance of these materials in the learning experience of the stu-
dents we significant. If a student was having problems in a particular area, the
teacher would assign specific review lessons from the supplementarY notebook.

P Jocelle Heatherly, "Spartanburg Technical College Interactive Cable Television Program for Adult
Education, 1975-1978," Spartanburg Technical College (unpublished report), 1977.
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These lessons were reviewed with the student in the individual work mode during
the next class, while other clasa members were working on regular assignments.

Second, th, teachers began to_ prepare appropriate visuals for tikeir classes.
Because eable classes were to be transmitted in black and white to minimize costs,
extravagant visuals were eliminated from consideration in the beginning. The main
visual in the cable classes as well as the classroom WO8 the blackboard: However,
posterboards were also used for presentation of new material and multiple choice
questions, and filmstrips and slides were sometimes used.

Perhaps the most difficult task of the planning period was preparing the teach-
ers for television cablecasting. As a conscious choice, the Project staff agreed that
the course should be offered by teachers withaut any previous television experi-
ence. If live instruction is to ivcome a generatiphenomenon, ea& school or college
will be selecting and training local teachers. The heart of the electronic classroom
concept is that institutions without special media departments, training, of consul--
tants will put their instructors into the cable studio. Consequently, we wished to
knoW how much.,training would be required.

Initially, the idea of teaching to a camera instead of students intimidated the.
teachers. They .felt tthat the ability to communicate enthusiasm and warmth to
students who enroll in GED Classes was essential, and they questioned their ability
to project that feeling through the camera.

The process of overcoming theae fears and4singing the teachers to the point
where they could relax took three months, each teachet taking approximatefy 65
hours before the cameras and in review. In the beginning, the instructors taped
10-minute segments explaining some aspect of a lesson and then reviewed their own
performance. The taping time was gradually expanded to cover the actual length
of each adult education class (90 minutes), and then group sessions were conducted
to review samples from each teacher's Presentation. As the instructors began to
relax and feel comfortable before the camera, they became their own worst critics.
They knew before viewing their tapes whether they would be pleased with their
work. Each instructor appeared to set her own goals of what her teaching should
be, and the teachers carried over their different teaching styles from the conven-
tional clasfroom.

Research Design

The basic design for the adult education experiments was "quasi-experimen-
tal."" The participating students received one of two treatments: conventional
classroom instruction at Spartanburg TEC or instruction over interactive cable in
their homes. The design is quaskaperimental because true experimental designs
require the random assignment of subjects to treatment groups to avoid the possi-
bility that self-selection could lead to initial differences in the two groups of stu-
dents. As originally conceived, the expehmental design assumed sample recruit-
ment from among students in the cable area who ordinarily enroll in GED courses
at TEC and random assignment of this sample to treatmeht (two-way) and control
(classroom) conditions. However, lessons fi.om some preliminary experiences with
recruitment in fall 1975 precluded such a design. TEC draws 'students fror three

1° D. T. Campbell and J. C. Stanley, Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research,
Rand-McNally, Skokie, Illinois, 1968.
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counties, arid only a fraction of the usual enrollment of TEC students are cable area
residentsstudents able to be hooked up for the cable television instruction. Ran-
dom assignment to two groups, even assuming maximum participation of students,
would 4roduce class sizes too small for confident analysis.

FuAliermore, we discovered a reasonable selection bias affecting willingness to
participate. Some of the students who enroll for GED classes at TEC do so because
they have transportation to get to class and want the social support of the classroom
setting. Home television instruction is neither necessary nor desirable for students
who are anxious to get out of the house.

For these reasons, we relied on a quasi-experimental design in the experiments.
The usual TEC enrollees constituted the clasaroom comparison group. Students in
the two-way cable group were specially recruited through mail flyers and newspa-
pers, radio, and television advertisements. Steps were taken to control for obvious
differences in the two groups." Veterans and participants in the Comprehensive
Manpower Training Program (ova)) were excluded from both groups as subjects
in the experiments because the incentive structure for their attendance and perfor-
mance was thought to be different from that of most other students. Veterans and
CMP studeies were being paid to attend, and their dropout rate was unusually
high, probably because of the lack of other than financial incentive for attendance.
TEC continued to be responsible for,serving those students seeking coursework,
and several veterans and CMP participants 'were allowed to enroll in the conven:
tional classroom. Thr class performance was not, however, included in any data
analysis repqrted here.

Experimental Series

Four adult education experiments were conducted, including three rounds of
high school equivalency education and one basic adult education course to prepare
students to enter a high school course. In spring 1976, GED preparatory classes
were offered by the'same instructors to cable and traditional classroom students.
Because three instructors teach mathematies; English, and reading, it was possible
to establish a rOtating schedule that kept the instruction in both the cable and
conventional class quite comparable. The mathematics instructor taught the cable
class from 8:30 to 10:00 a.m:, and then drove to Spartanburg Technical College 'to
teach the-conventional class from 10:30 a.m. to 12 noon..-The English instructor
taught the reverse schedule. On days when the reading instructor taught compre-
hension of science and social science, she would teach bbth groups one after the
other. The progress of the two claases was not always at the same rate, so the
curriculum was not exactly the same every day,.-but in general the two classes
received comparable instruction from the same instructors each day.

The second round in fall 1976 repeatestthe GED classes and added a pre-GED
course for adult students functionitig on a sixth grade level. This basic.course was
offered in the morning on a rotated schedule so that the same instructors were
teaching both cable and conventional Classes. The *pose was. to improve a stu-
dent's academic abilities sufficiently to allow him or her to enter the GEDprepare-
tory class, in addition, we hoped to gain experience with the cumulative effective-.

" Thesomparability of cable and non-cable area residents will be examined with data available ftom
a city-wide survey of the educationally disadvantaged in See. V.
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ness of two home interactive classes. Students completing the WI class would be
encouraged to continue and enroll in.a GED class. In the evening during fall 1976,
a second home interactive cable class offered GED instruction. The same instruc
tors who taught the previous spring taught this and both morning clasSes. The GED
conventional class used as a comparison in this round was offered by different
teachers. In spring 1977, a final GED course was offered to both cable and conven-
tional classes in the morning, again with the same instructors.

Each round followed the same sequence. First, Spartanburg Technical College
adVertised in the newspapers and on radio shd television. Supplemental recruit-
ment strategi.es were used. Those calling to inquire about the course who lived
outside the cable area were encouraged to enroll in a conventional clasS to enhance
the comparability of the two groups, and all GED students were scheduled for
placement tests. Students placing in the achieveimpt range between eighth and
twelfth grades were enrolled in the GED program, and the cable class was given
an orientation to the program including a visit to the teachers' studio. Thereafter,
there was no face-to-face cOntact between the instructors and the cable class.

The number of students enrollingwas quite small. Thy enrollments for the GED
cable courses were 10, 10, and 12 over thecthree rounds plus 10 who participated
in the pre-GED class. This result hampers the research, but it was hoped that group
comparability would permit pooling of the GED classes to allow data analysis on
a more robust sample. These 42 students, plus the 90 students in the comparison
group in the conventional classes, provide an adequate base to draw reasonably
firm conclusions about the edUcational effectiveness of the system. However, the
implications of the small market response for these colirses are equally important,
and this topic becomes a separate research question. This issue will be set aside
until it is explored in depth in Sec. V, which considers the markets for home
education.

THE DYNAMICS OF INTERACTIVE IDUCATION

All too often, amilysis stops with the nature of the resources put into a system.
In Spartanburg one can compare the results of the same teachers offering the same
curriculum to two groups, one having return data terminals and others in the
conventional classroom. This emphasis on inputs does noi tell us how the teaching
process itself changes when the instructors and students are in an electronic envi-
ronment. The decision was made to capture the nature of the classroom process
information by systematic observation for several reasons. First, such process in-
formation could serve a purely descriptive purpose in helping to understand the
dynamics of the conventional and cable classrooms, such as organization of time,
nature of class activities, and patterns of interaction. Second, the process informa-
tion was isioned as useftil in making teachers aware of their use of time and
their teac ng style, therefiy enabling them to adapt their teaching to the potential
of the in ructional mod6 Finally, having a record of differences in the process of
instruction dictated by the instructional mode could prove valuable in explaining
any group differences in outcomes that might emerge.

To servtz these purposes, a classroom observation instrument (see Fig. 9) was
designed to establish protles of the pedagogical process in both convehtional and
'cable classes. It includes both the distribution of classroom activities (the activity
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record) and the fl.equencY of classroom interactions (the interaction record). tvents
falhng in either of the two areas were coded continuously to pigment a moving
record of the instructional dynamics in the classes.

Ten categories of class activity were defined that were expected to represent
*the mikjor components of the teaching process (Fig. 10). Some categories, such as
teacher substantive presentation, take much the same form in both environments,

Teacher Substantive Presentation: The flauroom activity is characterized by the teacher
giving a presentation Or explanation intended to convey subject-matter and related
information.

Classroom Substantive Discussion: The. classroom activity is characterized by verbal
interactions between pupils or the teacher and pupils on the subject matter content
being presented by the teacher.

Individual Work Period: The classroom activity is characterized by students working
individually on assigned work.

Drill and Substantive Drill: The classroom activity is characterized by the teacher asking
students narrow questionsthat is, questions requiring one or two word replies or yes
or. 'n9 answers; questioha requiring specific ruponses. If, during the drill, the teacher
ither repeatedly asks students to explain how they ,arrivad at their answers or the
teacher interrupts the drill to substantially expendIthe aiers, the activity is coded
Substantive Drill.

Procedural Information: The classroom activity is characterized by the teacher giving
and/or students eliciting instructions or informatiori not directly related to subject
matter contents.

Student Dominated Activity: The clusroom activity is characterized by an individual
student making presentation to the class.

Examination or Quiz: The classroom activity is characterized by students taking a quiz
or examination on 'which they will receive a grade or other written evaluative feedback. ,

Equipment Adjustment: The classroom activity is characterized by effortxtb adjust the
cable equipment.

Teacher Works vrith Subgroup: The clakroom activity is characterized by the teacher in-
tentionally *operating out a subgroup of students with whom to work. The teacher
acknowledges that certain stfidents need spacial. help and therefore gives other class
members something to do so she can work intensively with those students needing
special help.

Nondesigneted Activity: The class IS engaged in activities other than thou designated in
the other activity categories.

Pig. 10-=-Brief description ofl-activity record categories
I I

''
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Drill and substantive drill could occun in both contexts, but one would expect the
availability of the terminals to lead to more time being devoted to this activity in
the cable classes. Substantive verbal discusaion could Occur only in one context".
Thus the activity profile would show how the instructor's ustiof time changed as
she moved to an electronic setting.

The interaction record also used five categories to count the frequency and type
of interaction in the cable course and the conventional classroom used for compari-
son (Fig. 11). Closed-ended questions, where the sydent chooses among a set of
alternative.answers, are inherently the form of interaction.sin the cable class. The
open-ended question category is the normal form of face-to-face dialogue. Questions
about student understanding of the substantive material, about classroom adminis-
tration and procedures, and rhetorical questions can be asked in both contaxts.

The CLOSED Category: A closed question is coded when the teacher asks a question about the
subject under' study for which the student(s) are to seleet the answer from a given list of
alternatives.

The OPEN Category: An open question is coded when die teacher asks a question about a
subject under Study for which the student(s) must provide an answer without the benefit of
having several response alternatives before 'them to choose from.

The UNDERSTAND Category: The Understand category is used to code (a) teacher questions
aimed at determining whether students understand or are eleay on subject matter related
content that bait been gone over in class and (b) student-initiated questions or comments
that reflect the extent to which the student understands subject matter related material that
has been covered in clads.

The ROUTINE Category: The Routine category is used to'code teacher and student initiated
qufstions that are procedural (rather than substantive) in nature.

The RHETORICAL Category: The RhetOrical category is used to codaviestions that are not
iniended to elicit a response. Rhetorical questions are generally a reflection of a teacher's
speaking style.

Fig. 11Brief description of interaction record categories

The classroom observation showed, khat the instructional process does indeed
change substantially when the instructors use interactive cable. A sample of 102
ten-minute observation periods in spring 1976 indicates that the amount of time
spent by the three instructors in a typical 90-minute class was comparable across
conditions for some actiyities and widely variable in others (see Table 6). Lectures

C.

For cable classes, the telephone was used as a supplementary ineans of student-teacher discusSion.
In the first round, students frequently called after class during the teicher's office hours fbr student
consultation. Subsequently, students were glob permitted to call the teacher during class, and the
teacher had the option of allowing the rest of the clam to hear the discussion. This latter capacityvas
rarely used.
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Table 6

DISTRIBUTION or ACTIVITIES AND INTERACTIONS BY
CONDITION, SPRING 1976 \,

Classroom Cable

Minutes of Activity Time per Class`
Teacher substantive presentation 10.8 11.8
qusroom substantive discussion 16.4 0.0
Individual work 26.7 53.8
Drill 0.0 0.5
Substantive drill 22.3 15.8
Procedural information 8.4 6.5
Student-dominated activity 0.0 0.0
Examinations or ohms 0.0 0.0
Equipment adjustment 0.0 0.9

*- Teacher works with subgroup) 1.4 0:04c,
Nondesignated activity 4.0

Total minutes 90.0 90.0

Frequency of Interaction per Classa

Closed-ended questio4 14.0 17.4
Open-ended questionsi 35.2 0.0
Questioris about understanding 47.6 9.8
Procedural questions . 13.8 12.7
Rhetoilesal questions 12.9 5.4
Questions aaked by students _14.8 0.0-

138.3 46.3Total freqdencies

Total Minutes of Observation 516 497

&Data from 102 observation periods of 10 minutes duration
are used to create a profile fox a tyPical 90 minds clam #

and the presentation of substantive material were roughly the same for the conven-
tional (10.8 minutes) and the cable class (11.8 minutes), as was the time spentdon
procedUral and administrative matters (8.4 minutes in conventional and 6.5 in
cable). Because no substantive student.to-student discussion took place in the con-
ventional class without the direction of the teacher, there was no difference there.

The striking .differences were found in the individual work periods. Because
.these adult students do very little work out of class, the long hour and a half
'sessions (two' each day) are used in part to give them a chance to work quiet*on

their own. In the Onventional class, 26.7 minutes of the typical class were spent
with no interaction as the students did exercises at theircdesks. In the cable class,
the figure leaped to 53.8 minutes. It was recognized beforehand that the substantive
discussion consuming 16.4 minutes of the conventional class had no simple equiva-
lent on the cable. The assumption was that drill activities, with and without sub-
stantive instructor.comment interspersed between student answers, would fill the
gap. Instead, there was less drill in the cable class.

The interaction iecord confirmed this picture. The teacher directed an average
of only 17.4 closed-ended questions about the material fo the cable class, over one
every six minutes. The conventional class average was almost as high, 14.0 closed
questions per class; in addition, that class was addressid with 35.2 open-ended

,)

.01
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questions. The instructors were, however, much more likely to need to ask how well
the class was doing in the conventional class. The teachers were not conscious of
the difference and could not account for the reason behind it. The interactive cable
response was either giving, them more confidence in the state of progress of the
cable class, or it made it more difficult to ask quick questions about understanding.

In'. discussions of the results with the teachers, it wall clear that the cable system
could be used more efiktively, The absence of nqnverbal cues fVom students impa-
tient to move on led the indiyidual work periods to be overextended, ancl it sug-
gested that more use of closed-ended questions be planned.

Adapting the Teaching System
-01

One of the major strengths in the research strategy of tloe Spartanburg project
was the decision to conduct sequential expeiiments. This approackpermitted the
project 'to gain experience with the content 'of the programniing, method of de-

. livery, use of the technology, and the research instruments. The only regret the
staff felt was that all the applications were not tested with serial experiments.
When that approach was used, as was the case for both the high school equivalency
and parent education programs reviewed in the report, important benefits resulted,

In the case of the adult education programs, the teachers could learn to adapt
their teaching styles to use the interactiVe technology more effectively. Emphasis
was first placed on reducing the time invested in individual work periods and
increasing student use of the terminals.

Over time, these goals were realized. As shown in Table 7, the percent of cable
class time spent in individual work dropped from 59.8 in spring 1976 to 42.7 and

Table 7

THREE EXPERIMENTAL ROUNDS

Type of Teaching Condition

Round One
Spring 1970

Round sirwci
Fall 1976

Round Three
Spring 1977

Classroom gable Cable Cable Classroom

Percent of activity per class
Teacher substantive nesentati8n 12.0 18.1 25.5 28.9 21.0
Classroom interaction 19.8 0.0 0.2 0.2 5.4
Individual work 29.7 '59.8 42.7 40.6 34.1
AR drill activityb

. 24.7 18.1 20.5 16,4 17.1
. Procedural information 9.8 7.2 7.3 9,7 10.9

Equipment adjustment 0.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.0
Nondesignated activity 4.5 0.8 2.9 8.2, 11.5

Frequency of internction per dass

100 100 100 100 100-

Closedipded question 14.0 17.4 80.1 26.8 15.9
Open-ended question 35.2 0.0 0.5 - 0.8 28.0
Questions about understanding 47.6 9.8 8.8 12.5 86.2
Procedural questions 13.8 12.7 22.9 8.1 20.0

"Predominantly clauroom discussion, this category also includes face-to,face interaction in:
volving students.

bPredominantly substantive drill, the category also includes drills and qnisses.
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then 40.6 in the follciwing rounds. The teachers devoted 34.1 percent of convention-
al class time in spring 1977 to individuld work, so there was a difference between
the two teaching environments, but it was acceptable. The proportion of cable class
time devoted to substantive presentation correspondingly increased from 13.1 per-
cent to 25.5,percent in fall 1976, and to 28.9 percent in spring 1977. Similarly, by
spring 1977 the same teachers had also increased the time spent lecturing in the
conventio& clam (21.0 percent) over the first conventional class (12.0 percent).

the interaction record also skows consistent changes, The number of proce-
dural questions shot up in fall 1976 as the teachers pressed students in the individ-
ual work periods, asking them f they had finished their assignments. It then
dropped, in _spring 1977, when t ey sought to encodiage, students to finish up by
staying on camera in these pen s and using" visual cues that they were ready to
proceed. Open-ended question were possible during telephone calls, which oc-,
curred an average of once ever otlier day. Most important, the teachers werfS able
to increase use of the polling terminals. The number of closed-ended questions,
asked of the cable students rose from 17.4 per class in spring 1976 to 30.1 and 26.8
in the subsequent classes. . .

'The experimental series seems fo have allawed the teachers to iMprove their
use 'of both environments. Perhaps because of the diagnostics and because all
participating students responded to each question on the cablerather than to one
or two in a classroOmthe teachers had a good sense of contact with their cable
students. The teachers asked the class about their understanding of the material

, three to four times as gften in the conventional classroom as'they did on the cable.
Less time was wasted on nondesignated *activities on the cable (outside- school
personnel interrupting the class, a fire drill, or unrelated discussions of the weather,,
for exaMple), but some of this, time adds to the rapport between teachiir old '.
student. The electronic classroom that relies on polling terminals for studenti iti- -.1

teraction has its weaknesses, but there were some compensatory strengths.

-

OUTCOME MEA§URES

BeOluse the design permitted students to self-select into conventional and cable
classes, tile research had to use a pretest-posttest design. It was'possible thiit the
two groups might not be comparable, and special attention had ,to be paid-to the
choice and interpretation of' measurei of instructional success to deal with this
problem.9 A pretest was deemed necessary to jUdge treatment group comparabili-
ty arid then allow analysis of gain or to act as a covariate tO control for initial
between-group differences. In the end, though, the choke of apprdpriate meastlies
of student achievement depended on compatibility with both itatistical and pro-

,.gram requirements.'
The current teiting prticedures at TEC rely on two tests. Any adult enrolling

; n Spartanburg TEC courses fiyst takes tha Test of Adult lyssicEducation .(TAB).' 4

The 'TABE has been found useftil as a diagnostic test, locating the lavel of instruc-

as
Attitudinal questions assessing level of motivatron 117 entry and measureeoTgroup characteristics

such race, age, and seg were available only in the la round of the experig4mts.
.

.14 Ernest Tieges'and Willis W. Clark, Test of Basic Achtlt Education; McGraw-Hill Book Company,
'bet Monte .Research Park, Monterey, Californla, revised 1967..

co,
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tion at which a student should begin. For students in basic adult education, a second
form of the TABE is available for retesting. For students completing the GED
courses, Form 5 of the Io *a Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) is used as a posttest." The
ITBS is used as a screening device, And students attaining a score with a predicted
probability of success on the GED test of 80 percent or more are recommended to
take the state-administered General Educational Development test.

A review of the literature and discussions with researchers and practitioners
in the adult basic educatiotrfield led to the identification of only four testt that are
codsidered valid measures of the achievement of adults preparing to take the D.
Two of these were the TABE (level D) and the ITBS (Forms 5 and 6). However,
although these two tests have been useffil to the TEC instructors in diagnosing
student deficiencies on the one hand and estimating student probability of passing ,
the GED. exam on the other, they offer analysis problems suggesting the need for
another test to evaluate student progress as a flinction of instructional mode. :rh'e
TABE and ITBS do not have common, standardized indices Or translating the
scores of one into scores of the other, so the tests used in Spartanburg could not
be used atteerst-posttest measures of educatiogal achievement. The.poor reliabili-
ty and likVly ceiling effects of TABE also made it an undesirable candidate for a
pretest-posttest measure or a. covariate. Similarly, the perceived difficulty and
probable floor effects ofs;OveVEBS precluded its being an adequate measure. Al-
though ,a third test, the fo'*altrest of EdUcational Development (ITED:Forms X-5,
Y-5)" showed good rek:ability coefficienttand.good prediction to GED, it suffered
the possibilitk of flootiffects and the risk4hat it May intimidate new students at
pretest.

The fourth test, the Adult Basic Learning ExaMination (ABLE: Level IH)" met
enough of the essen,tial technical criteria to beqhosen as the'pretest-posttest mea-
sure in the present experiments. It possesses good split-half reliability coefficients,

,uniquely has norms established on adult pOpulations, is not likely to show floor or
ceiling effects, and is a reasonably good predictor of GED scores. (See Table 8 for
a comparison of all four tests on such technical considerations.) HoWever, in light
of their familiarity with the TABE'fbr diagnostics and placement, and the ITBS for,
screening for the GED, the Spartanburg stiff also continued to use the TABg at
program onset and the ITBS tit program completion.

RESULTtit

The small sizes of the, cable ot 10.5,) and conventional (X = 16.8) classes
forced a consideration of peoling the data. Losses of data because students dropped
outCluring the'course or because it was not possible to schedule either pretests or
posttests for thetnTuiiher reduced the numbeof students with gain scores on,ithe
ABLE. Because thevreGED class involved different level students and a, different-
curriculum, it Was set aside. Then we considered four cHteria to see ifpOoling the

/k. N. Hieronymous and E. F. Undo:Met, Iowa Test of Basic Skills, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boet.on,
1971.

E.F. Lindqttiat and L.F. Feldt,'The Iowa Tests of Educational Deve/opment; Science Repearch
Associatee, Inc., Chicago. W. :t

" B. Karl's% R. Madden, and E.. F. Gardner, Adult Mak LearniniEx4nioation,-Harcourt Braqe.,
iklovinovkh, kpc., New YOrk,1972.

.
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Table 8
;,.

RATINGS ON CRITERIA FOR ACHIEVEMENT TM, SELECTION

Technical Attribptes

Areas Tested
Split-half

Reliability Data .

\\ABLE Level 111

ITBS, Forms
5 and 6
Level 14

ITED forms
X-5, Y-5

TARE Level D

Vocabulary
Spelling
Reading
Arithmetic

Vocabulary
Reading comprehension
Waft-study Skills
Mathematics skills

Reading comprehension
Vocabulary
Language usage
Spelling
Mathematics
Social studies back-

ground
Science background
Use of sources

Reading
Arithmetic .

Language
Spelling

a

Students: Grades 10,12
92% of the 12 subtrast
reliability scores > .85

Btudents: Grade 8 .

so% of the 15 subtest
reliability scores > .85

Students: Grades 9-12
9796.of the 88 subtest
reliability scores > .85

No acceptable reliability
data availableb '

Programmatic Compatibility

Established
'Adult Norms

FlooT or
Ceiling Effecti

Appropriate for
Assessing GED

Readiness

Posaibility of
Intimidating New

Students at Pretests
Yea Unlikely Yes

R2 .60
would proliably
not intimidate

No flobr effects Yes very likely to
likely at pretest R2 .73 intimidate

No Floor effects
likely at ptestre

Yes
R2

.77
very likely to
intimidate

Ceiling effects
likely at posttest

No unlikely to
intimidate

'These ratings are based on judgmenlra of both the Spartanburg TEC instructors and other experience& Adult Basic Education professionals.b
Dvelopers of the TABE claim that this ikietrument has inherited its raliebility-fCom the California Achievement Test (CAT) from which the items were drewn. The inadequacy of. thisreasoning for establishing instrument reliability is discussed in Oscar K. Buros, The Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, Gryphon Press, Highland Park, N.J., 1972.

Diagnostic
Potential at

.Pretests

Approximate
Administration

Time
not useful inr
dirignosis or
placement

nottiuseful for
diagnosis or
placement

3% hours

4 hOurs

not useful for 34 hours
diagnosis or
placement

establishdd as 3 hours
diagnostic tool

t.

al
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three GED classes was advisable: (1) comparability of treatments across time; (
comparability of subject baclground characteristics (e.g., sex, race); (3) comparabil-
ity of initial knowledge levels of subjects; and (4) comparability of other experimen-
tal conditions (e.g., teachers and material). Table 9 shows the results of some of
these comparisons.

Table 9

INITIAL COMPARABILITY OF GED CABLE STUDENTS

Round 1
Spring 1976

(N 24)

Round 2
Fall 1976
(N . 21)

Roirnd 3
Spring 1977

(N 37)

Sex (percent 'female) (i..75.6) 79.2 71.4 75.5
Race (percent black) (1.-18.3) 12.6 23.8 18.9
ABLE pretest percentile kores

Vocabulary 50.32 44.78 42.63
Reading 53.23 " 54.56 48.80
Computationa 27.95 22.67 42.43
Problems 36.18 33.67 36.54
Spelling 53.82 63.11 60.29

aF test for difference in means of thfle rounds is significant at
.060 level.

All experimental rounds received the same instruction and all used the data
terminals. Although the telephone was used in class after the first round, the
observation instrument shows thatitwas used for less than a minute a day (Table
7, above). The students in the ihree rounds were somewhat similar on the only
background data that are available: on average, 75.6 percent of the subjects were
female, and 18.3 percent were black. Similarly, on initial knowledge as measuied
by ABLE, all three GED classes are compareble except on the cdmputation subtest,
where the third round subjects appeared to excel. In the second round, the cable
class was held in the evening rather than the morning, but that did not seem to
change the basic makeup of the studenta. Mita on the cable classes could therefore
be pooled. The conventional class in roundtwo was the only one taught by different
teachers," and gain scores were neither collected nor pooled ftom this student
group. The GED analysis is thus based on a comparison of three cable classes and
two conventional claw%

There is a potential danger that self-selection factors wotild lead different types
of students to go ieto cable and conventional classes. For example, perhaps only
those student* who could not come to TEC for classes or who did t)ot want a
classr000m experience agreed to participate in the ca6le group. If theee reasons
relate in any systematic way tO student receptivity of the curiiculum material, then
unmeasured.bias has been introduced. To determine whether this possibility should
'qualify an interpretation of student gain scores, the first step in the analysis was

i The teachers employed through all three rounds were teaching a cable pre-GED class,a cdnven-
, tional pre-GED class, and the cable GED during the second rouna. To add fburth class would have

meant too many clasehours a day tbr these instructors.
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to examine the initial comparability of the two treatment groups. Table 10 piesente
the regults of comparisons.on sex, race, dropout rate, and pretest performance on
the ABLE. All differences between the two conditions are nonsignificant, except
one; on the computation subtest of the ABLE, cable students performed significant-
ly wprse than conventional students at pretest. '1"hus, there seems no reaeon to
suspect any systematic differences between subjeets in the two groupe that would
bias the experimenthl results.

TAU) 10

INITIAL COMPARABILITY oF Two CONDITIONS

Variable
Cable

Students
Conventional

Students
All

Students
Sex (percent female) 78.8 76.3 77.5
Race (percent black) 21.2 10.5 15.5
Dropout rate 18.2 10.5 14.1
ABLE pretest percentile scores

Vocabulary 42.2 4810 46.5
Reading 45.6 55.4 51.1
Computationa. 23.6 43.8 34.9
Problems 30.6 40.3 36.0
Spelling 49.9 53.4 61.8

aF
df.-1,64 9'46' p < '01'

The results of one-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) for the treatment differ-
ences in gain score on each of the five ABLE level III subteats are presented in Table
11. Using percentile measures of student achievement, we can express gains in
terms of the mean /percentile increases across the three GED rounds. Only one
subtest, voybulary, shows a gain in the cable group sufficient to reject the hypoth-
esis that student achievement in the groups is "the same," and that gain suggests
that the cable class performed better, not worse, than the conventional class. Only
in spelling did the cable class not advance as much as the classroom students. The
extent of that difference is not sufficient to conclude there is indeed any difference,
however, even using a one-tailed test and an extended rejection region. But if one
cannot conclude that the cable students did significantly better, it is safe to conclude
that the cable instruction was no worse than classroom education for these GED
students.

The story is somewhat different for the pre-GED classes. This component of the
experimental series was intended to test the feasibility of the interactive television
instruction for a less-educated population and the potential for a program of educa-
tion c'airying the student from the basic level through a GED degree. As in the GED
round, student achievement was meastred by the ABLE. Level II was administered
,at pretestwith scores translated into equivalent level III scores-t--andjevel III at
,posttest. As Table 12 reveals, interpretation is made more difficult by apparently
negative gain, scores, possibly resulting froni bias in the method provided by the
ABLE guide for translating the tests into comparAle scores. Cable students Per-
form no differently than conventional students on the computation and apelling
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Table 11

GMN SCORES ON ABLE FOR GED STUDEN'FS BY CONDITION

Condition

Subtest of ABLE
Conventional

(N 21)
' Cable
(N , 21)

Significepce
Level of Fa

V abulary 7.38 16.14 ,. .08
ading 18.33 19.00 .93

putation 25,33 27.95 .76
ProbleMs- 1 2.67 16.81 .50
Spelling 10.38 5.38 .22

*Rather than testing whether the groups_are different, the
purpose behind the .research seems better served by *Wm(
whether interactive cable instruction is "no worse" than conven-
tional instruction. This logic implies that we must use a one-
tailed test, because we can conclude that cable instruction is
effective, and be unconcerned so long is cable students do either
as well as or better than conventional students. This one-tailed
test could be made more .conservative to "protect" fueure cable
viewers from risk of poorer performance by extending the rw
jection region from p .05 (t 1.64) to one standard deviation
below mean equivalence (t 1.00) or p .16.

Table 12

GAIN SCORES ON ABLE FOR BASIC ADULT STUDENTS RY CONDITION

Subtest of ABLE

Condition

Significance
Level of Fa

Conventional
(N . 8,9)

Cable
(N . 8)

Vocabulary - 1.33 8.75 .14
Reading 4.22 9.638 .1 5
Computation 33.89 25.75 .64
Problems -' - .75 -14.63a .17
Spelling 21.63 25.63 .72

aThe posttest scores in the two conditions were the same on
(at least) the reading test (average score in the conventional clam
was 22.89; the average score in the cable class was 23.62). The
declines in performance may be related to testing conditions or
measurement artifacts.

4 '
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subtests. Where there are differences, the direction varies and the magnitude of the
differences could have occurred by chance,The safest conclusion is again that there
are no significant differencerbetween the two. modes of instruction.

Because of the small sample size (overall N 17), one must take these findings
very tentatively. For these pre-GED students, the road to a high school equivalency
degree is much longer, and the face-to-face contact in the conventional classroom
may play an important motivational role. On a positive note, however, 70 percent
of the cable class, compared with 58.8 percent of conventional classroom pre-GED
students, showed sufficient motivation to continue their education by enrolling in
the GED classes the following semester."

CONCLUSION

The effectiveness of interactive cable television as an instructional medium for
(at least) GED-level education has been documented: Clearly cable students fare no
worse for Missing the social environment of aconventional classroorn, and certainly
home cable classes have provided the only acceptable means for finishing high
school for some studentft Thil only disappointment Was the small turnout for cable
classes. As noted above, this result raises serious questions about the market for
adult education programming on cable television and will be systematically ad-_
dressed in Sec. V.

The real success of the adult education program may not be measurable. For
instance, one of the first cable class graduates is now enrolled in a local college to.
receive training in daycare and has already been placed in a job at a daycare center.
Another cable graduate, uninterested in or perhaps intimidated by the prospect of
returning to a conventional classroom, has now been promoted to ,a job for which
a high school degree was required. Another is taking college-level courses at TEC
and has voiced her pride in her achievement on national television. Still another
successful student reports that she now reads the employment section of the clas-
sified advertisements jUst for the pleasure of seeing how many jobs require a high
school/ education. Indi4idual duccess storiesbetter jobs, better opportunities,
pride and confideneeare difficult to quantify in experimental group comparisons,
but are potent nonetheless.

'' Three of theteeven continuing cable,atudents did well enough to be recommended to take theGED, and two passed. Six of the ten continuir164conventional students were recommended, and twopassed.
,)

ci
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IV. CONTINUING EDUCATION AND THE TELEPHONE ,

ALTERNATIVE

When one debates the fliture of home interactive education, the potential be-
nefits for the educationally disadvantaged are only one concern. The usefUlness of
a system for average or well-to-do citizens who wish to extend their education must
also be considered. This latter group represents the main commercial market for
interactive education programs because it includes current cable subscribers and
those who might subscribe if educational programs were put on cable. When cable
operators consider the installation of interactive service, this paying population is
naturally their primary interest.'

Before committing substantial capital, the cable industry will want to know
whether subscribers will pay for, learn from, and be satisfied with interactive
systems of home education. That returns us to the questions of market and educa-
tional effectiveness, buf for,students who have different characteristics. Because
many of these adults have strong educational backgrounds and are more positively
oriented toward education, they may not jequire as much interaction.

Most homes already have an "interactive terminal" supplied by the local tele-
phone company. Before a cable operator invests in a return cable capacity and

,before the federal government requires such a capacity because of its educational
potential, one should consider the telephone's potential role. The GED adult educa-
tion programs found that students were very reluctant to initiate calls during the
program, and the telephone played a valuable but only supprementary role. But
would better-educated populations feel that reluctance, and can the telephone be
used as the primary interactive device?

The literature on the Raul-el of cable education includes examples of everything
from professional seminars to entertaining diversions. Professional courses, col-
lege-accredited programs, and training programs aimed at mairitaining or upgrad-
ing a student's job skills or credentials are certainly a rich market. One community
survey found that over half of those definitely interestid in college courses on the
cable gave an occupational goal as the first reason for that interest, and two-thirds
would want credit toward certification or a degree.' This type of student is likely
to be quite motivated and Swould ceitainly be a prime market for home cable
education.'

The role of cable for noncredit education is more problematical. On one han4,
the motivating factors are less strong, and it may be more important to have an
interactive capacity if the courses are to be successfiil. On the other hand, little is
known about the determinants of student satisfaction with courses on microwave
cooking, consumer economics, flower arranging, and do-it-yourself plumbing. Com-
munity colleges around the country offer such courses to hundreds of thousands
each year, but can such courses be effective over the cable? The Spartanburg

' B. Wallace, Continuing Education by Cable Television: A Market Survey and Guidelines for Action.
Ed.D. dissertation, School of Education, University of Pittsburgh, 1976.

The same survey found that one-slxth of the respondents (subscribers of the Meadville Master
Antenna Cable television systen in northwestern Pennsylvania) were both definitely interested in
college courses and would like television as part ore home study program. Ibid., p. 89.
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project chose parent education as an illustrative course to explore that question
because it addressed an apparent need in Spartanburg and because it was a non-
credtt course for the most part not directed toward occupational advancement.

PARENT EDUCATION NEEDS AND PROGRAMMING

A great deal of attention has focused on daycare as an important social mech-
anism, freeing women to enter the world of work and broadening the child's expo-
sure to developmental programs. The need for, better center-based care led the

iproject staff to choose n-service training of caregivers in daycare centers as the
means of testing two-way video programming. The results of that experiment are
reported elsewhere It was evident, however, that the ,mikjority octhe children in

'Spartanburg .woulcl not be affected by improvements in daycare centers.
Despite the growth of daycare arrangements over the last decade, the primary

mechanism of care in this country is the mother taking care of her own children
at home. In over two-thirds of two-parent families with children under age 6, the
mother is unemployed. Of the mothers who are the only parent of children Ander
age 6, almost one-fourth are unemployed.' In these families, the burden of helping
a child's social, emotional, and cognitive development falls almost entirely on the
pareht. And even parents who have daycare arrangements outside the home still
are, atter all, the primary caregivers for theit children.

Programs have been established to bring to parents a better understanding of
child development and to teach them how to apply that knowledge to Aild-rearing
practices. Forinstance, the Office of Child Development in DHEW has been operat-
ing Parent-Child Development Centers to improve the child-rearing skills of
mothers from disadvantaged areas. Strong evaluation measures reveal that the
Birmingham, Houston, and NeW Orleans programs have had pdsitive effects on
parent-child interactions and ,have led to subsequent increases in the social, emo-
tional, and cognitive skills of the children.° In another initiative, the Ypsilanti
Carnegie Infant Education Project emphasized the goal of having mothers grow as
teachers, and a subsequent home teaching project used videotaped mother-child
interactions as a central learning-device; both projects report in qualitative terms
that the approach has been successfill.°

Child development,information is available in institutions of higher education
throughout the country, but parents do not come forward in large numbers to enroll
in such Courses.' H.owever, many in the daycare community in Spartanburg argued
that parents were concerned and that if cable could carry the information to the

' See Sue g.' Berryman, Tore K. Bikson, and Judith S. Bazemore, Cable, Two-Way Video and
Educational,.Programming: The Case of Daycare, The Rand Corporation, R-2270-NSF, October 1978.

' Current Population Survey, March 1972 (analyzed by M. E. Robinson.and R. M. Baecker, Office of
Child Development, 'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C., 1974).

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Child Development, "Parent Child Devel-
opment Centers," Description Status Report, April 1976.

' D. Z. Lambie, J. T, Bond, and 11 P. Weikart, Infants, Mothers and Teaching: A Study ofInfant
Education and Home Visits. High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, Ypsilanti, Michigan, 1974.

' When questioned in February 1978, J. Hatclier, Director of Ec;rly Childhood Program, Spartanburg
Methodist College, and B. Ebert, Office of Graduate Educqtion, University of South Carolina Spartan-
burg Regional campus, observed that nearly all students ih early childhood courses are workingtoward
degrees, recertification, ot teaching aide positions. Some of these students are of course patents, and

, a few parents in other programs enroll in early childhood electives, but the numbers are very small.
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home, they would participate. We thus had a perceived need for noncredit continu-
ing education and evidence that parent education has had results in other contexts.
Parent education was therefore selected to test the value of interactive terminals
And the telephone for home ducation.

The Spartanburg parent ucation programs were used to explore the effective-
ness of interactive terminals fop general cable subscriber Populations in a context
of widespread telephone availability. The design sought 'to isolate the marginal
utility of data terminalfrabove and beyond the use of the telephone. The first round
was conceived of as more or less a pilot experiment. It was an opportunity to get
into the field with a curricultirdloosely organized to address the information needs
of paynts in order to: (1) gain some sense of the market for and reception of the
curricilluin; (2) focus and refine the content ,of that curriculum; (3) field test and
revise the measures and indices .of knowledge dcquisition developed for these
experiments; and (4) structure the analytic questions about the curriculum and the
technology to be addressed in both experiments. The second round permitted more
rigorous analysis of the role of the-telephone and data terminals in this .type of
parent education. Both rounds provided insight into the market for continuing
education using interactive home terminals.

Program Content

The broad themes of the curriculum drew from the same psychological litera-
ture that has been used in many such programs. Unlike GED expefinients, there t,

was no established curriculum or standardized national test in this fields so it was
necessary to develop the course content and elaluation measures. The first require-
ment was to make explicit the propositions tore taught and the method of presenta-
tion. Much of the experience of the earlier daycare experiment could be easily
carried over; and it aided the staff in organizihg, scheduling, 'and presenting the
curriculum. In addition, the organizer and primary instructor of the daycare work-
shops was available to continue -in that role in the parenting experiment.

Much of the curriculum was derived from the broad body of literature based
on the work of Piaget. Although Piaget's work concerning the cognitive develop-
ment of children has perhaps had its greatest influence on 'the development of
formal curricula for early childho d education,5 many of his theories apply in a
practical way to parents rearing you g children at home. The content of the parent-
ing programs was designed to prese t a framework for application of Piagetian
principles to both the parents and the caregivers in the sample. The purpose of
these programs was to Convey three types of knowledge about developmental
sequences in childhood: (1)a general 1nowldge of developmental stages; (2) specific
knowledge of the characteristics of th stages; and (3) knowleclge of means by which
principles of development can best be, applied.

The curricalum was based on an elaboration of six basic principles. Four de-
scribe the major feattires of a Piagetia\i theory of cognitive development:

Intellectual derlópment occurs in an invariant sequence of stages.

" See, for example, C. Kemii, "An Application of Piaget's Theory to the Conceptualization of a
Preschool Curriculum," in R. K. Parker (ed.), The Preschool in Action, Allyn and Bacon Inc., Boston,
1972.
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Each stage in the development of intelligence is characterized by the
presence or absence of specific cognitive operations.
The child develops physical, social, and logico-mathematical knowledge
during each stage.
The child's active construction oftnowledge occurs in his confrontations
with his physical and social environments.

cz1Our previous experience with training for daycare center stafrnd contacts with
parents in the community revealed additional concerns with Wnguage and socio-
emotional behavior. Consequently, two ot principles were incorporated irito the
curriculum: tei.e4

,\
. Language involves the repre

cal,' social, and logical knowle
To the degree the child Is forced t
he will hot be able to develop inte

of individual objects and of physi-

beha
nal co

in response to external controls,
trols.

An elAboration of these principles is found n A p. A. .

Program content in the first and second experiments was essentially the same;
any changes were shifts more in emphasis than in content or form. For instance;
the second experiment curticulum content explored the Piagetian principles in
depth and incltided a stuay of the Piagetian vocabulary of cognitive development.
A review of research into the effect of childhood experiences on cognition and a
study of operations other than conservation in the concrete operational stage were
also added. Programs dealing with language development were expanded to in-
clude both the Piagetian theory of representation anda study of the stages and
operations of language development as they approximate and illustrate the stages
in- the developMent of cognitiOn.

The most extensive revision ofprogram content was made in the area of socio-
emotional development. The first or pilot experiment dealt With a general approach
to behavior based on Piaget's study of the development of respect for rtiles. The
second experiment distinguished between Piaget's work on moral development and
the work of such theorists as ErikAon, who deals largely with tiocio-emotional
development as it is displayed in feelinks Of trust, autonomy, and initiative.' The
program emphasized the need to understand that certain behaviors that appear
anti-social are to be expected in childhood and that the child's cognitive and socio-

Jernotional development are not always at the same stage at the same time.-

PrograM Format

In both the pilot and .the subsequent experiment, 36 hours of instructio
programming were presented. The hours were from 1 to 2 pih., three days eek
for 12 weeks. The first programs vire presented on Tuegday, Wedn ay, and
ThursdaY from September to December 1976. In the secontl round, the programs
were presented on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday from January kr May 1977,
a scheduling change made to facilitate maintenance of the technical systeni.

Presentation of all the principles involved a variety of methods such as lecture/.
discussion, quizzes, films, demonstrations, programmed, material, and inter-active

E. H. Erikson, "Identity and Life Cycle," Psychological hales, Vol. 1, No. 1, Monograph 1, 1859.'
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problem solving, with an emphasis on the interpretation of Piaget's ttieory of
cognitive development. The general forrdat was a combination of classroom and,
woNshop techniques: An overview ofone of the principles was presented by lecture
or discussfon, followed by a short qUiz; subsequent programs enlarged upon the
principle and demonstrated ways it could be applied. For example, the principle,
"each stage in the development of intelligence is characterized by the piesence or
absence of specific cognitive operations," was introduced by a lecture and a quiz,
followed the next day by a film, "The Growth of Intelligence." The next three
programs presented the cognitive operations specific to the three stages, and the
program leader demonstrated tasks appropriate to each stage. For example, there
was a review of the tasks related to physical concepts of length that a child could.
be expected to perfornlat a certain stage of development. Frequently during this
demonstration period, The participants were engaged in creating games and other
devices for particular learning experiences. Emphasis was placed on use of common
household objects to provide these experiences. (In the pilot, the materials actually
used in this "workshop" approach were provided as a part of the recruitment
incentive.)

An average of five hours (or five, programs) was spent in introduction to and
elaboration of each principle. Other programs were spent in introducing the partici-
pants to the technical system and orienting them to the procedures involved and
in exploring and reviewing all the principles as they interrelate and reinforce each
other.

Although the pilot program format was a balanced, combination of classroom
and workshop approaches, the, second, experiment -emphasized the classroom-ap-
proach. This shift in format occurred largely because ofdiffererices in the character-
istics of the participants in the second experiment. One-half of the sample for the
pilot experiment were employed caregivers with less formal educational back-
Kround and with an expressed interest in practical application of theory. All partici-
pants in the second experiment were parents, two-thirds of' whom were college
graduates.

MEASURES

Given the three types of knowledge around which the curriculum was devel-
oped and organized,-we expected changes in theparticipanta' knowledge congruent

"mith these categories. That is, at program completion, subjects were expected to
show a better appreciation of developmental differences in a child's cognitive abili-
ties, an understanding orthe specific limitations restricting performance of and
skills available to a child of a certain age or developmental level, and an ability to
apply knowledge about general structural characteristics and specific skills to an
age-appropriate structuring of learning situations for the child.

The measures developed to test changes in the three types of knowledge repre-
sented in the curriculum were designed to be appropriate to a parent as well as
caregiving audience. Three measures of change were used in the two experiments:
(1) the Cartoon.-Booklet, (2) the Situations Booklet, and (3) the Developmental
Stages instrument (see App. B.)
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The Cartoon Booklet format was 'adapted firom the daycare workshop experi-
ment, with daycare centers,"' with the deletion or modification of center-specific
items and the addition of parent-appropriate items. In the Cartoon Booklet, a story
or situation involving a parent or caregiver interacting with children of varying
ages or with other parents or caregivers is created in three cartoon frames (see Fig.
12 for tk sample story). Then three different frames are presented as possible solu-
tions or endings to the situation depicted. The subject's task is to select the frame
that best completes the situationi.e., that most clearly describes what the subject
would do or what conclusion should be drawn in such a situation. (Cartoon stories
were grouped by the age of the children relevant to the situatiodAnd to the choice
of action.)
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Fig. 12---Example of item from Cartoon booklet

niThis

booklet was originally designed as a means of testing, with measures
involving minimum verbal skill, a population presued to be without much formal
education and unaccustomed to testing situations. The itemeset up fairly simple,
straightforward, eve6day caregiving situation's. Although able to tap understand-
ing of basic developmental and teaching 'principles, they are not in format' like

-standard knoWledge exams, which are often, irinposing and threottening.

'51 In Berryman, Bikeon, and Bazemore, Sec. V.
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.The Situations Booklet contains items describing mother-child interactions and . ,

requiring responPii that take into aecount what child or adult bettavior is appropri,
4ate for certain age children. The booklet was, developed.specifically for the parent-

ing experiments. Relying on a verbaNrmat, the.Sitmations Begklet allows more
specific questions about developniental sequences in ti cognitive skills .(e.g., ,

identifying-the relative development shown by different children's performance on
classification tasks), about Piagetian concepts and principles relevant to assessing
a child's progress (e.g., seriation, conservation), and about methods for dealing with
children that appreciate their stage of development (e.g., explaining time intervals).
The instrument is for identification of specific Piagetian concepts and the ages at

-.which certain cogniive operations could be expected to appear.
To more adequately represent structural knowledge and the curriculum's em-

phasis on developmental milestones, the Children's Developmental Stages instru-
ment was-developed at posttest of the pilot. This instrument requires specification
of ages (or age ranges) characteristic of certain developmental stages and skills.
(Figure 13 is an exariiple of an Item, with an appropriate respdnse indicated,.from
this instrument.) For each .of 15 items describing a behavior and displaying a scale
ranging in age from newborn to 9 years, the subjects are a'sked to indicate the age
or age range for which_the behavior described is typical. Correct responses were
those indicating ages within the appropriate developrnental stage (i.e., sensory-
motor, preoperational, or concrete gperational) and not theoretically too young for
appearance of.the behavior indicated. As with the two previous instruments, this
measure keeps stimulus and response mode simple and straightforward and ad-
dresses the curxieulutp material directly.

The child is able to watch something ,being changed -and is able to
imagine how to return it to its original state.

Years

0 1- 11/2 2 3 4 5

Fig.-13Example of item from Developmental.Stages instrument

CAI.AIE CONSTRUCTION

Following the goals of the curriculum concerning knowledge about develop-
mental sequence in childhood, the measures testing it may be organized into the
following categories:

1. Structure: Ability to identify geberal stage characteiistics as opposed to
spetific operations Within a. stage;

2. Operations: Ability to recognize specific operations (e.g., object perma-
nence, conservation, classification,-torreSpondence, sedation) occurring
within stages; and

00.
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3. Application: Ability tO uSe develoPmemtal principles to enhance a child'it
progressipti,through stages.

Each test item was assigned to one of these three domains as a basis for three
indices to measure change. Scores thettrepresent the total number of correct index
ifems. Although the basis for this item assignment was theoretical, enipirical sup-
port was sought in the pilpt data to assure that iteins coalesce statistically as well,
to identify and delete any anomalous iternt and to define outcome. batteries for the
second eXperiMent. The correlation matrices cpr the knowledge index itemA (pilot
posttest onlD lit general added credenceto the Cheoretical clustering of items. Most
items showed a significant. (p < .06) correlation ith total index score and with at
least some other items within the index.

Negative correlations were, examined carefiglY, for they might indicate a
unique i teni tapping informatio'n unexpectedly negatively related to the underlying
theoretical dimension(s) of interest and thereby Servingto wash out deteetable
effects df theireatment. However, with the number of correlations calculated per
knowledge scale, a certain number of negaiive correlations can be expectbd to bic
reported as significant merely by chance. Therefore, only items showing.consistent
patterns pf negative Correlations were sought for elimination.

Thelcriteria used for dropping items from an index were the following: (1) The
item was negatively corrdlated with two or more other items on the index; (2) the
item was positively correlated With no fnore than two other index itseins; and (3) the
item waS uncorrelated or negatively correlated with at least one of the total index
scores (i.e., the full posttest battery of items or only those. iteins common to both
the pretest and posttest). By these criteria, six items were droPped frbm any further
analysis in the knowledge indices. An explanation of the failure of these particular
items to fit is not obvious froh\ their content; perhaps it lies in some unanticipated
interpretation of the wording of the items and their response alternatives or some
lack of congruence of the item with the presentation of the concept by the cur-
riculum. The initial item assignments and a summary of the relationships among
retained' items on the three indices are presented in Tables 13.1 and B.2.. These re-
vised indices then defined the batteries, on which outcomes in the pilot and the
second experiMent were analyzed."

, PILOT EXPERIMENT
it

T4 design of this experiment included two conditions: (1) telephone return
participants receeing one-way transmission Of the wifirkshOpti andhaving the op-

.

" Additional revisiona of the scales were based oh ceiling -effects. Items that everyone Or nee-rly
everyone-it one treatment group but not the other gets correct at pretest are Potentially problems for
estimating di fikential effects of treatment. If one group is initiallY at ceiling on an dem, then that group
has little or no room for improvement, and its.gains, ifany, at posttest will the'rebyrompare poorly with
any gains made by the other group. HoWever, if both groups do well on an item at pretest, although
both have little room to move, the item can only add stability to the total index *ore by increasing the
number of items on 'which the index is based. If 75 or monk'pertent correct is haeri as the criterion fbr
identifying Rena at ceiling (allowing movement of only five phone nr, five data subjects), then only, one
item used to measure gain (i.e., an item common to pretest and poettest) was at ceiling in one a the
1/Iioups and not in the other. That item was dropped from analysis of the pilot datif..Th% eliMintitkh
was temporary; consideration of cejling effects and elimination of appropriate items was done anew for
the second experiment. With a similar criterion (70,percent or more Correct) fbrceiling, three items wei-e
dropped from analysis of those data.
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porttleity to telephone in comments and questionson the Workshops during or after
the program, and (2) telephone 'with data returnperticipants in an identical situa-,
tion with the addition of.a. simple 8-button data terminal in the hominecenter. The
terminal allowed the viewer to send return 'signals to the workshop instructor to
answer multiple choice questions and to convey limited nrssages about the content
and pace of the-program. No control group was included-in the design. Therefore,
overall gains as a result of the curriculum presentation must .be determined
through change scoree However, wut a control group, no estimation of history,
Hawthorne, or testing effects are possible, and therefore none of these effects can
be fWly disentangled from gains.

An effort was made to randon4 assign subjects to dile of the two:conditions,"
but with pragmatic constraints on recruitment, the chance variations that can
occur in small samples and other factors, nonetheless led to group differences. As
Table 13 shows, there was an uneven distribution of participants to condition ,
within role (i.e., parent or caregiver)."

Table 13

DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS IN PILOT EXPERIMENT BY
CONDITION AND BY ROLE

") Role of Subject

Condition Parent Caregiver Total

Telephone alone 12 6 18
Data and telephone 6 13 19

Total 18 19 37

On average (see Table 14), the caregivers in the sample were several yeart older
Olen the parents (40.1 years vs. 31.6 years). Subjects in the telephone group were
only slightly older than those in the data group (36.8 years vs. 35.2 years). All six
blacks in the sample.were caregivers; they constituted 31.6 percent of the diregiv-
ers, and were eveniST distributed across conditions. The concentration of caregivers
in the data group caused serious problems because the parents in the sample
appeared more educated thail the caregiVers. All parentg had at least a high school
education; 61.1 percent were college graduates. Among the caregivers, 31.6 percent
had mit finished high school and an equa171.6 percent Were college graduates. If
educational level indicates ability and willingness to learn or can be expected to
interact with the treatment and influence the amount of learning, then differences
in educational background may be expected to produce different results on mea:
sures of cognitive gain fromAhe curriculum.

" Some parents and caregivers for convenience watched the workshops in groups!However, the
group arrangements were made (id hoc, withdut experimental control, and the repulting zero-frequency
cells made consider (in data ,analysis) of the potential influence of such arrangementaimpossible.

" Because inclusion ofrecënter in the data condition meant the addition of seven caregivers, the
caregiving data group immediately doubled. This inflation, of the total data group resylted in compensa-
tory inflation of the telephone group, which, with the limited number of caregive6 available, meatn '
additional parents.

6
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Table 14

DISTRIBUTION BY CONDITION AND ROLE dr SELECTED RESPONSES
TO INFORMATION.FORM-PILOT EXPERIMENT

Condition
Role

Variable on Form

Telephone Telephone
and Data Alone

19) (n 18)
Parent

(n 18)
Caregiver
(n 19)

Age (years) 35.2 36.8 31.$ 40.1
Race (percent white) 78.9 88.9 100.0 68.4

ducation (Peirent college graduates) 31.6 , C.1 61.1 31.6
Percent having child-care related degree . 5.3 16.4 11.1 10.5
Percent having child-care related courses 61.1 89.9 77.8 63.2
Goals for children

Number mentioned 1.6 , 1.7 1.7 1.6
Percent mentioned social

derielopment 73.7 88.9 88.3 78.9
Percent mentioned emotional

development 42.1 50.0 61.1 , 31.6
. Percenrmenticined school,

preparation . 31.6 27.8 22.2 36.8
Percent Mentioned custodial care 15.8 0.0 0.0 15.8

Percent who kneW other participants 84.2 77.8 64.4 68.4
Number of, others known ,) 6.2 9:8 3.9 5.1

Air

l'heee and other differences between groups make simple analysis of any differ-
ence in gains in the tvio conditions unwise. The telephone group contained more
parents, and the parents Atracted to the.program were younger and better educat-
ed than caregivers in the sample. These factors, indicating initial differences in
socioeconomic status and potentiallearning capacity between treatment grouPs,
could operate to the favor of the telephone group for reasons having nothing
directly to do with the effect of treatment (i.e., telephone vs. data communications).
Therefore, any analysis of relative group gains from the curriculum must take into
consideration these initial differences and control for them statistically where possi-
ble.

'1Cfo methods of testing for' change as a result of the cuicriculum as well as
condition of reception Of the curriculum are appropriate: (1) two-way ANOVA for
repeated measures (conditian by time of testing); which tests for gain by taking into
adcount prat* statain judging posttest status; and (2) ANCOVA, which statis-
tically-controls not oVfor pretest status on outcome measures but for background
differences on Such characteristics as age, iace, and education, adding precision to
estimates (and sources) of change. The first method provides an important estimate
of overall gain over time, the second a more precise estimate of treatment differ
ences.

The mean scores for the three knowledgemales by condition and time of testing
are presented in Table 15, and the results of the ANOVA for repeated measures are
provided in Table- 16. At evidenced in Tible 15, few items make up the indices,
becsuse only. items commoh to pretest and posttest were iised. Table 17 presents

, . the results ofthe AgCOVA. Two things are clear from the twO analyses: There were

f.1
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Table 15

MEAN NUMBER OF ITEMS CORRECT BY TYPE or KNOWLEDGE,
CONDITION, AND TIME or TESTING -

'fime.of Testing

Condition Pretest Posttest

I. Structure (6 items)

Data and telephone 2.68 3.42
Telephone alone 2.78 4.17

Total 2.68 3.74

II. Operation (7 items)

Data and telephone 3.89 4.15
Telephone elone 4.17 4.94

Total 4.03 4.54

III. Application (6 ittims)

Data and telephone 2.06 3.16
Telephone alone 2.78 4.00

Total 2.42 3.58

Table 16

-

ANALYSIS OF ARIANCE RESULTS FOR EACH KNOWLEINE.INDEX

Source SS df 'MS F p % Total SS

I. Structure

Condition (C) ,
ubjecf within C

4.12
88.47

1

36
4.12
2.63

1.63
(a) .

n.s. 2.69
57.68

Time 23.00 1 23.00 22.12 .001 16.00
Condition x time 1.38 1 .1.38 1.33 n.s. .91
Time x subject within C 36.40 36 1.04 (a) 23.73

Total 163.38 73 2.10 100.00

H.. Operations
....

Condition (C) 6.18 1 6.18 1.48 n.s.
Subject within C 122.36 36 3.60 (a) 6f 08
Time 6.01 1 6.01 3.41 .08 70
Condition x time 1.22 1 1.22 ..83 nt.s. 6
Time x subject within C 61.40 36 1.47 (a) 27. 6

Total i 185.17 73 2.64 100.00

In. Application

Condition (6) 11.35 1 11.36 ' 4.13 .06 6.34
Subject within C 96.14 35 /76 fa) 63.70
'rime r 25.04 1 25.04 18.87 1 .001 13.98
Conditiondc time .06 1 .06 .06 .ns. ' .04
Time x subject within C 46.46 35 1.33 (a) 25.94

Total 179.07 73 2.45 100.00

aliet-teeted.
not significant.
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Table 17

ANALYSIS Or---COYARIANCE RESULTS, PILOT

SOurce of Variation
Structure

n. S.

Operations

n.$.

Applkation

0.8.

Independent Variable
Condition

Covariates
Pretest n. S. 0.8. \ 0.8.
Race .11 n.S. .01

'Education .01 .002 .12
Role n. 8. n.s. 0.8,
Age n.s. n. S. 0.8.

Total explained .002 .001 .0027
Multiple Adjusted R2 R2...484 R2-.515 R2-.475

significant learning gains in both groups of subjects, and there was no difference
by condition.

The significant gains in knowledge. made over the time of the televised work-
shops are evident in both structure and applications (p < .001). The magnitude of
the effects, however, can only be regarded as modest, as the main effect of time
accounts for at moat 15 percent of th'e variance in index scores.

There was no effect of condition on knowledge acquisition. The ANOVA shows
a condition effect on the application index. However, the lack of any significant
condition-by-time interaction suggests that on this index the higher educational
level of the telephone group may .have aided both the- pretest and posttest perfor-
mance; but, neither treatment nor .education led to diffeilbential improvement in
posttest performance. In addition, the ANCOVA (Table 17) shows that when factors
beyond pretest scores are statistically controlled for in the determination of treat-
ment effects, not only .does this treatment difference disappear, but the role of
education (having at least a college degree) and race (being black) in that disappear-
ance becomes obvious.

.

. The pilot experience provided valuable information for the conduct of the
second experiment. The differences in careKiverand parent background had coin-
plicated currkulum presentation and.dakapan is..To simplify both matters, the
project .staff decided to concentrate on pain the second-round sample. The
basic curriculum had now, been given a field 'bri d the yesponse to it provided
the means for its revision and refinement, li-aiiiiktVrly in areas of concern voiced

parenk. The pilot also provided nécessary field eXpeilence with the evaluation
theasureslpr the construction and validation of knowledge 'scales. The research
staff carried out minor item revision and developed a 'new test, Developmental
Stages. Most iMportant, the pilot showed that cable itiotruction in parenting was

;.
feasible.

SECOND EXPERIMENT

The sample for the second experiment consisted of 32 females, all parents;(Four..
110
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caregivers were initially recruited as part of the sample, they received the pro-
gramming, and most completed the data forms. However, given their emkll number
and the subetantial differences found between caregivérs and parents during the
pilot, these four women were excluded from any data analysis.) Subjects were
randomly assigned to the telephone group (n 17) or the data group (n - 15) as
previously delined.'

The two groups of parents were strikingly similar on all the background char-
acteristics explored (see Table 18). They all were white and on average 32 years Old;

Table 18

DISTRIBUTION, BY CONDITION, OF RESPONSES TO PARENT

INFORMATION FORM, EXPERIMENT 2

Condition

Data Telephone Total
Variable on Form (n - 15) (n .. 17) (n .. 32)_

Age (years) 31.4 33.2 32.4
Race (percent white) 100.00 100.00 100.00
Education (percent college graduates) 73.3 64.7 68.7
Percent having child-care related

degree 6.7 11.8 / 9.4
Percent having taken child-tare a

related courses 86.7 76.5 81.3
Occupation (percent housewives) 86.7 76.5 81.3
Percent two-parent families 100.00 100.00 100.00
Age of husband 33.4 32.2 32.8
Percent of husbands with college

, degrees 86.7 94.1 90.7
Percent of husbands in professional

occupation 4 0.0 41.2 40.6
Number of children 2.1 2.0 2.0'
Age range of children , 1::116 1-12 0-16
Mean age of children (mean of means) 4.2 3.8 4.0
Mean number of children < 5 years 1.3 1.5 1.4
Goals for children -

Numbei mentioned 1.3 1.5 , 1.4
Percent mentioned social

development 60.0 .52.9 56.3
Percent mentioned emotional

development 46.7 70.6 59.4
Percent mentioned school ,..

preparation 4 26.7 23.5 .25.0 .

Percent mentioned custodial care 0.0 40.0 I 0.0
Percent who knew other participants 80.0 76.5 78.1
Number of others known 3.1 3.6 3.4

41*-

most Were college-educated housewives with two children (mean age four years).
Over three-fourths had taken some coursework related to child care. Their hus-
bands fer the most part were also college graduates; nearly half were now in
profesiionapmcupations. Both groups 'of parentt mentioned social and emotional

14 Four parents., al in the telephone gri p, usuitry7vatched the programs with other parents or
friends rather tfilo alone. Given the small umber of group watchers and because watching alone or
in a group showed no significant relationahis to any outcome measures, that was ignored as an indepen-
dent variable of hiterest.
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development most often as goals in their child-rearing. Cognitive devetopment was
noted as a ea! by .only one-fourth of the parents, and custodial care nwas never
mentioned. As for social contact with other participating parents, most in both
groupt knew other particiRants, and on average knew more than three others.

Because of the.homogerieity of the sample, fewffthe concerns plaguing analy-
sis of the pilot:data are present here," A straightforward two-way ANOVA for
repeated measures (condition by time of testing) Vt\tis performed to test for treat-

' ment (i.e., technology) differences as well as knowledge gains over time. The results
are presented in Table 19 (cell Means for the three knowledge indices) and Table
20 (ANOVA for each knowledge index).

Table 19

MEAN NUMBER OF ITEMS CORRECT, BY TYPE OF KNOWLEDGE,
CONDITION, AND TIME OF TESTING, EXPERiMENT 2

Condition

Time of Testing

Pretest Posttest Average

I. Structure (21 items)

Data and telephone 10.27 1 2.69 11.43
.Telephone alone 10.1 2 1 2.29 11.21

Tvtal 10.19 12.4 5 11.32
H. Operations (10 items)

Data and telephone 6.73 7.27 6.50
Telephone alone 5.94 7.1 8 6.56

Total 5.84 7.22 6.53

III. Application (10 items).

Data and telephone 7.20 7.93 7.67
Telephone alone 7.24 7.24 7. 24

Total 7.22 7.58 7.40 -

More clearly than in the pilot experiment, the present data show.that although
there was no effect of condition on knowledge acquisition, there were significant
gains in knowledge in both conditions over time. Significantoins were found only
on the structure and operations indices. However, half the itOns on the applications
index were at ceiling at pretest, so there was little room for improvement on this

Aindex.

Because there were no control groups in the two experiments that received no
parenting program, we cannot besure that the gains detected are hot attributable
to exogenous factors. However, the specific and factual nature of the knowledge
tested makes it unlikely that the events in Spartanburg or the excitement of being
in an experiment were leading to these gains. The possibility'. that the parents were
made more sensitive to the tiubject matter being tested in the pretest is a more

"In addition to homogeneity of background characteristke, no significant differences on outcome
measures at pretest were found.
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Table 20

RESULTS OP ANALYSIS or VARIANCE Fos THREE KNOWLEDGE
iNDICF.S; EXPERIMENT 2

, #Sou rce

I. Structure (21 items)rCondition

SS

.82

df

1

MS

.82

i F p % of Total SS

.22 n.s. .30
Subject within C 112.93 30 3.76 (a) 40.65
Time R 81.04 1 81.04 29.32 .001 29.17
Condition x time .10 1 .10 .04 n.s. .04
Tirne x subject within C '82.90 30 2.76 (a) . 29.84

Total 277.79 63 4:41 100.00
11 Operation (10 items)

Condition . .06 1 .06 .02 n.s. .04 ,
Subject within C 76.88 30 2.63 (a) 57.90
Time 4 30.54 1 30.54 q4.71 .001 22,42
Condition x time . .35 1 .35 .40 n.s. .26
Time x subject within* 26.40 30 .88 (a) 19.38

Total 136.23 63 2.16 100.00
III Application (10 times)

.

Condition 1.75 1 1.75 .54 n.a. 1.29
Subject within C 96.99 30 3.23 (a) 71.58
Time g.14 1 2.14 1.98 n.s. . 1.58
Conditicin x time N

2..14 1 2.14 1.98 n.a. 1.58
Time.x ',abject within.0 32.47 30 1.08 (a) 23.96

Total 135.49 63 2.15 100.00

allot tested.
n.s. not significant.

nagging possibility. The subjects took tests that may have raised issues of child
development in their minds and aroused interest in the contefit of the curriculum,
priming them for learning the knowledge conveyed by ,the curriculum.

Some ffirther exploration of the data allows us to better eStablish the link
between the curriculum and learnitig. The small but significant gains over time on
the knowledge indices become more credible as direct products of the curricuh4
if one can show a link between gains and participation in the program beyond mere
testing. For instance, if those subjects who gained also watched more programs or
showed more aetive involvement in the programs through calling in comments'and
questions, then gain may be more reasonably attributable to the content of the
programming. If learning is to occur, the subject must attend to the material to be
learned and respond actively to it. Viewing the program content represents interest
and commitment to the prognim and a minimal level of active involvement neces-
sary for learning. Calling in to discuss that content represents a higher level of
involvement or commitment to the program and, ifreinforcing, may actually siimu-
late.ffiture interest and paiticipation reflected in more viewing and more calling.

A consideration of the attendance data in both the pilot and' the subsequent
experiment lead to the conclusion that the knowledge gains are due to the cable
program. In the pilot experiment, if tbe parents, a more homogeneous group and#'
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the primary focus of the se ond experiment, are examined separately, a pattern of
relationsh. emerges.. A endance and. ending about a substantive issue (versus a
technical proble a strong positive relationship (r .41, p < .01); and al-
though the number of substantive calls made bears no relationship to succeas on
posttest indices', attendance to programming is positively related to posttest struc-
ture scores (r .27, p

In the second experiment, the two indices of level of participation, level. of
viewing and number of calls about sulistantive issues, are again positively related
(r , .35, p < .06). Although calling is related to gains only on the application indei
(r .31, p < .05), viewing is strongly related to gains on all three indices (structure:
r .29, p < .05; operations: r = .36, p < .06; and application: r = .38, p < .06).

Taken together, these data suggest that increased program participation pre-
dicts enhance/ knowledge gain for parents. By attributing gains more directly to
the intervention, they show that cable instruction for continuing eductition,is not
only feasible but effective. They also suggest that participation in media courses
plays a valuable role in knowledge acquisition.

V

EXPLORING THE ROLE OF PARTICIPATION

These two experiments were designed to test the relative benefits.of low-level
data interaction combined with telephoneseturn versuS only telephone Feturn
when either mode is used to complement program delivery. The results clearly
demonstrate that data return, at least when minimally used, adds little to the
learning process that is directly observable in knowledge gains. Can one conclude .
that having a home polling terminal has no beneficial effects above and beyond the
use of the telephone as an interactive device? Might it not be encouraging a sense
of participation or involv,ement in the program? Is the telephone such a powerfhl
interaction device for both conditions that it overshadows any effect of low-lever
data interaction? Or is viewing the program in and of itself, without more active
invblvement, sufficient for obsqrvable gains? Confident answers to some of these

are impossible without data from a new experiment with a control group
rogramming but does dot have the opportunity to participate
of return.

on deserves further elaboration. The strong relationships found
nt between viewing and gain and between calling and viewing
e causal chain that should be tested in future research. Recogniz-

n one explanation might account for the correlations we shall
plore how the use of the data and telephone return might
d calling. We wish to understand how media factors may first

that. receives the
through some fo

One supposi
in the \experim
miggest a possi
ing that more t
discuss here, we
influence viewing a
stiMulate participation in the program and then lead to enhanced knowledge gains
froni the program.

Although having a data terminal may have no direct relationship to kno ledge
gain in 'these experiments, it has a discernible relationship to participatio The
data group made an average of 5.3 calls to tg,e workshop leader, significantly ore

" When the entire sample of parents and caregivers is used, the evidence for calling and viewing
pfrect on gains is weak or negative. However, the heterogeneity of the samplf.may account for the
washing out of underlying relationships.

ite
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calls during the 12 weeks of programming than the telephone group, which aver-
aged 1 9 calls (t 2:76, df = 31, p < my Understandably, some of the cills made
by the data group (and none made by the telephone group) were the result of
technical difficulties related to the,terminals and transmission, and some callswere
concerned with procedural rather than substantive issues. But even when calls
about technical or procedUral problems are excluded, the data group on average
made more calls (3.4 versus 1.9; t 1.64, df 31, p = .10). Thus, the use of the
return data terminals encouraged participation through use of the telephone.

Why might this be so? One possibility is that because the data group had
occasion to call about malffinctions in their terminals and t4 discover how easy and
nonthreatening the calls could be,'they were encouraged to call again and discuss
more substantive issues. Another possibility is that the data group 1ad to press
their terminal buttons a number of times in response to questions over the course
of the workshops. Any rewards derived from this low-level involvement in the
programs may have enCouraged students to participate ftirther through calling.
Viewers may have wished to explain and elaborate choices they mkle with their
polling terminals in response to the uestions. Each explanation is a di&erent aspect
of the hypothesis that incidced par cipation produces voluntary participation. Al-
though the first explanation that alling was stimulatedi by technical problems
represents an artifact of the presen experiment., any of these explanations, if true,
have important implications for the interactive technical (4apacities and program
requirements designed into future cable projects.

, What were the subject's perceptions of what influenced their callirig habits? In
both 'the pilot and second e4periment, subjects completed a Media Questionnaire
(see App. B) that exainined their viewing habits and preferences and their use of
and satisfaction with the opportunities for telephbne seturn. The distribution of
responses to this instrument by condition is presented in Table 21 for subjects in
the second experiment. On many items, the responses were essentially the same.
Both groups found the requirement of placing a call awkward and would have
preferred k microphone (46.7 and 47.1 percent). Two-thirds of both groups (66.7 and
64.7 percent) felt they wOuld have spoken up more jf they, had been given Micro-
phones. Neither group felt that the program leader discouraged telephone calls, but
roughly equal proportions (20.0 and 23.6 percent) of the two groups had their ljome
telephones in locations that made it difficult to call am!, watch their television sets
at the same time.

These similarities make the differences stand out all.the more. The group with
polling terminals was much less likely (13.3 percent) than the telephone group (35.3
percent) to be concernedphat the subject wOuld chimp before they could call. Those
with termitialsere less likely to say it was not worth the trouble of getting up and
calling (26.7 percent compared With17.1 percent); and less gkely to feel that they
would rather listen to the workshop leader than hear discussion (13.3 percent
compared with 4 percent).

These data su: tot that using the data terminals does lead to attitude changes,
supporting the,view t induced participation increases fUrther participation. Of
course, :the telephone group could have included viewers who were initially verY

, different:WOtp the data group in their reactions toward the communicattons media.
Although thete are no pretest data on their attitudes, this explanation seems
doubtflil in light of their similar backgrounds, teat scores, and attitudes toward the

40.!
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Table 21 .

PERCF.NTAGE OF DISTRIBUTION RESPONSES TO MEDIA
QUESTIONNAIRE, BY CONDITION, EXPICRIMENT 2

Condition
Item on Questionnaire Data (n 1 5) Phone (n 17)

1. Usually watched alorie 100.0 76.5
2. Talked within group N.A. 100.0
3. Mean number of missed programs

4. Reasons for not using phone
(indicated / very or somewhat
important)

a. can't see TV and call
b. subject would change before call
c. afraid to ask silly question
d. leader can't see me
e, not wolth trouble
f. rather listenlo leader
g. leader didn't want calls
h. could talk within group

5. Microphone vs. telephone return

a. would piefer mike
b. would speak up more with mike

6. Times preferred for workshops
(first/second choices)

mornings
naptime
afternoons
evenings
weekends

7. Number of days per week preferred

one
two
three
four
five

8. Period of workshops preferred

shorter .
Same
longer
doesn't matter

9.- Future of workshops,

a. wo`tild recoinmend thorn
b. 'bonsidered appropriate audience
,

parents
.car egiv er s
brativv.

(kf .dbflthr) nforty appropriate
bauxiience,.

0
oneifher'
parents
caregivers.

8.8 1 0.2

20.0 23.6
13.3 35.3
20.0 29.4
6.7 '11, 0.0

26:7 47.1
13.3 29.4

0.0 0.0
N.A. 75.0

46.7
66.7

47.1 0

64.7

33.3/33.3 17.6/47.1
33.3/26.7 52.9/5.9
20.0/13.3 23.5/11.8

6. 7/26.7,. 5.9/29.4
6.7/0.0 0.0/0.0

6.7 5.9
26.7 29.4
53.3 64.7

0.7 0.0
6.7 0.0

26.7
33.3
13.3

a6.7

35.3
35.3
0.0

29.4

93.3
.

100.0-

0.0 17.6
0.0 0.0

100.0

-64.3

.

,

82.4

42.9
r

21.4 .t
14:3 21.4

"t

Cl

d.
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use of microphones. The group with polling terminals seems to have developed
greater confidence that they can use the telephone, suggesting that even the mini-
mal use of terminals leads to a reduction of the psychological harriers that Iiniit
telephone participation.

The view that data return encourages participation does not find strong support
when attendance is the index of participation. In the second experiment, there was
a small, nonsignificant difference in the mean number of programs missed by
subjects in the two conditione. The data group missed 8.8 prograins, and the tele-
phone group missed 10.2 (t .46, df 1, n.s.). But as just indicated, calling and
viewing were significantly correlated, suggeating there might be an indirect influ-
ence of return condition on attendance. Because viewing is the .one participation
measure linked to knowledge acguisition, we might then hypothesize that:

Using polling terminals (induced participation) reduces psychological bar-
.

rieKs and increases calling;
Calling reinforces viewing attendance;
Attendance leads to knowledge gain.

We can neither support nor reject this model with the data collected ih these
experiments. Although there are correlations supporting the three separate propo-
sitions, these bivariate correlations are subject to multiple interpretations. The
causal directions suggested here could be ihcorrect. For example, the correlation
between calling and attendance could be the result if attehdance leads to increased
calling, but calling does not in turn reinforce attendance. It is also possible that the
intermittent and low-level use of the terminals was not a sufficiently robust inter-
ve,ntion to produce discernible effects in the causal chain. In light of the success of
the adult education experiments, we areleit with the possibility that ti highlre:
quency use of the terminals would have, led to even greater differences.in atten-
dente and, consequently, knowledge.

,
Although we can conclude only that very low:level use of terminals does not

lead to marginal knowledge gains above and beyond the use of the telephone, we
must remain open to the possibility that polling terminals might have marginal
value for 16prni ng if they are used more frequently during class, or used by different
types of studeuts.

MONCLUSION§

' 'This cljsclasion should nOt diNiert us from the broader point.about the efficiency ",
.of.iiiteractive-cable for continuing education. First: the cablet medityri\ ie frective
in producing knowledge gains. Even 'older, conventiOnal cabrei systems can be.tfsed
to iltfer"educational ;programs,. and . the. edugadQnal coMmunitY oleatly liai an 'op-.. ,
.ortu.nity to 'USe thiS standard technology .far more .thp it doe# now, Because ;

telepholle retku, vwiliqtilable in both., groupi of subjecis, we ..cannptssay whether , .

ftf. lieractive capacity w necessafy tO produce,the overall gales; .p.r. Whet,fier

event, li,ItO tonVOtiona. cableteleptionekare Wideky,aiiailabto and aielh irlexpen7
. c.onventional program i .without,--any interaction.would shkvesiAcqiin isith6r:

.,

sive means of proViding the .stUdent-.teacher ihteractiiiii in. eduCationaIvrOgrath- .: ,.',, ,

.m64.11°611 educiitional 'ijtitutiotis would do well touse tk,01' for qahle Oucaticin', .,
.

4.
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programs. Second, we feel that the use of interactive terminals should be explored
further. Polling terminals are going to be in homes in some cities as part of corm:nen.
cial services, so the testing of that terhnology is both feasible and valuable. Thia
research suggests strongly that the design of the course should emphasize a high
level of interaction-. Finally, as experience grows in interactive home education,
there appears to be considerable difference in the requirements for different types-
of students and probably ,different types of subject matter, As in classroom 'educa-
tion, student needs vary and there is no single solution.
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V. MARKETS, PUBLIc'POLICY AND INTERACTIVE
CABLE

The federal role in the dev' slopment of interactive cable communications could
take several forms, ranging fro% massive intervention with subsidies to the use of
regulatory autbosity to influence its growth, to a complete laissez-faire attitude. On
one hand, many have argued that the potential of cable technology for providing
and supplementing public services, especially to the physically and socially disad-
vantaked, is so great that federal intervention is desirable:. Moreover, they argue
that cable is so unlikely to be used to aid the disadvantaged that intervention is
necessary. On the .tther hand, the government has recognized the cable industry
as a private profit-making enterprise with some puhlic responsibility, but not as a
public utility. The carent, continuing trend is to reduce regulatory requirements
placed on the cable operator. Thus, any decision the federal government might
make has implications both for public service cable programming and for the
government's role in regulating the cable industry as a whole.

Decisions about two-way regulation can be informed by the experiences of
Spartatiburg's effort to use interactive cable television to deliver public services in
basic and continuing adult education. Caution is always required in generalizing
from a single community, but the great strength of e field experiment is that it carf
test the markets for i)ew services in a real world. And the nature of those markets
have direct policy implications.

THE CASE FOR SUBSIDY): OUTREACH AND THE
DISADVANTAGED

One of the great potentials held out for advanced cable systems isto create new
educational opportunities. The argument for subsidizing new cable education pro-
grams turns on whether these opportunities .will provide material 'advantages for
those who do not have adequate access to conventional education programs, partic-
ularly the ecdtiomically disadvantaged, the physically handicapped, and ti;:, home-
bound citizen: If home education through inieractivescable sloes net help substan-
tial numbers of Americans who cannot nse cOnventional eductitional institutions,
it is hard to justify significant federal support £9r cable education-programs.

One might easily constxue the basic itclult education progiam in Spartanburg
s

as a test of the efficacy of a federal subSidy to codimercialtable television to-reach A

disadvantaged populations. As painted but earlier, 54.4 percent (or over 134)00) of -*

Spartanburi's adults oyer 25 years bf age have, pot completed high school. The
same barriers-to finishing one's .education (e.g., 'transportation, daycare -arrange-
Tents)that face potential students elsewhere art present in Spartanburg, and the
project offered hOme education over the cabie test its vahie in, overcoming them)/
birriers. This instructional program wasi essengally the-same Ai) Classes offered A

- community .collegesaine,currictthtm, 8aMe teachers; the onlf difference
was the mode of cenfimuniciittigirand tliereby the 4iase of attendance, (see Sec. III).

a
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The project was modeled along lines that a heavily subsidiied program might
'Well,take. Students were offered free connection 10 the table system and free cable
service for the Tour months they were enrolled. The converters and home terminals

;. necessary for reception.and transmission of sighals between studentaand teachers
were provided free of charge. The only charge was $34.35 for tuition, fees, and
.booka,the same charge made to students enrolling in conventional classes. Signifi-
cant sums were invested in radio, television, newspaper, and handbill advertisk

,- ments.to ensure.some community awareness of the project. In short, everything
, wag done to remove economic barriers to adults who might wish to complete their

basic education.
Despitothis sup.port, the adult education program was apparently not a market`fr

success: FemNtudents participated: The average enrollment for the GED rounds of
the experiment Wag 10.7 cable studenta, and only 10 enrolled in the pre-GED. class.
fibre we consider whether the mirginal turnout is explained b)/- factors thitt make
Spartanburg a poorest of the value of such programs, or a Whether it is a sign that
a large. federallbtervention wotild be a wasted effort.

Reeruitment and Awareness

'Several possible explanations for the small enrollment turn on the effbctiveness
of the' SpartanbUrg projeet in recruiting potential stddents. The charge has been
'Made that the target population does not use the media well for obtaining informa-
tion, that word of mouth takes time to distribute information, and in general
Spartanburg adults may not.have been aware of the adult education opportunities,
One cannot argue that the small turnout represents what to expect in future cable ,

education programs unless it can* shown that the adults were dware of the
course.-

. In the three rounds of the experiment, the recruitment campaigns made eiten-
sive use of radio and newspaper advertisements to assure awareness of the adult
education prograth among the target population. For six days preceding the first
round in spring 1976, ten commercial television spots .(each $0 seconds) Were pur-
chased; these spots were timed to reach morning viewers on the assumption that
these people were available for morning classes and perhaps bound to their homes
for lack of'ehild care or transportation. At the same titne, coverage was purchased
on three local radio stations (117 Spot announcements 20 to 30 'seconds long) and
the local new paper (6 three-column ads). In addition, handbills were placed in the
door ofeve ,residence within the Cable vie-Wing area.

A'dver ng was increased in the second round in fall 1976. For 12 days an
inttnsqe Campaign policited students by radio.(685 thirty-second spots) and news-
paper (4 (bur-column ads). In addition, posters dePicting the concept of classes over,
cable telVision were posted in public areas around the city. Workers in social'
service:agencies were contacted personally as well as ail and telephone to
encourage dissemination of program infbrm

BY Jahuary 1977 the community had bee ated with information about
the project. In addition to project promotion, six Al a ited newspaper,storiesilad
been printed about the project in Spartanbt4 papers. Guide had carried an
article on the project, and newspapers in other South Car, a cities had.carrjed
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storiest-For the third round, moie radio and newapaper space was purchased, fliers
Were mailed to cable subscribers, moderate radio coverAge and newspaper adver-

,, tisementa.were-purchased, and reoruitment.posters _were placed- in key locations
within the cable area. A student who had takenthe interactive cable-course and
iubiequently passed thee.GED was hired as ap outreach worker to contact potential
students:In this way stUdents could discuss the course with a peer who had first-_

hand experience with thecourSe.
It was then necessary to establish whether these recruiting efforts were,Auccess-

ful in making 'citizens aware of the education programs. At the- end of the third
tecruiting period in January 1977, a telephoneasurvey was condUcted of 323 homes
in the city and surrounding urbanized area of Spartanburg. The. homes were select-
ed at random froln a recent city directory. Of residences.' The survey gathered
factual .and attitudinal information frOm audiences of potential interest to cable'
programmers (e.g., Rarents of children unde r. six years old, the' elderly, the less-
educated). (The questionnaire is:presented in Alip. C.) The only notable bias in the
"responses was that the actual infOrmants about the household tended 16 be dispro-
potlionatelffemale, a common problep in telephone surveys.'

These extensiVe efforts at i*rming the city Of the new program had readied
much of ita intended 'audience: YroM the area Survey, we know that a substantial
portion (42.7 percent) of all respondents had bettrtaf the Rduleeducationfiroject.
Ne can' narrow our attention to those households for whiCh the project waS..most
relevaiit by looking at only:those who indicated that they,or members of their
family were not high school gractuaies and were under 60 years of age. Among this
group of 93 householdi: a similar proportion (42.4 percent) of the the respo&iting
Members had heard 8f the adult education program.

A supplemental questionnaire was also administerecras part of this survey (see
C). It allows:us to move to, the'jndividual.rather than the household level. If

thp adults answering the teleph-one indicated .they had completed high at two], they
were ask'M if there were-'other adult's in the household who had not: 1i such oases,
the l'aroject -tallest back and interviewed that adult. By pooling the answers of the
original respondents. Without a high school education and the adults interviewe'a
in. this supplemental waverive obtained a sample of 87 adults between the ages of
18 and 60 -withoilt a -high' school. educatidn (Table 22). Of th'ese. respondents, two
thirds (644 percent) had beard of the home cable education prOgram. Their sources,

d, showing'the ex.tensiveness of outreach. Of thosethat heard ofthe project,
;percent heard from a friend or relative; 15,1- percent from newspapers; 20.8

percent Porn. radio; .7.5 percent from fliers; 'and 37.7 percent from television, and
fromthe "cable crawl," aiinsalf public announcements that ran on the automated
tirne and weather cal* channel. :The survey alsp makes: it clear that soine detailed
.informatiop appears to haVe.gott n across duringrecruitment efforts. One-third of
the respon4ents without a high q ool education were at least sufficiently infOrmed

, I ' ,.: ..
' In addition to the Sportatiburg Herat -Journal tind Spartanburg's WSPk-TV, the_ projecedenkrip-

tionkappearod in.Columbia's Tlie State, T e Greetiuille Newu-Piedniont,,The Qharlotte Observer,'and .
on Mier regional btoadeast outlets, Many "residenti3 also sow F. S: Swertki, mTwo-Way Cable," TV
Giiide, June,.26,--JulirP, p. 9. t' 4 i . '- +7,,r . ,

2.1976 Spattentnno City Directory, Hill Directory Publishers, Richmond% Va., 1974.-Ur . .

?Tor a discussioiVolwithin-llousehold sele-etiafi niatfiods ind resulting bias in, sex distribution, see
..V. A. Lucas and W:C. Adam, An4asesstitent of Telephoni Sarney Methods, The Rand corporation,
,R-2135-NSF, October 1977, '. ..
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SELECTED VARIABLES mom TELEPONIt MARKET ANI) FOLLOW-LA'
SURVEYS OF ADULTS WITHOUT A HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

Background Characteristics

Number of respOndenta 87
Age (Mean years) 42.9
Sex (percent male) 26.1
Educational level (mean grade completed) 7.8

41 Awareness of Cable Project

i'ercent heard of adult education project. 66.4
Percent heard of project throu4h:

friend or relative 28.4/
newspaper 16.1
radio 20.8
television and.fable informatio9-channel 3.7.7
flier 7.6

J7 Percent knbw some detail' of project 32.7
Atilt-a-es Toward Education ,

I

Percent veryrinterested in home teleyision
classes 62.9

Percent satisfied with educational level 1,6.7
Percent planning to go back to school 18.1
Percent indicating good chance of finislci'ng

high school
Percent agreeing that finishing high school:

opens up opportunities 81.2
involves hard work 77.4
would be useful 85.9
more likely to finish through home

television classes
meins getting out and meeting people
doesn't %atter that 'midi

Percent pgreeing that they are ngi likely
to learn inuch over television

39,0

,11

67.5
61.4
31:0

52.0

thai they could name some specific aspeetirof the iiroject (e.g., two--way, GED prep).
Most (81.3 percent)gif these were cable area residents, attepting to the success of
the concentrated efforts within thetcable limith. It would appear that the target
population was aware of the adult education opportunity.

.If we were able to inform the relevant 'audience about the avallable adult'
e`ducation program, was it ii/1 ambivalence or skepticisn about televised education

'that produced the small turnoutl The folloWilp survey provided conflicting infor-
mation about whether this could,have been a factor in a' pergon's decision whether
to enroll, (ve Table 22). Fifty-two percent of responderits agreed with a statement
voicing doubt about the efficacy of televised instruction ("You don't learn much
When you take classes over TV"). However, tWothirds of those, respondents felt
that they would he more likely tO complete high schoorif they,coulitaker daises
over television; and.well over half otthem indicated that they were very interested

". in home televiseceelasees for finishing high scitool. Although television in general
may not be uniformly regaided as an,effeetive educational medium, the idea of the'.

.t.
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Convenience of finishing one's education at home seems to have captured the imagi-
nation of even the doubters. Therefore, ambivalence to the medium §eenis not to
be a reasoriable explanation of the low turnout.-

..---' Reakiential Location and the Geography of Cable
.4 Another challenge to the validity of the Spartanburg project as a test of the !

market for Ildult education is based on the geographical coverage of the cable plant. '4
The Spartanburg cable system .passes in front of 14,000 homes,. but another 6,000

\ to 7,000 homes are not within reach of the cable..These areas include some prosper-
ous sub rbs,4 but they also include several public housing projects and "mill vil-
lages," kets of homes where workers live near their textile plants. Assuming
that cab e operators might tend to-construct cable in neighborhoods whose resiv
dents have 'a greater-ability to pay for cable service, critics have noted that a large
proportion of the potential audience for home cable education are excluded because
They live outside the cable area.

test this argument, those interviewed in the city telephone suniey were --/
grouped into those who did and those who did not live within reach of, the cable.
Because the sample foNthe telephone survey was based on residential listings, it

, was a simple matter to use the street address of the 32341responding householas to
determine whether they, could have joined the cable program if they wished. Well
over half (61.6 percent) of the residenbes 'surveyed had atcess to the cable. r%,

Did a disproporNiate number of potential studenth live outhide rather than
, within, the cable area, contributing to the low turnout? Regardless of the reasons

behind it, if many or most nongraduates live outside the reach of the cable plant,'
this differential distribution could explain the small cable class enrollment. The
follow-up survey shows, however, that respondents without a high school education
were not more likely to live outside (47.1 pore!) than inside (62.9 percent) the-
cable limits.

The 1970 Census indicates an estimated 18,000 adults in the urbanizedSpartari:
, burg area Without a.bigh 'school education., Assuming that thl telephorle sample

<a

approximates the proportiona of Spartanburg residents inside.and outside qieljale
. area and the relative proportions who have not completed high school in,ese

areas, there were close to 11,000 adults who could have enrolled in the home cable
courses.

4

The possibility remains that adults outside the cable area differ in' dome way
so that they may be more eager or willing to participate iftgiven the chalice. That
is, even though there are the same proportions of adults without a high school
education in the cable area, perhaps these adults are less motivated or interested

contimiin their education. If true, this possibility would mean that an extensive
.ca e _system co g all neighborhoods might have led to a 4arger enrollment. .

We tan also examine thia.question by drawing, on the cft survey and the
supplemental interviews of adults who have not finished high school. As shown in

. .

Sortie prosperous housing developments and a public housing project have co venaAts that prohibit
itringingcable above grouna. Because laying underground cable is fairly.Eixpensive, the cablicompany
has instead invested 94 construction budget in. other areas.

. 1 'Phe data were added from the 1970 census districts inside the Spartanburg urbanised area, as
detned by the U.S. Census. In sotne cases, the district populations in .and outside thfkarea had to be
estimated..

I
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Table 23, the two groups did not aiffer substantially,in terms of age, education, or
opinions about flirthering their education. Both groups report being dissatisfied
with theirlevel of education: Only 15.1 pei-cent of adults were satisfied with the
amoun't of education they had received. Overak39.0 percent of the target popula-
tion were optimistic about their chances of finishing their high school education,
and 81.2 percent report that/ finiiihing would open up new opportunities. Yet only.
18.1 percent say they are planning to go back to school. When the sample is divided
into those insiae and outside the cable area, there were significant differences.
However, motivational differences between the two group8 are generally in a diree-

, tion contrary to the Hypothesis: Although respondents outside the cable more often
agreed to.the useftilness ef the dedr0e, they assented More frequently to statements
that finishing high school does noli matter much; that one does not learn much
through television classes', and that the work involyed would be very hard..-They
also were more likely to say that getting out of the house and meeting people is a
reason for returning to high school, suggesting that, if they did return, it would
more probtibly be to a traditional program.

If none of' the above explanations accounts for the small number of participants
in the adult education' expeiimental serie8 out of a large pool of "disadlantaged,"
Inte call be reasonattly confident that the value of the'programming was given a fair
field test.

0

,

Table

BACKGROUND AND ATTITUDES OF NONGRADUATES IWARD
EDUCATION, BY 'AREA br RESIDENCI?

Inside
Cable System utsCab eSyidestem

F.

Background Characteristics

, Number of respondents
Age (mean years)

46
41.2

41
'.44.8

Sex (percent male ) 21.7 31.0
Educational level (mean grade

,0 .
.

completed) . 8.2 ,7.4
Attitude Toward Education

,

Percent very interested in home
television daises 47.8 68.6

Percent satisfied with educational
level 17.0 r, 14.3

Pe6rcent planning to go WaCk to scbool
Pereent indicatintgood chance of

finiihing high school '

22.9

46.0

.. ,

c,

13.6

32.4

.'

.
_Percent agreeing th)t finishing

high ach'ool:
'.., opens up opportunities 86.4 ' 75,6

involves bard work - 74.4 80.5
would be useful

i more likelyoto-finish through'
' honie teleyision classes

, 79.6

69.0 .

- 92.7'

66.9 1
pumps getting out amt.-meeting 1 .

people . : 56.8 66.7
doesn't fnatter the'i mu.ch ,
not likely to learn much over n

25.6
, 36.6

televisioade 43.2 60.5
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Universal Barriers .

Is then a turnout of 12 students i spring 1977 t.o be considered a finlure of the
market for. compensatory education programming? It 800M8 evident that the fed-
eral government cannot invest Major subsidies to establish interactive cable sys-
tems.and seevices for pOpulations of this size. But it is important to note that there
are many social, economic, and personal barriers tOstudent enrollrhentsin all forms
of adult educatam, including both conventional and cable Classes. As pointed out
in Sec, Ikl, conventional classrooms also fare poorly in reaching potential studentS;
only a very smral percentage, 2 to 6 percent, of Spartanburgts adult population an

c' need of basic or high school education has enrolled in existing progrtims. The
barriers for cable and conventional ,programs are probably much the sane, and
these /universal barrieth provide a context for judging the implications of the
"st0611" turnout.

i'lacement of enrollees into different" class levels depending on past education
first fragments the potential base frem which GED-level programs can draw. 'Avail-
ablc4 data on the entire county of Spartanburg show thaVof those without a high
school education, 17.4 percent do not have even a fifth-grade education.and there-
fore could not have entered tlie TEC ctasses. Another 29.2 percent have not com-
pleted eighth grade and are potential éandidates for a pre-GED program similar to
that offered in fall 197, but feW in this group are ready for the GED course itself;
:rhe proportion of adults With at least an eighth-grade ediielition d53.4 percent of
this populati n Without &high school education.6'(This*oportion might be sortie-.
w [IAA higher urbanized Spartanburg because there is a somewhat higher propor-
tion of' undereducated adults in_the thOre rural areas.) Thus, the potential pool of
the lesszedueated available for adult education programs is split into different levels
of educational readiness, and the actual pool of adult students eligible for the GED
now appears to be. under 7,000.

There are, further reasons for the limited turnout of this pool. Perliaps most
isAportant, attitudes toward the need for education vary. Foryoung adults, enroll-,

Ment in Spartanburg 14EC sses.typically goes up with unemployment and de-
,. clines when jobs are available. Many potential students are satisfied with their jobs

anti way of life and are content: fo deitheut the high school degree. Grits equiva-., .

lent unless the pconomy.or some other ontside'force intervenes in their lives. For
older4adult.i, a high school equivalency degree may not contribute to opportunities
foe advancement, and the degree may be even less relevant, for.egtired citizens. As

. we have seen, some ois the strongest mativations to return to school are job rekited,.
and theserfactoi.s are simplY iess important to those 1ate ii their careeth or retired.
Th oldest student in either cableor conventional classes during-the experimental'

eriod was ,53. Because the over,60 Population a 24.9 perCent of Spalanburg's
adult pupulatics; 60.3 P'ercent of 'whom are not high rhoOl graduates,7 the total
pobl of -adults_inside ihe cable area' likely to enroll is \educed even further:. -

The 'potential studnts whe_Moye to the point of actually returning tOschool
encountei More immediate barrieh. Before -th-ey aenter GED pl,ograms, all-

, . gtudents.must be tested to ensure that they haVe adeqUate preparatiOn to start a
course. Testing is a major factor Jiscourriging potential students from signing.up

".These percentages are based on Census data on onlii the city of Spartanbut:g.
1 1 These Percentages are Ao finsaon Spartanbu4 Census ta..

.
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for any program. AW3, unwillingness tavmit that one lacks sufficient education
may prevent nongraduates fl-om enrolling or even seeking information about such
programs. Timing of classes convenient to child care and work schedules places
further restrictions on an available student population. Those who work in the day
capnot also take classes, just as those on, the night shift cannot attend evening
programs.

Another factor is competition amonglocal educational agencies. Compensatory
education programs run by the local school districts are financed according to the
mtrober of students they attract. The area schools in Spartanburg naturally con-
tinued to run night courses directed toward a diploma program throughout the
cable experiments. After a student passes 12 courses, he receives a diploma without
a test, -btit it may take two to four years to complete the series of courses. One
reasorkwe chose. the GED approach was td avoid local competition for students
because ihe local sChools did not have much interest in that approach. But in
January 1977, when we began our third GED class, a local school district adv\ertised
and started a new GED program based on conventional face-to-face teaching three
blocks from the sttidi

In face of all this, the ol of adults eltgible to enroll in any form of'adult GED
education is much smallei han it first appeared, and the number rea'dy and willing
to enroll is going to be smaller yet. In fact, the Spartanburg cour'ses attracted class
sizes consistent with the size of4eher programs in the area. Many familiar with the
(ield of adult education might even consider a class of 12 to be a meager success-
of`the type that the field has come to expect.

One cannot retreat froth the fact that the numbers attracted by the Spartan-
burg couHes are' small and that, in our judgment, they represent the recruitment
levels one Might expect in .other locales, These numbers hardly justify federal,.programmatic support for cable systems; but although the numbers are small, the
students did learn, and subStantial proportions went on to pass the GEL) and-Obtain,Q

better jo s. Many of these students,. woe-Plot hal:re been likely evir to enroll in
convent 1 progrIms. What Other policy means are available to add this type 'of
opportu ity to those available for disadvantaged popkilations? r

FEDERAI., REG4LATION AIND TWO-WAY REQUIREMENTS

Another vehicle for bringing about interactive table systems is a federal regula-
tion. Cable operators of new sYsteres of over 3,500 subscribers have been required)
.to provide an interactive "capacity." A brief examination of the net effect ofthese
regulations does not lead to optimisnLabout the government's ability to reAlate
interactive programs intoexistenee.

As ,a practical matter, current cable ecjuipment is engineered so that most
operators,cari Meet this rule symbolically. The,.amplifiers now conimonly uSed in
tfi'se systems contain tie sPlicstfor,-a sei4trate 'module that would transmit return
signals. The operaior takeathe that.wthen:there is a demand fortnteractive
services, he will install those modules. BeCatise the:standard:line Of amplifierirtilso
permits ,the carriage of more channels than theitC,-. rules require,: the Operator
thus meets the multiple channel requirements and provides the ."potential" foF -;

,interactive programming.

-4,4 .es
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This approach neglects the critical role played by the quality of the materials
and the construction of the system. Spartanburg's cable system has, as a rough
estimate, 40,000 connections, from trunk cable to amplifier:trunk cable to feeder
line to drop line to home. Any one of these connections,- or the quality of the cables,
could create technical problems. The frequencies used on the cable are used for
other purposes in the atmosphere, ana a break in the system that insulates the
cable frequencies from those in the atmosphere permits interference. These inter-
fering signals, or "ingress," cause some difficulty for the forward cable system, and
operators maintain the system to insure that the quality of commercial television
signals being distributed t,0 home subscribers are Jpot..greatly degraded. But the
return signaleon a cable system are much more vulnerable to ingress, requiring
high standards of equipment and maintenance that are not often being applied to
most'systems constructed to meet the 1972 FCC regulations.'

To seek a.current and real interactive capacity on cable systems would require
a level and detail of regulation that may be out.of the question. Moreover, even if
one were to advocate such regulation, the cable industry would correctly note that
locsl education agencies and consumers have snot asked for that capacity, much less
bffered to pay, for it. If the cable operator must provide this more expensive capac-
ity; the cost will ultimately be carried by subscription fees. It would cut profits, or
raise consumer costs, or bOth, lb) a service no one has demanded.

Finally, perhaps the market willtake care of the problem. To the degree there
is no market for home education, the regulations may not be warranted. To the
degree that educational programs will increase the number of subscribers for a
bible system and generate additional revenues, the cable industry_over time can
be expected to move in this direction without ffirther regulation.

Markets for Continuing Education /
'As retiorted in the IntrodUction, there are Vast potential marketivfor home

education. Couqes for professionals, college courses, and continuing education" in
any number of fields could bp offered. The parent education course was selecta in
part because it exemplifiefl the continuing education area where the evidence about
the market is theweitkestyWhen there is no job credential or course credit, will
citizens enroll and stay in a borne, cablie program?

The two parent education courses offered in fall 1976 and spring 1977 suggest
tre is aeextraordinary market for continuing education. In the first offering,a
single newspaper article appeared in the local newspaper, and there was no fturthey
Ilse of the media. Through contacts developed in the daycare Center training pro-

tial participrtnts was coinpiled,
nd caregivers providing daycare. Aititter was

Ala describing the program in brief,

As it develdped, hll but fou of thP parents were already subscribing to cable,
and for them the cburse involve me additional cost. Of 40 homes ori the Cable, 14
(36 percent) enrolled. One of those Without cable began subticrifiingio cable to join

For a iConteanieal review of theinterference probltnne, see Hubert J. Schlafly, The Real World
of Teèno,jegicut Evolution in Broadband Communicatiorni, TelePrompter Corporation, New York,
September 1970, particularly pp. 22-23.

,gram offered the preVious spri
including Tothers ofyoung chil ren
sent to eacl of .44 possible part'

40, telephone call followed the let

a ii

or

Nem.
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the course. Six more parents on the cable sought out the project directpr and asked
to join.

In the spring, this group was the source of a second list of nanrs, this time
composed mostly of young mothers.' After 57 letters were sent to parents in the
cable nrea, follow-up calls were'again placed. Of the 53 already on cable, 29 (Or 54.7
pgreent) enrolled. Two of 4,he four without cable began to subscribe to get the
course."' It seen9p4dent that there is a strong interest in parent education in
Spartanburg.

Spartanburg residents also find other courses interesting, suggesting a broad
market for adult educatiobi 'courses.. The telephone survey included a series of
questions asking the rtspondets' interest in c,redit and noncredit proittAhs. It
must be emPhasized that sayintebne is interested is a far cry from enrolling 4nd
attending. From that perspective, the parenteducation program is by far the more

, robust test of a market. But because Spartanburg residentS did come forward for
thAt form of home education, one can ask about other subjects.

The questions were generally- broad, asking about the type§ ofcourses typically
offered io continuing education programs around the country. The results are
presenteft in Table 24. Preferences are related to sex, so here one. must take into
,account that the respondents were disproportionately female. The results are
weighted so. that males and females are represented in the same proportion as in
Spartanburg.

'The results indicate that there is strong interest in cable education. Excluding
those who' are "not interested" or. "somewhat interested," we find that between
one-fifth to over one-half thp respondents are :'very interested" in each atea. How-
to-do-it and arts and crafts programs are clearlythe Most popular among those who
live inside the cable area. Half the weighted :4.timple (51.4 and 46.5 percent) are
interested in each Ajhese topiCs, and 40.3 percent are very interested in the more

,.
specifie example of car repairs. Sports programs follow with 41.8 percent. Games
lag somewhat behind, but still 35.6 percent feel they would be very interested in
using cable for this purpose. Nearly one-third (31.6 percent) said they were very
interested in accredited college courses and; most surprising, one-fourth (28.4 per-
cent) were interested in foreign languagep. This last finding may reflect the heavy
influx of foreign inveitrnent in Spartanburg and the presence of German, Swiss.

'1.and French executives in local branches of foreign corporations. , .
BEicause families are less likely to pay the costs of a cable subscription for a

single cOurse, one can aggregate these interests ,to obtain an idea Qf the distribution
,.

of th9 demand. yirst, the responses to the queshon on auto reptfirs were excluded
so as. not 'to 'double-count the d$5-it-yourself fleld, and a count visits triaCie of the

,

...tnumber of the remainins six areas that attracted eabhfierwndent. A small propor-
tion (.11.2 percent) are-not 1,Tery interested in any tonic: At thetihertxtreme, A

these statenTents seriously, there is a Wide audience for continuing educht ro-

percent report being very interested in for or more. Two-thirds (64.4 percent)..f 1

in bettween, interested 'in one, two, or-three programming types. If one can ta e

,gramming that could be served by cable television. ,

Letters were also sent to those employed Fli3 caregivnrs at daycare fpcilities and homes. Responses
to four letters led to 16 participants, including six who watched at one site afid eight at another. The
focus here will be on rents,-,however.

"411 addition, a tlier person sought out the project staff to join. It is also interesting that in each
of the Moto experinn nts ther re hduseholds on din cable that paid,subptantially wierdue bills to joi

1

4

"-
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( Table 24

INTEREST IN CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMMING

Percent of Respondents
in Cable Arena

Respondents saying they are "very intdrested" in:

How-to-do-it programs, home repairs, or sewing 51.4
Understanding your ear and-how to make minor repairs 40.3
Programs on arts and craftsfor example, quilting or

furniture making 46.6
Sp(iirts programsfor exam0e, a progran on football

plays used.in professional football 41.8
Gaines you can play at home on your own television set 35.6
'Courses for college Credit 31.6
Learning fo.reign languages 25.4

Number of erograin Typesb Respondents Find Very
Interesting.,

None 11.2
One to thliee 64.4'
Pour to six 24.4

100.0 -

313med on a weighted sample of 160. The Weight factor is 41.86 for 'males
'and ,71 for feinales. For large mimbers of.respondents, sex was not ascertained,
and those responses are weighted 1.0..

bExeludes interest in ear Maw programmiqg.

Going beyond the SpKtariburg project, the next step-sebnis quite simply to test
these markets an4 the willingness Of cable subscribers 'to pay for education pro-
grams. Movie's .continue_tto be the' major fare offered in pay cable programing

'around the nation, and that will be the significant addition tq comniercial television
signals on cable systems. for.some time to cothe. Theie,appellr to be markets for
continuing education, however, and market forces Might well be sufficient to. bring,eduCation into Ole home on the cable. 4

One objectiOn to this view is that this growth will not servkthose who most need
because thosdwithout,A high school education are less like-1Y to subscribe to cable .t-

seri/ice. But the sdrvey foundthat the interest in cabld educatiOn does extend into
those homeawhose member's need formal education. In fyt, for those households
in the Spartanburg area 'survey providing daft' .On this question, houSeholds with
gne of more Members who have not- completed high school are about (ecaially
intereited in continuing bolucation (see Table 25).lhese households a4 somewhat
more lik4y (20.3, iietcent) to,say they are not very iterested in any programming
area', but'a'n equal proporth;11 are interested in fo0 or moretypes.Although.theAe
homes with underedu'cate4ultalmikhtbe ntore rOuctant to enroll in continuing
education on,a commercial iiiblel,ecause.of cost, there is close to thb same motiva-
tion. The grOwth.of eable educatiOuld reach into homes at most socioeconomic
levels.-

_
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I Table 25 ,
-' INTIRMST Iii CONTthUING EDOCAT1ON rItOGRAMMINO,

, .
, tly TYPIV OM% HOTIHOI.D

_., L-ii,' - 't
.0.

,..,.
<, 4 MI lilikSchool One or More- 1 . o

,......____....47_,_.:...:_i!,!....._,,..,...' .'..6... s',. ,. '. Graduates ".Nonfraduates
,

Nkiniber of ilespqndaniSie.
..

Percent-se' ON there "very
,.. ,interAsted11,11:

,How-to-dOill programs
.i'

Arts and crafts programs
- `Sports programs

Games it home
'College credit courses
Foreign language programs

,

Nuinber of program ii.eas respondent
finds ved itsteresting:.

,-
None .

-r One to three i

FOur or pore ,

230 '. 28

.

45.2 54.4.
45.1 I." 461,
39.6. A 32.9
34.2 ., 26.9
29,9 40.7
22.3 25.0

13.8 20.0
.65.9 . 56.9

. 20.9 22.8
. .4 e '',." f ob" T) 16676

aThe kubstantial dip in the nuileber of households with members who do
not have a high school dloma was caused by this question series being skiipped
in the supplemental interviews to hold down'their length.

' V DEREGULATItiN.AND THE GROWTH OF INTERACTIVE
CABLE

-A

Cable television iè a proveq vehicle for bringing eduCation Hilo-institutions mid
homes, but it should be view s-one alternatirve among many. Interactive cable,,
allowing students to respo 'lin. instrUction; can. as good as face-to-face

. classroom interaction:For. students; however, rrsona ntact and the :Jim-
ple *opportunity to get' out of the house are key factors. For Ihese students the

.interactive capability may not be eneugh. For othsrs, the expènae of interactive
, terminals is not necessary because they are sUfficiently Totivated to learn without
a return capacity. And certainly the telephone Could be used more creatively for
home education programming/. .

i4

. As one alternative,, however, interactive cable systems.should befosteret Al-
thoUgh twa-way cable systems krenot likely to cause a revohttion in compensatory
education, they do create neW.Opportunities and a new form of outreach for adults
who might otherwiseniver complete their education. In light of tpnature and and -
size of the markets found in Spartanburg, subsidies.and tletailW regulations to

* estAblish such *systems are not warranted; The Sparfanburg experiehce indicates
....4 the most-promising avenue to be the growth of commercial interactive cable sys-

temi. . .l' . .es., .,
i

%,,A The role of the federal government should theiefore be to remove the regulato-4.pi,

_ ry barriers to the.ekrolution of atiyanced cable systems. As noted in the Introduction,.
the current trend is to deregulate cable. Tithe degree these changes increase the

., .. . flexibility apd prbfitability of cable systems, continuing education, will probablyv

A-- ..." t .."^
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benefit.. A few cable systeins have aleady begun to test the continuing edutation
Iriarkets as a source of -revenue; if these tests are successhil,:the industry will

',continue in this direccion. These changes will not-come quickly, and, initially they
'may riotinvolve an interactive capaci0 in _the home. Pay'cable television still is
primarily offered by actessing a channeL and only ti handffil of cable sy.stems now
have any form of inteiactive commercial vervices.AThareaf l'ireOktltrough will'hegin
when comihereial. systems that requirtian interactive capacity for pay cable te14i-
sion, fire ahd security syatems, or some other puipose prove profit4le. Then pro-

,gramsor the disadvantaged .couldbe offered at a very loW mar/ginarcost, and even ,

classes for adulta wishing to complete high school might be Conducted al acceptable
c98t 0

For the present, the fedhl gOvernmerit should mcognize that technological
innovation in this field is painfully slow but inevitable. The recent and continuing
removal of restraints on the growth of the cable indulry may Well be sufficient to
allow home cable education to prosper. dfie can"always take more Aggressive steps
in the tbture, but ii,seems appropriate:now to Watch the markbt farces at work to
see if they are, sufficient to bring interactive education into the home.,

!
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-Appendix A..
CHILD DEVELOPMENT PRTNCIPLES FORMING

FRAMEWORK OF CURRICULUM

The parent education program drew upon the childdeVelopment,literature that
has beep heavily influenced by the work of Piaget.`Six prin6iples guided the cur-
riculum;:and thur of these are based directly on a Piagetian perspective.

1. Intellectual Development Occurs in an Invariant,Sequence of Stages.
Tiaget distinguishes four stages in a child's cognitive devMopment: (1) sensory-
motor period (0-2 years), in which coordination among the sense modalities (e.g.,
look 4-ig at things heard, 'grasping at thirigs seen and heard, manipulating things
seen) form the action basis for subsequent .symbolic thought; (2) pre-operatiknal

l'period (2-7 years), in'which representiitional thought begins but is fairly unoigan-
ized; (3) concrete-operational period (7-11.years), in .which thirly stable and orderly
cognitive structures (ca)Ied "groupings") are formed and systematically brought to
bear on the world; and (4) formal operational period (11-15 years), in which cogni-
tive structures develop for logical and propositional thought and the ability to deal
with both reality and possibility: The curriculum, addressed primarily te 'parents
of preschoolers, concentrated on thb first three stages.

2. Each Stage in the Development of Intelligencejs Characterized by the
Presence or Absence of Specific Cognitive Operations. One of the most signifi-
cant accomplishments' during the sensdry-motor period is the development of the
object concept. That is, the child discovers that objects do not cease to exist when
they are out of sight; objects have a contained existence even when they'are not
being acted upon by theschild. All subsequent logiclol thought depends on this
discovery. Related concepts developing, during this period are olliect
causality, intentionality' of purpose and differentidion of self from hon-self. Major
characteristjcs4 the subsequent pre7operational stage are (a) dominance ofpercep-
tion on the chil s judgments; (b) attentipn to only one object property at a time;
(cr teansdu s. logical) reasoning (i.e., reasoning from the specific to the spe-
cific); and d) egecentrisra+,:the'child's ;riew.ng the world from his own point of view,
without awareness of the existence of an other point of view. The dominant"
tharacterist. f the concrete operation i conservatiori, the recognition that
certain pr perties of objects iemain unchan e cl.e*te certain changes in' the
objects_ themselves.

1.11re Child Dexplops Physical, Social, and Logico-mathematical lnowC
*Age During Each Stage. Physical knowledge concerns the properties o matter
and the development, of a repehoire of activities 'to perform on abjec . ocial
knowledge is derived from feedback from people and includes infotrna on about '
occupations and activities sas' well as rules for behavior. Logico-mathimatica,1----
kncWledge concerns clbssiAcation, seriaticm,-and development of number concepts.
The curriculum erhphasized the kinds ofactivitiedthat provide an integrated learn-
ing experience involving all three kinds of knowledge in every stage.

4. The Child's ACtive Construction of Knowledge Occurs in His Con-
frontation 4Ith'his Physical and'Social Erivirimments. Eearning is not passive

`es
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Qr a simple process of absorption; it is a constructive act that involves the child's-
present and past experiences. For this actiVe construction to occur, the child and
his existing coOitive organization must confront and respond to the immediate
environment. Thus the curriculum emphasized activities that ktllow the child to
actively manipulate his 'environment.

The two remaining.principles were derived from a Variety of sources and were
intended to address specific concerns with the role oflan0age.in child development
and understanding child behavior and -behavior Management.

. -5.- Language ,Involves the Representation of Individual Objects and Of
Physical, Social, and Logical Knowledge. Representation is the ability to evoke
an internal symliol, it word or image, to refer to something that is mit present. Once
a child's cognitive development allows him to represent things in his wOrld, he can
begin to conceptualize and categorize. In turn, the child's hbility to recognize,
identify, sliscriminate, and manipulate the features of the world around him influ-
ences his acquisition of language. in the curriculunr;the emphases in this area were
placed on: (a) the active construction -of mental images, creating symbols as in
socio-embtional play or with a variety of media, and (b) a variety of activities
involving labeli9g, sharing of ideas, open-ended question, manipulation of symbols
and sounsis, and other language stimulants.

6. To the Degree the Child is Forced to Behave in Response to Extal
Controls, He Will Not be Able to Develop Internal ContrOls. .The child's mbNil
judgments and his development of autonomous behavior develop in distinct stages
just, as his cognitive sfrtictures do. Piaget illustrates the development of morality
through a child's changimglittitudes and behavior in respect to rules of a game. He
notes these points in his study of the development of respect for rules:

a. Children through ages 7:--8 consider themselves humbly submissive to the
Nies that govern their. lives.

b. Ti e .Voung child, while holding a divine respect for rules, does not have
a equate, understanding or.motivation to be consistent in the practice of
ules.

Not 'until the child is about 11 Or 12 years old will his knowledge and
r4spect, for rules approximate his practice of the rules.

d. his through cooperative activity with peers and.then adults that the child
develops an understanding of the purpose and origin Of rules.

Implications for urrieulurn. were that use of adult superior force and
conA demahding a 'blind Obedience reinforce a .unilateral view of rules,
whereas dialogue arid diecussions that bring about mutal understanding and
agreement lead to cooperafion anteventually ta autonomy.

I.
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DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS FOR PARENT
EDUCATION EXPERIMENTS
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SDP #
1.I

FACE SHEET;

PARENT INFORMATION fORM

RA

NOTE: This.form fs only to be used with a parent,

not a person employed as a caregiver.

INTERVIEWER'S NAME:I4

DATE. I 1

TIME: A.

tearline

MO

I 1 I

DAY YR

B. A M 1

P.M 2

PARENT'S NAME



development?
,

... _1 : 2.

1d. A certificate in child care? 1 2
....

.

I
e. Attended worktirs in specific child care skills? '1 2

,

(zy a, b, cy, d, 6nd e are answered NO, go to Q. 6)

f. How long ago wa the-last training youie4lyed?

87

This form asks background questions about the people in your,
household,

1. Is your fimilyla two-parent or one-parent household?

1it
Two-parent 1

One-parent (Skipto Q..3) 4 2

2. How old is your husband? (Amotd,to nearest year)

4

a'. What was the last grade in school he Completed?

YEARS

,
Grade 5 or less i 1

Grades 6-8 - 2
A

'Grades 9-11 3

Grade 12'
,

,. 4

Some colleger 5

College graduate 6

Graduate work .
. 7

b. What is his occupation?

How old are you? (Round,po nearest yea.r)

I [

4. "What was the last grade in s"chool yoU ,ccatleted?

Grade 5 or less 1:
Grades 6-8
Grades 9711 3

Grade 12 4

Som# college 5

College graduate' 6

Graduate work t
7

A

5. Besides the cable TV rrkshopso.hAve you had any special trOning
in human develbpment? Specifically, have you:

YES NO

a. A degree in early childhood education or child
Aevelopment? 4 2

b. Some coursework in early childhood educatioh or
aevelopment?. 1 2

c. Some general coursework'in psychology or human

YEARS

YEARS AGO



...

A

A/
,

88

1

/ '

6. What is your occupation?.

,

3.

At

7. Aor(many chil_dren are members of your household?

a. Please describe them by sex and age.

Child Sex Age

1

2

4

5

CHILDREN"

8. Please tell,me in your own words what you hope your,children will
get from their 6xperiences here in the home. .

ri

9,4 4
\

11
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A
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3

A,

9. Do you know anyone else who is taking the cable TV workshops?
k

YES 1

ir ,g

'NO.. (GO to end of form)

a.. How many people you know will be taking the workshops?

[Is this person] [Are any of theLe people]

PEOPLE

YES NO

Friends whq live in your neighborhood?- 1 , 2

Other friends? 1. - 2

[Interviewer: check...respondent's race]
.

WHITE

BLACK

OTHER

[GO TO NEXT FORM]

ri

Ph.

-100'
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4

1 1 1 1 1 1, 1 1 l

# 1 1 1 [ 1 t I

FACE SHEET

CAREGIVER INFORMATION FORM.

1

RA

I). NOTE:s. This form is onlk tebe used with a person who

is employed.as, a careghtr. not witth a. parent.

,z7

INTERVIEWER'S NAME:

tear'line

DATE:

TIME: A.

B. A.M. I

P M. 2

4r.

1;'AREGIVER'S NAME



k

CAREGIVER INTERVIEW FORM

This form asks some background questions about you and where you work. .

1. How old are you? (Round to nearest year)

. --
2. What was the last grade in school you completed?

H YEARS

,

.

Grdde 5 or less
-Grades 6-8
Grades 9-11
Grade 12
Some college
College glilduate
Graduate qbrk %

4

,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

t
3. Besides-the cable TV workshops, have you had any special training

for your job in child care? Specifically, have-you:

YES NO

a. A degree in early childhood education
or child development? 1 2

b. Soli* coursework in early childhood
education or development? 1

.c. Some general coursework inysychology
4

.

or.human development? 4
I 2

d. A certificate in child care? 1 2

e, Attended workshops in specific 1 2

child care skills?

(If a,, 13, c, a, an+ are answered Ar, go to Q. 4.) '

f. How long ago was the last training you
received?

YEARS AGO .

As a caregiver, do you; YES NO

a. Care.for childi1n the parents' hbme? 1 2

b. Care f r'ehildrek in your own home? 1 2

c. Care f ,children in 'a Center? I 2

102
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5. What are the *ages of the children yOu care for dyring1
the day?
How Many children are: [Note: Put 14010 I if the caregiver'cares

. for no children of.that age.]

a. A year old,or Younger?

b. Two years old?

c. Three years old?

d. Four years old?

e. Five years old?

f. Six years old?

Seven years old or older?

1

6. Occupatfon of Head of Household

. This card (present card) is a list of occupational categories. Please
think of the total number of children and for'each child try to assign
the head of his or her hoUsehgld into onesof the occupational categories.

. For example, let's say three children for whom yOu care tome from
- families which have seriice worker heads. Two of these three children

may eveh come from the same family. Then the number of the children
from families with heads in the "Service\Workers" category would-be three.

4

Usually the heaq of the child's.hOUsehold is the father. However,
if the child lives.only with the mother, the mother is the head of
that child's household.

% TWQ. ptegories require special explanation: The "UnemploYed" category
is used only when you know that the household head is out,of work, and.

- you do not.know what he ois she ordinarily does. If you know the
usual occupation of an unemployed'head, use4the occupational category
into which the head falls when working. The "Housewife" category is
used only if the child's mother is the head of the hOusehold and does
.npit work-outside the home.

1. (If there are no children from homes with heads 'whclifolZ in a.particular
category, put 0 0 next to tOt ca'tegory.)''

1 3
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How many heads of households are:

. Pro'fessional workers?

*

Administrative, managerial, supervisory
worker

"Q

Technical workers?

Clerical and sales workersy

Cr'aftsmen and productioh-process workers?

Service worKers?

Semi-skilled and'unskilled Workers?

Unemployed?

Housewives?

H I

H. I

7. How many adults regularly work with you in caring for the children

who are your responsibility?,

8. Please tell me in your own wdrds what you hope the children will get
from their experiences With you.

%It

104
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9. Do you'know anyonc, else who is takinp the cable TV workshops?' .

YES
NO (Go to fold of form)...

a. How many peopleyou knOw will be taking the workshops?

b. [Is this person] [Are any of these people]:

\

PEOPLE

YES NO

Caregivers where I work 1

Other caregivers 1 2

Friends who 'live in my heigh-

borhood 1 . 2

Other friends, 1 2

r---

[I terviewer:i check respondent's race]
,

.

,

[GO TO Ni[T FORY]

.1

105

WHITE

BLACK

OTHER

ft
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CARTOON BOOKLET

2.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT TA CARTOON FORM

,)

You should have two forms: a booklet of caretiOns and a sheet of

paper lith numbered,spaces. The booklet contains a series of cartoon

stories. As you go through the booklet, you'll notice that the children

get oldet.. The first situation involves a tiny baby; the last situa-
,

tions,.children who are five and sii years old.

Each cartoon set has six pictures. The top three pictures of each

set show a situation a parent or caregiver at a centet might encounter
-

. in a day. In the example,,the top row describes a common situation for

-
a caregiver: how to have children do artwork in a group care setting.

The bottom pictures show three different ways, labeled A, B, and Cre-

spectively, thflt the'caftoon story coul .end.

4lat we would like you to do fof ch set of cartoons is to look

at the top three piCtures in the set. After you see the situatidbde-
.

scribed in the top three picturef':i, please choose ONE picture`from che

bottom three.pictures that you think besf describes what you would do

in that situation. In other words, you are choosing the picture in

the bottom row you think best "completes" the situation.described in

the top three pictures on that page.
:1 After you choose one of the three alternatives, we would'Ilke you

to record your choice on the sheet 14th file numbered spaces. If you
t /

thumb through the booklet of cartoons, you'll notice that each set of

six pictures has a number in the top,right-hand corner. You should

record your choice for a particular set--A, B, or C--on the ling with

the same number'as that set. For example, after reading the first sei

of cartoons, if rd choose alternative "A" you would put "A" on the

line next to "1." If you choose "B," you woplA. put a .1'B" n that line;
.rr;

if "C," a "C" on that line. We wOuldlike you to 'record your-choices
;, '

for all of the cartoon sets.
_

-

.
. .

If you have any questionai, the reseatch assist#nt will be happy
,.

to answer them.
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FACE fHEET

SITUATIONS BOOKLET

NOTE: This booklet is for caregiverynd parents.

tear 1 ine

DATE:

TIME: A.

RA U.

H
DAY YR

13`. A.M 1

P.M

6

.1

PARENT' S. OR 'CAREGIVER' S NAME

4
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A child has been promised a trip to the store to buy some chocolate
ice cream. His mother plans to go in about two hours, after the child's
rest or "quiet-time." The child wants to know when they are going to
the store.

Which answer would you give to what age child? For each answer below,
indicate thelige of the child to which you would give that answer.

A.

B.

C.

'RIGHT AFTER Nt)t) REST.

°iI1741;

Age of the Child

Age of the Child

Age of the Child

1 33

2

r

-4
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2, Each of three children, Lisa, Penny, and Edward, is 'given the same
collection of shapes: four squares, four circles, and three triangles.

, Two of the squares, two of the,circles, and one triangle are red; Om
of the squares, two of the circles, and two of the triangles are white.

The children Are asked to put together those objects which are like
each other. On the opposite page, you can see what the children did
with the shapes.

On the basis of hoW they grouped the shapes, how old do you think each
child is? Fill in an age for each of the three children.

A. Lisa is about years old.

B. Penny is about years old.

C. Eciward is about years old.

rl

4 4
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LISA. 1.

...

PENNY

v

..

EDWARD

r

o 0
A

11,

--41L

135
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* * * * * * * * *

In discuss...14ns of child levelopment, there,are several words which
, describe different skills which children have or acquire. The following

questions ask about these skills. In answering each question, choose that
word from this list whicb-seems most appropriate.

r , ,

1. representation 6. conservation

2. seriation 7. accommodation

3. reversibility 8. classification

4. correspondence 9. assimilatio

5., object permanence

Thomas is playing with hisitoy cars, and his mother suggests thaf he
arrange them in a "play" parking lot. Thomas carefully *lines up his
cars as though they are'vparked." His mother then suggests that he
take alUthe,cars away and see if he caA "park" them again, but in
the opposite order.

4
What ability does this task take? How old will Thomas have to be
before he is apt to hav.e this ability?

A. The ability is

Thomas will probably not have this ability before the Oe of

years.

4. Mery is given a set of seven "stick" dolls.

Sri
I

Each doll is a different height than the other dolls. Mary is asked---\
to arrange her set of dolls in order of height, with the Daddy doll )

-first.

-What abilfty does this task take? How old will Mary have to be to
complete the task withoilt having to use misystematic trial and error?

A. The ability is

B. 'Mary will probably not have this ability before the Age of

years,.
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Jennie has a toy farm, including a "herd of toy cows. One afternoon

she and her mother are playing with the farm. Jennie's mother lines

up the cows in a row. She then gets some toothpicks from the kitchen

and aSks Jennie to put 'a toothpick in front of each cow.

A. What ability is Jennie's mother trying to teach Jennie?

B. Jennie will probably not have this ability before the age of

years.

15. Laura is watching her mother make a pie crust. After showing Laura

the ball of dough, iaura's mother rolls it out into a flalipahcake."
She then asks Laura if the "pancake" has the same amount of dpugh as

the ball.

A. 'What ability is Laura's mother trying to teach Laura?

B. Laura will probably not have this ability before the age of

years.

04.

ke.
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r,8CE SHEET

CHI LDREN ' S DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES

tear( line'

RA

DATE I I I- 1

TIME A.

MO DAY YR

B . A . M 1

P. ....... 2

RESPONDENT ' S NAME
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CHARACTERISTI OF CHILDREN'S EVELOPMENTAL STAGES

Frei-04 is a list of children's b aviors. Each 'of these is Charac-

teristic or typical of a particular s .se in the child's development,

f
Below each behavior are seVeral diff r;ent ages. For each behavior

we would like you to circle the as-'or a:e range for whichlt is typical.

For some behariors you might wa t to c le one age only, for example,

\T

Years

't

1/2 4 5 6 7

2

In other cases, you might want to,circle several adjacent ages, for

example,'

7

4`,

In this case, you are indicating the age range for which the behavior

is typical%

139
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1. The child is able to watch somethfhg being changed and is able to

imagine how to return it to its original state.

Years

0' 1/2 111 2 3 4

2. In his thinking, the child deals with only one characteristic of an

object or a situation at a time.

0

Years

11/2 2- 6- 7

3. The child begins to realize that an object still exists, even though

he can no longer see it.

0 II

Year

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9.

1 io
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4. The child learns by logic and probfem solving, In addition to learn-

I.

ing by trial and error.

'Years

Pto

a

5. The child cannot conduct a deliberate search for hidden objects: he

ftnds them in an unplann0 way.

Years

0 1 11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 9

6. The child has the mental development to recognize that he has a

personal point of view separate from that of others.

Years
4,

11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

'
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The child is first able to distinguish himself from other persons and ,

objects. *IS

Years

0 1 11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8. The child is able to act out a part in social-dramatic play with his

friends, for example, in`playing house.

c.

Years

0 11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NIL

A

9. 'The child's thought is doMinated by his perceptions, rather than,by

his physical actions.

Years

0 1/2 1.. 11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
r---,
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10. When an object falls off a table to the floor, the child continues to

stare at where it was on the table.

Years

4;-/-`

0 1/2 1 11/2 ,2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

11. The child clearly has the mental development to understand the idea

of co-operation.

Yiears

0 1/2 1 11/4 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ma

12. When given a'new toy, the child grasps it, bangs it, tries to put it

in his mouth or shakes it.

Years

0 1/2 1 11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9.
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13. In his thinking, the child can consider more than one characteristic

of an object at a time.

Years

0 1/2 1 11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

, 14. Wh n aske&to put objects in categories, the child responds by building

so thing with thm, that is., by arranging them spatially. He does not

or a izec"m'according to shared characteristics.

Years

0 1/2 .1 '? 11/2 2 3 4 7 8 9

15. The child has the mental development to undertand the concept of

stealing as adults understand it.

Years

1 11/2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 4
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1 1 1 1 1 I41 1 1 1

FACE SHEET

MEDIA QUESTIONNAIRE

NOTE: This booklet is for caregivers and parents.

s.

tear line

DATE:

RA

TIME: A.

B.

1111
DAY YR

P M

OR CAREGIVER'S NAME
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1. Some peopTegiched most of the workshop programs alone, while others

watched with one .or two friends or co-workers. Did you usually watch

alone or with someone else?

I fro To 4Z.321
ALONE
WITH SOMEONE ELSE

2. When you watched with others, did you usually just sit together and
listen, or did you talk back and forth about some of the things
being said?

JUST LthENED 1

TALKED AMONG OURSELVES 2

3. Some participants found that they had other obligations that prevented

then from watching very often. Others missed very few programs. Out

of the 36 programs, could you tell me how many programs you missed.

[RECORD THE NUMBER MISSED]

4. Everyone could telephone questions in if they wished, but not many did.

People have given us several reasons why they didn't call very often.-.

I'm going to read several of these reasons and ask you to tell me whether

this was someiimes a reason you didn't call.

4a. For example, someone said:
television set." Was this

, reason, or not a reason at

"I can't use my telephone
a very important reason, 'a
all for You?

+

and still see my
somewhat important

VERY IMPORTANT REASON 1 -

SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT REASON 2

!VT A REASON 3

4b. What about this statement: "By the time I could call, the subject would

change." Was this a very important reasón, a somewhat Amportantreason,

or not a reason at all for you?

4 VERY IMPORTANT REASON
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT REASON 2

NOT A REASON 3'
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2

4c. How about:. "I was afraid I would Ask a silly questio6." Was this a
very important reason, a somewhat important reastin, or not a reason
at all for you?

VERY IMPORTANT REASON 1

SOMEWHAT IMPORTANTREASON 2

NOT A REASON 3

4d. "It felt funny talking to someone who couldn't see me when I could
see them." Was this a very important reason, a somewhat important
reason, or not a reason at all for you?

VERY IMPORTANT,REASON
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT REASON 2

NOT A,REASON 3

'4e. "What I wanted to say usually wasmq worth the trouble of,getting
up, going to.the phone, and calling." Was this a very imOortant
reason; a somewhat important reason, o'r not a.reason at all for you?_

0

VEkEMOORTANT REAS6
SOMYWHAT IMPORTANT REASON 2
NOT A REASON 3

4. "I felt we should be listening to the workshop leader, not to one
another.

11

Was this a very important reason, a somewhat important
reason, or not a reason at all for you?

VERY IMPORTANT REASON 1

SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT REASON 2

NOT 'A REASON 3

4g. "I didn't feel the workshop leader wanted me to call." Was this a
very important reason, a soMewhat important reaon, or not a repson
at 01 for'you?

VERY MPORTANT REASON 1

SOM WHAT IMPORTANT REASON.. .2

NOT A REASON 3

!ASK ONLY 6F THOSE WHO WATCHED WiTH OTHERS]

4h. "When I had something to say, I would talk to.someone' watching with me."
Was this a very important reason,.'a somewhat important reason, or not a
reason at all.for you?

,)

VERY IMPORTANT REASON 1

SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT REASON 2

NOT A REASON 3

,Y

.t
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3

Suppose r a moment that you:had been given a microphonetet the

beginnin of the workshops for asking,questions instead of the tele-

phone. microphone would work about tir same way as it does on the

tefevision talk shows. When you wanted to ask a question, you would
just speak into your microphone without going to the telephone.
[PROBE FOR COMPREHENSION.]

5a. Would you have preferred to have a microphone.like that, or was the
telephone enough?

5b

WOULD HAVE. PREFERRED. MICROPHONE,....1

TELEPHONE WAS ENOUGH. 2
N

, If you had a microphone, do you think you would have spoken up during

the program more often, less often, or about the same '''hs you used the

teleptione? .

4MORE OFTEN .. . .1

ALMOST THE SAME.... . , 2 -

LESS OFTEN 3

6. When the workshops are given again, at Oat time of day should they

be given? I'll read several different times when they could be given.

I'd like you to tell me your first choice and second choice for time of

day.

7

Here are the different times: in the morning, at naptime, in the.after-

C:)

noon, in the evenings and on the weekend. What would be,your first

choice? Your second choice?

il
First Second
Chpice Choice- .

2,IN THE MORNING 1

AT NAPTIME , 1

LN THE AFTERNOON 1

IN THE EVENINGS . 1

'c' ON THE WEEKEND 1

When the workshops are offered again,, how many days a week should ,

they be offered: 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 days a week? [Circle only one

response below. Ifrespondent chooses more than one response, ask

her to state which isLher first choice.]

ONE 1

TWO 2

THREE 3

FOUR 4

FIVE 5

118
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4.

The workshops this fall ran for a period of'12 Weeks. When they are
offered.again, should the period be longeh, about.the same,.shorter,
or doesn't it matter to you?

LONGER 1

ABOUT THE SAME 2

SHORTER 3

DOESN'T MATTER 4

9a. When the Wgishops are given again, would-you aavise parents and
caregivers to watch the proghams?

NO
. 1 [GO TO Q. 91)]

- 2 TERMINATE]
YE

9b. Who do you feel is the mos appropriate audience'for the wOrkshopi--
par6ntOnterested in thei own children, caregivers taking care of'
,Other people's children,- r both?

TERVAATEj"
CAREGIVERS.... 2 TERMINATE]

.

BOTH 3 GO TO Q. Pc]

9c; Altbough you think that both Parents and caregivers are appropriate
audiences for the workshops, do you think that one group--parents
or caregivers--is a more appropriate audience than the other? If

so, which, one?

2

NO'
YES, PARENTS
YES, CAREGIVERS...3

0

41

I.

,,
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CATEGORIZATION Or TEST ITEMS IN PARENTING REPERIMENTS

Item Contents Ci;sitoiy of Knowledge

I. CARTOON BOOKLET

1. environmental interaction through rattle structure/applicaiion
2. teaching when diapering structurg/application
3. infant action schemes operation
4. helping child look for objects operation/application
6. how young children learn to rood application -
6. characteristic of 18-month-old structure
7. teaching physical knowledge through elaboration application
8. understanding memory limits of young child structure
9. correcting child's speeth application

lti. using action regoresenation in learning
400peration not understood by young child

application
structure'

12. learning causality in physical world operation
13. requiring inferential comprehention application
14. teaching temPoral sequence application
15. classification operation
16. learning through-doing application
17. difference between counting 4nd understanding numbers structupe
18. teaching information available ij pictures application
19. requiring verbalization . application
20. teaching how to read application

I*

1

H. SITUATIONS BOOKLET

1.
2.
35.
3b.
4a.
4b.
5a.
5b.
6a.
6b.

time explanation
classification, age difference in .

reversibility
appropriate age
seriation
appropriate age
correspondence
appropriate age
conservation
appropriate age

HI. DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES INSTRUMENT

'1. reversibility
2. ohe.cliaracteristie at a time
3. object permanence
4. learning through logic and problem-solving
6. method of search 'for hidden objects
6. recognition of personal point of view.
7. distinction of self and others
8. social-dramatk play
9. domination by perception

10. object constancy
11. cooperation
12. action dominated -
13. more than one characteristic at a time
14. spatial classifications
15. concept d stealing'

I.

ks

't

'-
structure/application
structufe/application
operation #
structure
operation
structure
operation
structnre
operation
structure

operation
structure -4
operation
structure
structure
structure
structure
structure
struiture
operation
structure
structure
structure
operation
structure

.13

0



I. Structure

CB1b
CB2
CB6
CB8
CB11
CB17
SB
SB
SBib
SB4bc
SB5b

\s, SB6b
132

54
-DS6'
DS6
DS7
DS8
DS12c
DS13
DS15

Total

A

ej.

Table B.2

CB1

-
.24

CB2

._

CB6 CB8

7'

CB11

,

..CORRELATIONMATRICES FOR ITEMS ON THREE KNOWLEDGE INDICES' v-4.
to-

dB17 SB1 SB2 SB3b SB4b SB5b SB6b DS2 DS4 DS5 D56 DS7 DS8 DS12 DS13 DS15

..

0 .30
.28 0 0.
.22 0 .41 0

p

79 0 0 0 o ,
6

.
.26 .50 0 0 o -T ,

.24 .26 .30 0 0. 0 0
0 .23 0 0 0 0 .35 ,23

_ - .4._ - - - -
.30 0 .22 0 .37 0 0 0 -.26
0 .25 .28 .47 0 0 0 0 0 .23
o o o o o o o . o o - .23 o
0
0,

-.30
.44
0 .

-c;

0.,

.38

II. Operations

"--6B3

CB3
CB12 0
CB15 .32
8132 , 0
SB3a .21
SB4ac -
SB5a/6a 0
DS1 0
D53 0
DS10 .48

Total .37

.40 .21 0 0 0 .28 .26 0 0 .36 0
-29 .39 0 0 .33 .45 .29 .24 0 .23 ' 0 0 "
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o 04

0 .32 .50 .22 0 .40 24 0 - ..30 .34 0 0 .38 -.30
0 0 0 0 0 o o o .30 0 .34 0 -.21. 0 -

77
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .42 -.21 0

.26 0 0 7 0 0 0 .38 0 0 .37 0 ,.26 0 .35 0 0 ..41

.54 .57 .45 .30 .22 .56 ".53 .34 ..36 .56 .27 .47 .56 0 .44 0 .37 .51

CB12 CB15 5B2 51113a SB4a SB5a/68 DS1 DS3 DS10

0 , .,
t0

.29 .36
.28 .54 .30.-
0 .32 0 .36
0 0 .28 0 0
0 .24 .34 .38 0 .21 7

-.21 .45 .24. .45 .21 0 .24

.40 .70 .66 .78 .41' .41 .56 .51
152
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III. Application

Tabfe B.2-continued

CB1 C132 CB5 CB7 C89 CBIO CBI3 CB14 CB18 CB19 CB.20 SBI
CBI
CB2 .24 -
CBS .37 ,27 \

CB7 0 ' 0 .26
CB9 -.P3 o 0 0 -
C810 b 0 .36 .48 0 -...
CB13 .22 .26 .29 0. .39 0
CBI4 0 .' .25 0 0 0 0 0
C1318 0 .33 0 0 .29 0 0 .26 -
CB19 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 .21 .37
CB20 -.22 0 0 0 ' .46 0 0 0 . 0, .37
SBI 0 .26 .29 0 .39 0 0 0 .41 , .85 .43
Total

a

.21 .53 .55 .29 .48 .38 .54 .36 .51 41 .48 .63

0 n.s.
.21 .10
.27 .05
.38 .01
.48 .001

b
CB = Cartoon Booklet ; SB Situations Booklet; DS - Developmental Stages.

c
Every subject got the item correct; therefore, correlation coefficients could not be computed.

153
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TELEPHONE SURVEY INSTRUMENTS



Family,Nhme

Address-

143

BASIC TELEPHONE MARKET SURVEY

Identification No.

Date: Month/Pay ri
CABLE STATUS: On Cable ..,. 1

Fronts Cable
Outside Cable Area .... 3

Telephone.... 1
Personal .... 2

col 1 0 Col

Call NO.

RA No.

Hello/Good morning. My name is and I'm doing a survey for the
Rand-Spartanburg Project. YOU may have heard about our work with the local
community and public schools. We have selected some Spairtanburg families at
random to find out what kinds of education and training services people have
heard about, and what they are interested in. Would you mind answering a few
short questions abodt your. household? Your answers will be kept ptrictly
confidential.

lF RESPONDENT IS RELUCTANT OR ASKS QUESTIONS USE STANDARD ANSWERS AT THIS POINT.

1. How Many children-under age 18 are in the household?

What are their ages, please?
(write age of each child)

After the interview is completed, Under 3
record the number of children in 3 to 5
each group. 6 to 17

IF THERE ARE NO CHILDREN UNDER SIX, SKIP TO Q. 2 ON PAGE 2.

la. Does the.mother of the child(ren) under six work? Yes

If Yes: How many hours a day?
lb. Does anyone other thanothe mother regularly care for the year

old for any of the daytime hours? (Find out who cares for each
chiZd under six; start with the oldest child.)

CA 13 Oil

No col 11.

a) Mother only
b) A relative (father, aunt)

who lives at home 1 1- 1

c) A relative comes to the home 2 2 2

d) A non-relative comes to the home '3 3 3

e) He/shqogoes to a day care
center or preschool 4 4 4

f) He/she goes to a relativ's home 5 5 5

g) He/she goes to someone else's
-home (i.e., a non-relative) 6 6 6

(If (.0 or (g)): Do4you happen toicnow if they usually keep
six or more children at that home?

ssx
1 lAt relatives 7 7 7

At non-relatives. 8 8 8Ifmore than

(Code only 5 or 7; 6 or,0-

Child 1 Cbild 2, Child 3
0 0 0

col zO, col

01,19
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2. How many antIts 18 years and older are in your household?

3., How many are over 60 years old?

IF THERE ARE NO ADULTS OVE R 42¢0 GO TO Q. 4.

record no.

record no .

Wha; is that/thOse person's relation to you? (self; spouse; father;

mother; etc.)

I have a,few questions.about each person over 60. Let's start with

(name the relatione.g., yourself; your father, the boarder

3a. Ate(is) he/she/you employed?
(if Yes) Is that full-time
or part-etime?

31):- iNp(es) he/she/yal do an/

volunteer work?
.1

3c. Did he/she/you complete
high dchool?

3d. Do(es), he/she/you liave any,

physical difficulties that
make it hard for him/her/you
to get out of the houRe?

0

Member #1 Member 1/2 Member #3'

20-If .tolwfb

Unemp...0 Unemp...0 Unemp...0

Pull....1 Fu11..1. Full....1

Part...,2 Part....2 Part....2

Yes 1 Yes 1

No 0 No , 0

Yes 1 Yes 1

No 0 No 0"

Yes 1 Yes 1

No 0 No 0

Yes 1

No 0

Yes 1

No 0

Yes.....11

No 0

3e. .Is-there a'T.V in.the building that you/these.older Yes 1

adults can watch during the day? . No 0

3f. (Interviewer:. Check description that best'characterizes ti7e

hoysehold. Pi4e for further information if neessary and check

to see that you have correctly understood the respondent.)

Say: "As I understand it, your household can be characterized

as having:"

(1) One elderly persOn living alone
(2) o An older mAried couple living together

(one.or both over 60) or;
o Older relatives (e.g., sisters) living

together Cone or both over 60} or;

o Older individuals (e.g., friends) living
together who are not all related 2

' (3) Older persons living with younger relatives

- (e.g., an aunt alid her niece) 5

(4) Older persons living with younger persons
'to whom they are NOT related 4

(5) Other (specify) 5

A

012.3

cd2.4

c.137

048
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We are also Nterested in knowing if your household includes anyone
over 18 (and uftder 60) .who has not had a chance to complete high
school:

Do you fall into this category?

If Yes: Are you under 25 years of age?

'111(

Did you complete grade 8?

Yes A .. I

No 0

Yes 1

No 0

Yes 1'

No 2

5. Are there others in the household between the ages of 18 and 60 who have
not finished high schoO1?

Tr ANSWER XS NO, GO TO Q.-6 ON PAGE 4..

Yes
No 0

e439

cAaso

ttl.41

What is that (those) person's relation to you? (spouse, boarder, child,
parent, etc.)

I'd like to ask you a few questions about
(Name relations that did not complete high school.) Let's start with

Person 1 Person 2 Person 3

C443-45' 014041 t4449-5A

. .

51i. (If necessary) Is Male ....1 Male ....1 Male ....1
a Female...2 Female...2 Female.:.2

male or a female?

5b. Is he/she wider 25 or Under 25...1 Under 25...1 Under 25...1
25 years or older? 25+ 2 25+ 2 25+ '2

5c. Did he/she complete
grade 8?

5d. If I have some specific
questions for - ,

when would be a good
time to reach him/her?

Yes ... 1 Yes.... 1 Yes ... I

No ... 2 No ... 2 No ... 2

\
157

continue
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6. What is the occupation of thd major wage earner in your.household?

(Write in and code)

Professional workers: e.g., physicians, engineers,
lawyers, clergymen 1

Administrative, managerial, supervisori
workers: e.g., bank officer, textile mill
unit supervisor, store owner

Technical workers: e.g., nurses, dOcial
workers, librarians, teachers, accountants,
draughtsmen 3

Clerical and sales workers: e.g., bookkeepers,
sales-clerks, salesmen (all kinds),
secretaries

t'

2

4

Craftsmen and _production-proCess workers:
e.g., mill workers, toamdkers, machinists,
plumbers, welders, carpenters, bakers 5

Service workers: e.g., beauticians, policemen,
guards, postmen, nurse's aides 6

Semi-skilled and unskilled workers: e.g.,
custodians, launderers, domestic workers,
waiters 7

Housewife 8

Retired 9

UneMployed 0

7. IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT COMPLETED NIGH SCHOOL, GO ON TO HIGH SCHOOL
COPPLETTON SURVEY.

IF RESPOATENT HAS COMPLETED UIGH SCHOOL, 49AY:

That's all the questions I need to ask about your household. But I

would like to know if you have heard of the Rand-Spartanburg Cable TV

Project before My call. Is this the first time you had heard of our

program?

IF ANSWER IS NO, GO TO Q. 10.

.r 58

Yes
No 0

continue

d53
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8. As you may know, we have conducted several differentpublic service pro
grams. Can you recall any of the specific programs? (You may cirle
more Aan one). (Probe: Jny others?)

Can't recall spefific projects
Day care

Not

Mentiohed Mentioned

U1S4
1.0155

0

0

1
f _

Adult edOcation -0 1 tot
.

Elderly -0 1 vA 51

First aid 0( i 1 (41 fi

Accounting - 0 1 col f9

Tax ', 't 0 1 00 00

"City Profile" City information (WomiCk) 0 1 44(41

"LivitV Psychology/Wofford/Sepgers
:'Sports Talk" or other spOrts programs

0

0

1

1 4113g

Medical or health programs 0 1 u4 (A

Oter (specify) 0 1 al ("5

.

9. And do you recall where you heard of our,programs?
more than one). (Probe: -Was that the only

Friend/relative/other person
Newspaper
Radio
Television
Flier
Cable crawl -

Other (specify) ,

(You my circle
place you heard about-it?)

Not
.

MMentioned entioned

,

Cokrio I.

i:7114;:li

04112.c:'
toi,j3

0

0

0

0

,0

0

0

a

1

1

1

1

1

1

1Don't know or don't remember 0

lo

59

..,..eontinue
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10. Figia , we would like you to tell us what kinds of programs you would
be int rested in if we could put them on television. For each of the
follow ng programs, could .you please tell us whether you would be (1)
vety i1hterested in watching, (2) somewhat interested, Or (3), not
inter sted at all.

.10a.' How interested would you be in how-to-do-it programs, home
repairs, or sewing?

(3k

Very interested 1

.

Somewhat interested 2 1404
Not that interested . , 3

-

10b. How interested would you be in a prograti that helps you
understand your car better and how to make minor repairs?

Very interested 1

Somewhat interested 2 CAI 5.

1
.

Not .that interested ..,.. 3

,

10c. What about programs on arts and crafts, for exhmple, quilting
,

. -or furniture making?
i N)

.Very tnterested I

/Somewhat interested 2 ek (0

Not that interested 3

10d. What about sports programs, for example, a program on
football 'plays used in professional football?

Very interested 1

Somewhat interested
Not that interested

10e. What about.courses for college credit?
Very interested 1

Somewhat interested 2 . edlg

Not tliat interested 3

10f. What about.learning foreign languages?
Very interested 1

Somewhat interested % 2 e419
Not that interested 3

10g. What about games you can play'at home on your own television
set, like those you sometimes see in stores and restaurants?

Very interested 1

Somewhat interested 2 MN
Not that interested 3

END: That''s all I need 'to ask. Thank you for your time and help.

4

1 60 It 1
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ADULT EDUcATION CANDIDATE SURVEY

0

Identification No.

RA No.

Date: Month/Day [--1

Call No.

Telephone 1

Personal -2

CABLE STATUS: On Cable 1

Fronts Cable 2-

Outside Cable Area 3

AGE: Under 25 1

25 or over 2

SEX: Male..i 1

Female 2

(TART HERE IF NEW CALL'.

Hello, I'm with the Rand-Spartanburg project, We
recently spoke with [name relation, if possible--e.g., your wife, your son,
or say "someone in your hOmel about our project, which provides services
to the Spartanburg community. As we explained, we are particularly
interested in the educational needs of people who have-not had a chance to
complete lligh school. Would you mind answering a few questions about your
education? Your anfters will be kept strictly confidentia/.

J

START HERE IF CONTINUATION OF GENERAL SURVEY

1. Did you get all the education you would like to have had?
Yes 1

No 0

2. What is the last grade you completed in school?

,/,"
3. Are you now enrolled in any programi or courses?

\ _IF NO, SKIP PAGE.2 AND GO DIRECTLY TO Q.4 ON PAGE 3.

.1 611

Yes 1

No 0
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FOR PEOPLE ENROLLED IN PROGRAMS ORTOURSES:

3a. 'What program Or courses are you enrolled in?

o Rand/Spartanburg Tec Adult Ed. (Go to END, p. 4) 1

o Library GED 2

o District School's diploma program' , 3

o Other (specify) (7o to Q.4, p.3) 4

3b. We would like to know why you decided to comPlete your high
school.education. Would eou please tell me if any of the

" following reasons apply to you? 4?

a. Was returning to school encouraged or required by your
present employer? Yes

No

b. Did you think it would help you get a better job?
Yes 1

No 2

c. Did you feel you needed to learn the things they
teach In high school? Yes 1

No 2

d. Did you finally have the time becuuse you were no
longer employed? Yes 1

No 2

e. Did you finally have the time because your children
were older? Yes 1

No 2

f. Did you ju t eel ready to go back to school?
Yes
No

Did your family want you to finish school?
Yes
No

h. Were you influenced to go back to school becaUse all
your friends had finished school? Yes 1

No

i. Did you think you would enjoy going back to
school? Yes

No

j. Did you want to get out of the house and meet
_other people? Yes 1

No 2

k. Did you go badObecause there was money available
from the government to go back? , Yes 1

No 2

162
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3

.7

411 4

4

4. Do you plan to go back to school in the ne*t two or three years?
Yes

5.

A

. _
_

No 000000 4 2

Are the chances pretty good that you'll finish high school at some
time? ',Yes 1

No 2

6. I'm going to read same statements that describe how some people feel
about returning to finish their high school education. Would you
please tell me if, in your case, you agree,or disagree with each
statement

a% .Getting your high schdol degfee would open new opportunities
for you. Agree 1

Disagree 2,

b. The work in high school Programs would be pretty hard. r
Agree 1

4 Disagfee t. 2

c. What you'd learn in a high school program would be
useful in your day-to-day life. Agree 1

Disagree 2

d. You'd be more likely to complete high school if you
could take the necessary classes at home over television.

Agree 1

Disagree 2

e. ,One reason for going back to school is to get out
and meet people. Agree 1

Disagree 2

f. You don't learn much when you take classes over TV.
Agree 1

Disagree 2

g. Deep doign Inside, ybu're not sure finishing high school
matters that much. -Agree

, 1

Disagree 2

7. "That's all theAuestions. I need to ask about you. But I mould like.)

to know if yoU had heard of the Rand-Spartanburg cable TV project-.
before my call.

IF NO, GO TO 9.
4

1 64

Yes 1

No 0

.

A 77

A'1\
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8. As you may know, we have conducted several 4ifferent public service
programs. Can you recall any of the specific programs? (You iay

circle more"thdn one.) (PrObe: Any otherva)
Not

Mentioned Meniioned
..

Can't rpcall specific projects
Day care
Adult educatiOn
Elderly
First aid: t;.,,

Accounting
7----aTax ..6

.
"City Profile" City information (Womick)
"Liying," Psychology/Wofford/Seegers
"Sports Talk" or other sports programs
Medical Or health programs

7I I

Othdr (specify).

0..

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.0-
0

/

,

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
.1

IF ADULT EDUCATION NOT MENTIONED:
4

r

9: Have you heard Anything about an adult'education cable TV program?
Mentioned above .0

ch,

Yes 1

No . 2

What have you heard about the adult education programs on cable? Could

you.describe anything about it?
Not

Mentioned

)

Mentioned

4
a. "Just on television" 0

,

1

b. "Cable television," "on cable" 0 1

c. "Two-way" 0 1

d". "Two-way" with description 0 1

e. "Spartanburg Tec" .0 1.

f: "GED," "Take S.C. test" 0 1

g. "Finish high school" , - .0 , 1

h. "Pre-GED," "Get ready for GED" 0 - 1

..

010 If no evalucption offered, prob'e: Have yfy heard anything about how
worthwhile the program is?:

i. Good program 3

OK 2

Weak, poor 1

No evaluation
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10. Do you recall where you heard about our,programs?
more than one.) (Probe: Any others?)

(You may circle

Not
Mentioned Mentioned

Friend elative/other person 0 ', 1

News per 0 1

Radii 1 0 1

Tele ision ' 0 , 1

Flier 0 1'

,.tCable . 0
.

1

Other (specify) 0 1 1

Don't know,or don't''rempmber 0 1

11.
(

Suppose you had a cflanCe to watch a 'program on television that would
help you finish high school at home. Would you be:

Very interested' 1

:
( Somewhat interested, 2

Not very interested 3

12. Finally, could-you please tell.us what year.you,were born?

19,

END:-That's all I need to ask. Thank yOu for your time' and-help.

4

Remember: If the Adult Education SUrvey is a:continuationAf Ae Basic
Telephone Market Surveytransfer the answers to:Q.8 aixl Q.10. to the
respondentsfs BASIQ ,,l'ELEFRONE 'MARKET SURVEY .

V

;D.

1 1,

ft

4 ,

41,

2
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